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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

For the past seven years, the Basic Skills Component (BSC) of Research

for Better Schools, Inc. (RBS) has been developing and testing a research-

based monitoring and management system to guide educators in the improve-

ment of elementary school instruction and student achievement in the basic
4

This is a special report on the component's efforts to enhance the

capability of three districts to install the system and sustain its effective

use. Specifically, this report describes and evaluates strategies BSC and

the districts employed' from April 1981 to June 1984 to foster implementation

and institutionalization of the system.

This monitoring and management system, originally designed for class-

room use, has come to be the central feature of a program of districtwide

Anstructional leadership called Achievement Directed Leadership (ADL). The

program was field tested in three districts in 1981-82.
1

Since then, the

program has come to include strategies which experience 04 :uMented in this

report) has shown to be effective in promoting implementation and institu-

tionalization.

This chapter describes the data sourcesfand data analysis used in pre-

paring the report, the report limitations, and the report structure.

1
For information on the development of the system see Graeber, A.O. &

Helms, D.C. (1983) . Documentation Report.
Achievement Directed Leadership. Philadeip
Schools, Inc. For information on the field
J., Beyer, F., & Heller, B. (1983). Docu
field test of Achievement Directed Leadership. Philadelphia: Research for
Better Schools, Inc.

se I; The development of
ia: Research for Better

st see Biester, T., Kruse,
Cation Report: Phase II: A



Data Sources and Data Analysis

The experiences discussed in this report were sele"cted primarilyrom

BSC's work with three school districts (one each in New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, and Delaware) that cooperated in testing the monitoring and manage-

ment system in the 1981-82 school year. This report covers implementation

in participating elementary schools in those three districts in the field

test year, 1981-82, Ahd continuance of the program in the following two

school years, 1982-83 and 1983-84.

The report is based on three types of data: (1) date on the compo-

nent's program development and technical assistance to districts, including

hypotheses and reflections on the success of program strategies; (2) data

on district staff Ictivities in preparing for and implementing the program

and their reflections on those activities; and (3) data on student achieve-

ment in the basic skills. With the exception of student achievement

scores, the data presented here, whether supplied by BSC staff or coop-

erating educators, are mainly observation or self-report data.

Information on BSC'i development of the program and provision of

technical assistance to the districts was drawn from component documents

such as staff reports of field work, quarterly reports to the Uational

Institute of Education (NIE), special development and evaluation reports

prepared 'for NIE, and proposals submitted to the districts. Assessments of

the success'of capacity building and institutionalization strategies were

solicited from BSC staff during meetings and by memo, verified against data

on district implementation activities and district staff perceptions, and

then refined. A similar group "brainstorming" process was used to

Qw 2



identify the topics and "l earnings" presented in the summary chapter.

After these topics were agreed upon, individual field staff were asked to

select confirming vignettes from their field reports or identify relevant

data from the summary reports of interviews and questionnaires.

Blp staff used multiple,data sources to document implementation

activities in the district and the district staff's perceptions of change.

The major data sources are briefly described below.

BSC Contact Reports: Reports were written by BSC staff to
document all field work. The reports describe objectives,
activities, outcomes, and future plans for each contact.

District Documents: Proposals, plans, correspondence,
reports, and memos were collected from the districts and
reviewed.

a Field Interviews with Superintendents, District Office
Staff, Principals, and Teachers: Interviews tailored to
each group were administered. These were generally designed
to elicit information about roles and activities during the
year (or previous year), perceived success and problems, and
overall commitment and reactions to the approach. (See

Appendix A.)

Principal and Teacher questionnaires: Forms (primarily
close-ended) directed to each group were designed to obtain
information on the extent and quality of implementation and
reactions to the approach. These were administered once
towards the end of the field test year. (See Appendix A.)

In order to enhance the reliability of the data, attempts were made to

cross-check data wherever possible, i.e., the superintendent, central

office staff, principals, and teachers in each district were questioned

about the same topics in order to gain insight into their various perspec-

tives. Consistency of findings among the different soqxces adds credi-

bility to the information reported.

Much of the data on district implementation was qualitative and/or

self-report, and the analyses were primarily descriptive. Where

3



appropriate, BSC staff quantified interview and questionnaire data in terms

of frequencies, means, and percentages. The primary level for reporting

implementation data for this report was the district. Apparent relation-

ships between implementation data and achievement data were noted, but were

not subjected to any statistical analyses.

Each district's existing testing program provided the student achieve-

ment data for the report. In the three districts, tests were administered

in the spring of each year to all student'. Throughout Delaware, the

California Achievement Test (CAT) was used in the spring of 1981, 1982, and

1983; in the spring of 1984, the state switched to the Comprehensive Test

of Basic Skills (CTBS). The New Jersey school district used the CAT for

all four years. In addition, scores from the statewide basic skills
O

cc:x.petency test were available for specific grades. In the Pennsylvania

district, the Science Research Associates (SRA) achievement test was

administered in the spring of all four years. In all cases students took

the level of the test designated by the test publisher as appropriate for

their grade.

Normal curve equivalent scores.(NCEs) were used as the basis for

analysis of student achievement data. Scores were collected foi each

elementary grade in each district (aggregated across schools) in 1981,

1982, 1983, and 1984.

Limitations of the Report

ADL is a large scale and fairly complex educational innovation.

Although much can be gained by tracking such an innovation over a three-



year pe;11d, there were problems-and constraints associhted with this

documentation effort. The. two major constraints were that:

the history and extent of implementation in the three
districts varied, making it difficult to collect r*,mparable
data from year to year or even in the same year across
districts

some collection and analysis of data that ordinarily would
have been desirable (e.g., data on the status of individual
classroom processes related to student achievement gains)
were impossible given the component's resources and contin-
uing need to train educators, develop materials, and docu-
ment activities. Economic constraints precluded the
collection of hard, objective data, and resulted in much of
the data being of a self-report nature.

This report is not intended to be definitive but rather to share some

significant BSC experiences and reflections on capacity building. In this

sense, it is the record of participant observers and, perhaps, subject to

the same unconscious bias that motivates enthusiastic participants of any

project. However, this does not mean that t* data collection was carried

out haphazardly or that reflection on the exptrXence did not provide

indicators of success or failure of tertain BSC strategies. Overall, the

report is intended to provide a record cf experiences and insights that

others who are working on reseaAah utilization projects may find helpful.

Structure of the Report

The rest of this report Is divided into five chapters.

Chapter 2 describes the capacity BSC was trying to build and :he major

strategies BSC pursued in building that capacity.

Chapter 3 describes the instructional leadership plan for ADL and

other processes and materials specifically developed to support implementa-

tion in the field test districts.

9
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Chapter 4 describes the intended and actual orienting, planning, and

training experiences in three districts. Also discussed are the major

changes BSC made in its orientation, gaining, and planning procedures

during the three years.

Chapter 5 consists of three major sections, each of wtich is devoted

to a district. Each section includesi

a brief description of the district and an overview of its

work with BSC

BSC and district strategies used to foster tOplementation
along with an assessment of the success of those strategies

BSC and district strategies used for formative evaluation of
the implementation

the strategies BSC pursued in encouraging the district to
institutionalize ADL, the strategies or conditions within
districtl,that supported or inhibited institutionalization,
and an assessment of the extent of institutionalization.

Chapter 6'summarizes BSC's observations on strategies for capacity

building and institutionalization.

6



CHAPTER TWO

CAPACITY BUILDING --GOAL AND MAJOR STRATEGIES

The two major sections of this chapter discuss (1) the capacity BSC

was attempting to build in each of the districts, and (2) major strategies

which guided the component in its capacity building efforts.

The Goal of the Capacity Building Activities.

The component set out to increase educators' ability to use research

findings to improve instruction and, ultimately, studentbasic skills

achievement. BSC viewed this as a process of helping school districts to

understand, install, implement, and sustain practices that research suggests

are conducive to effective instruction. The four major BSC tasks in this

process were identified as: (1) identify from the research a manageable

number of variables that educators can influence and that are critical to

student achievement; (2) develop methods and materials to help educators

monitor and manage those variables; (3) train educators in the use of

those methods and materiald, and (4) support educators in their

implementation of the monitoring and management processes.

Graeber and Helena (1983) describe the process BSC followed in selecting

a small set of critical variables and in designing the associated methods

and miterials for tracking and managing them. The variables that were

identified and the method of monitoring and managing those variables are

briefly discussed below. Also described is BSC's intent that districts

use the variables management system as a method of self-renewal and reform.

11
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The second half of this chapter presents the major strategies 8SC used

in designing training and technical support for the installation and mainte-

nance of the monitoring and management system. (The actual training and

support BSC provided to the districts are described in some detail in

chapters 4 and 5, respectively.)

Variables Critical to Student Achievement

The component's synthesis of research findings on classroom effective-

ness indicated that students who have, or acquire, knowledge that helps

them to successfully learn new content, and who spend an adequate amount of

time covering, mastering, and reviewing content on which they will be

tested, are much more likely, on year-end achievement tests, to perform

better than studerits who do not act this way.

Consequently, it was inferred that all educators should give special

attention to the following student behaviors, or variables:

prior learning -- the knowledge that students have or
acquire which will help their learning of new subject matter

student_ engaged time -- the amount of time students actually
spend on assigned learning tasks

coveraje of criterion content --,students' opportunity to

learn the content on which they will be tested

academic performance -- students' success with daily learning
tasks, their mastery of content units, and their review of
newly learned subject tatter.

Of course, exclusive attention to one of the behaviors without due

attention to the others will not be fully beneficial. furthermore, many

other variables influence these four behaviors. The following section

describes how teachers, principals, and central office staff, working

together, can monitor and manage the four critical student behaviors ant

also take into account other variables.

12
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3

The Management Process

The component developed a four-step improvement cycle, or variables

management process (see Figure 1), to help educators collect data on each

of the critical veriables listed above, and identify and exploit opportuni-

ties for improvement. For example, in checking that student engaged time

is at an appropriate level, a teacher, with help from the principal or

another teacher, first collects information on how much time students in

his or her classroom are actually spending on assigned learning tasks. In

the second step, this information is compared with similar information from

research studies. Third, if the comparison indicates that improvements are

needed, the te;-1.7 chooses a strategy to increase engaged time. In

selecting an appropriate strategy educators can also use their knowledge of

the many other behaviors that influence the target behavior, in this case,

student engaged time. In the fourth, step, the teacher implements. and

monitors the classroom change. If, after a reasonable time period, the

change strategy does not show a positive impact on student engaged time,

the teacher can repeat steps three and four acid either adjust the original

strategy or, if necessary, select a different me.

Step

Step 3

Figure 1. Four-step improvement cycle.

9
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Capacitor for Renewal

The rather simple improvement cycle or problem-solving strategy

portrayed in Figure 1 provides a way of monitoring and ianaging the

critical student variables. The component hoped that educators would also

use the improvement cycle to monitor and manage student behaviors targeted

by emerging research findings, as well as the critical leadership functions

of teachers, principals, and central office staff. In other words, the

problem-solving strategy was intended to enhance the district's general

capability to identify opportunities for instructional improvement, match

improvement prescriptions to the opportunities, and monitor and evaluate

the effects of the modifications. Thus, the capacity - building, effort was

directed not only toward implementation of a specific innovation but also

toward learning a method of self renewal and reform. In this sense, the

project and NIE's Research and Development Utilization (RDU) project

(Louis, Rosenblum, & Molitor, 1981) shared the goal of incorporating a

problem-solving process into school and district decision-making activities.

Major Strategies in Capacity Building

When BSC-began its work in 1978, it recognized that, planned educational

change had not had a history of broad or consistent success. The component

hypothesized that by using the findings of research on educational change

and'inservice education to shape its work, BSC might increase the chanceb

of success of that work. Therefore, research findings guided the develop-

ment of materials and processes, the component's work with district person-

nel, and the implementation recommendations and guidelines which BSC provided

to districts. The five major strategies BSC pursued in its capacity-

building efforts were:

IQ I4



limit the number of highly specified implementation processes
id materials in which fidelity of the innovation is invested

orient, plan, and train following a top-down sequence

use innovation-specific implementation events to help
districts develop the general planning and organizational
skills needed to accomplish implementation of the innovation

provide on-site technical assistance following training

anticipate the probable long-term impact of early design and
implementation activities.

The first overall strategy was to limit the number of highly specified

implementation processes and rterials, thereby giving districts flexibility

in how to accomplish a number of the tasks. BSC hoped that this strategy

would encourage the input from users which many researchers (e.g., Pullen &

Pomfret, 1977) claimed was so important for a sense of ownership and for

successful implementation.

BSC also adopted, early on, a second strategy: orienting, planning,

and training in a top-down sequence, i.e., trainiug'and decision-making

were to occur first with district leaders, then central office staff, then

principals, and then teachers. Despite the notion prevalent in the late

1970s (which exists to some extent today) that effective improvements spring

up from grass roots (classroom or building) participation, BSC chose its

top-down strategy as a means of garnering needed support and leadership

from the school system bureaucracy. The need for such support had been

suggested by Brickell (1961), Berman and McLaughlin (1977), Upham (1977),

and Pincus and Williams (1979). The component also selected this model as

an economical meals of disseminating the approach within the, district.

Thar is, the district would have, at the central office level, its own

capacity to train principals and teachers within the district.



BSC pursued a third major strategy derived from literature on the

educational environment's influence on the success of an innovation.

Pincus and Williams (1979) listed five environmental factors (leadership,

zone of tolerance, planning and delivery system, derivation of the benefits,

and stability) that innovators may incorrectly assume to be in place and

supporting their intended changes. BSC acknowledged the importance of these

factors and also realized that school districts with the greatest need to

improve instruction and achievemov are frequently among the least able to

provide the support needed to F element innovations. Some researchers (e.g.,

Rosenblum & Louis, 1981) have argued that districts will not change success-

fully unless their organizational abilities have reached some critical level.

BSC resolved to use actual installation and implementation events to assist

districts in developing needed organizational behaviors, rather than wait

404 for them to develop their organizational abilities before beginning imple-

mentation. For example, component field agents modeled effective planning

behaviors by sharing and following a checklis.: they devised for principals

to use in planning for teacher training.

Given favorable circumstances, even with respect to all the environ-

mental factors, the possibility still remains that the innovation will fail

if other conditions, such as intensive inservice for users (Cole, 1971;

Hamingson, 1973), resource support for change (Berman & Pauly, 1975; Downey

& Associates, 1975), and feedback mechanisms (Charters & Pellegrin, 1973;

Gross, Giacquinta, & Bernstein, 1971) are not met. BSC foresaw that its

capacity-building efforts would require a fourth strategy: provision of

on-site technical assistance to help assure that those conditions were met.

BSC planned that the technical assistance would follow the steps of good

16
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inservice listed by Joyce and Showers (1980)--presentation, modeling,

practice, feedback, and coaching.

In the 1970s, the emerging -research on educational change clearly

indicated that program features and implementation decisions influenced the

extent to which programs would be sustained. As its fifth strategy, BSC

determined that, whenever possible, all program design and implementation

tasks would be carried out with a view toward their longterm impact on

program implementation and institutionalization. For example, Berman and

McLaughlin (1975) noted that "opportunistic" projects begun in response to

available funds rarely resulted in lasting or effective change. BSC tried

to minimize the likelihood that opportunistic districts would implement

solely because of available funding. Although training was provided free

of charge, BSC did not provide funds to districts for the teacher inservice

time or for defraying other implementation costs.

13



CHAPTER THREE

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION

As the dates for the initial training of field test district staff

approached, BSC staff and district leadership grew increasingly concerned

about how to foster, sustain, and monitor use of the variables management

process. These concerns prompted BSC to include in the training more

information on implementation roles and activities and to provide materials

and specify procedures to support these roles and activities. BSC speci-

fied the activities which central office staff, principals, and teachers

would perform as they used the variables management process. BSC also

specified the activities central office staff and principals need to engage

in to support principals' and teachers' use of the improvement cycle. The

roles and activities described became known as a "leadership plan." During

the summer of 1981 the component selected the name Achievement Directed

Leadership (ADL) for both the leadership plan and the training designed for

its installation.

This chapter describes:

the overall leadership plan for ADL

four major program elements designed to sustain
implementation of the leadership plan, along with the
rationale for their inclusion

the materials developed to support these implementation
activities.

The Leadership Plan

The component developed the leadership plan to clarify ways central

office and school staff could coordinate their efforts to establish and



maintain instructionally effective classrooms. This plan was derived from

research on effective classrooms, schools, and districts. The plan was

also designed to be compatible with the roles in the traditional school

district hierarchp;:(supellntendents, principals, and teachers).

prescribes several role-related functions for educators at each

The plan

level of

the school district, and describes channels of communication between levels.
N

Following the leadership scheme, educators at each level perform their

functions using the improvement cycle and focusing on the goal of improving,

or maintaining, levels of the critical classroom variables. The plaa also

provides methods which school and district level administrators can use to

monitor implementation of the plan. The following three sections discuss

how the leadership plan operates at the classroom, school, and district

levels.

Classroom

At the classroom level, the leadership plan (Figure 2) is predicated

on two related findings: (1) students' classroom behaviors and year-end

achievement are influenced by behaviors they bring to the classroom at the

beginning of the year (Bloom, 1976; Cooley & Leinhsrdt, 1980; Fisher

et al., 1978); and (2) teachers can, nevertheless, alter conditions of

teaching and learning and thus influence student classroom behavior and

year-end achievement (Bloom, 1980; Emmer & Evertson, 1981; Rosenshine,

1979). Accordingly, the leadership plan calls for teachers to:

consider student entering behaviors and use the improvement
cycle to attend to the critical classroom variables as they
plan classroom instruction and management

19
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manage the classroom

instruct students.

Teaching in the classroom is a complex process 7-hat occurs in the

context of larger and even more complex settings, the school and diffirict.

These more complex settings influence classroom conditions and processes.

The leadership plan calls for teachers to regularly conference and cooperate

with their principal to plan and implement improvements.

Figure 2. The leadership plan.

School

Research has not yet made clear the relationship between specific

principal leadership tasks and classroom instruction (Koehler, 1981).

Nevertheless, some research (Wellisch, MacQueen, Carriere, It Duck, 1978),

and the experience of BSC and its project partner, suggests that principal

support can help maintain the classroom leadership described In the

20
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. previous section. Acordingly, the leadership plan for 'the school level

calls for principals to:

plan program implementation for the school as a whole. as
wil seri:Ilan with individual teachers for classroom
Improvement

train teachers in role-related functions

provide teachers with participatory supervision in their use
of the improvement cycle.'

Figure 2 shows a two-way flow of information between the principal and

teacher. The principal is continually informed of classroom conditions

through regular classroom visits and the review of teachers' instructional

plans. The principal subsequertly uses this information in regular confer-

enceswith teachers to help them work through the:improvement rcle. And,

the leadership plan calls for principals to regularly share this information

with district level personnel and to plan improvements with them.

47

District

Research has suggested some characteristics of effective districts and

critical elements that contribute to a district's success in implementing

planned change (e.g., Berman & McLaughlin, 1975; Pincus & Williams, 1979).

However, research does not tell us exactly how these factors affect instruc-

tional leadership in schools and classrooms. BSC's experience indicates

teat several kinds of central office support can help establish and sustain

the instructional leadership described at the school and classroom levels.

The functions of central office staff are similar to those of princi-

pals, and are equally concerned with the classroom dimensions which affect

student achievement. These functions, however, are primarily directed to

2
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supporting principals who are expected, in turn, to support teachers. The

central office functions are to:

plan with Ifincipals

train principals to perform their role-related functions

provide participatory supervision to principals.

As shown in Figure 2, a two-way flow of information should exist

between central office staff and principals. Although much of the communi-

cation will be informal, the principal and district leadership should also

have formal conferences to review the documented outcomes of the principal's

conferences with teachers. During these conferences, explicit attention is

given to the status of classrooms (with respect to the critical student

variables) and to the teachers' plans for tand success in improving instruc-

tion. The instructional leadership plan calls for the district leadership

to be continually alert to opportunities to assist principals with their

awn leadership responsibilities and functions.

The plan suggests that student year-end achievement be vitally

important to the district. District/principal conferences provide an

opportunity for district leaders to evaluate the classroom information

compiled by each principal in terms of past student achievement and district

goals for student achievement in the current year.

Although the district relies primarily on the principals for informa-

tion concerning schools and classrooms, district leadership may also

acquire information directly through personal visits and reports. These

visits to classrooms are necessarily much less frequent than visits by

principals.



Program Elements Designed to Sustain Implementation

BSC developed the leadership plan described above to provide educators

at the school and district level, with a vision of what they would be doing

if they were to implement, support, and sustain use of the improvement

cycle. However, both BSC staff and district leaders felt a need to provide

teachers, principals, and central office personnel with specific ways of

supporting and sustaining use of the variables management procedures.

BSC had always intended that educators using the improvement cycle

participate in activities designed to share data across levels and support

the implementation. Relatively formal conferences between building princi-

pals and individual classroom teachers are one example of such an activity.

Prior to the spring of 1981, however, little attention was given to specify-

ing these activities or deVeloping materials or training for them. There

were several reasons for this. The first was BSC's overall'strategy which

suggested that such supporting processes should remain flexible across

districts and be designediin coordination with districts so that each

district would build its ownership of the improvement effort. Furthermore,'

during the early years of program development, BSC staff time was consumed

by reviewing research and designing training directly related to use of the

improvement cycle at the classroom level.

However, by 1981, BSC found that most district and building personnel
mr

had little time to depign methods and materials. BSC also discovered, as

did NIE's RDU project (Louis et al., 1981), that local development of

materials could hinder (by claiming scarce inaervice time and attention)

rather than, facilitate improvement efforts. Thus, as training was developed

23
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over the three year period, it came to include not only use of the improve-
.

cycle at the classroom level, bat also specific implementation activi-

es designed to help educators sustain and support their use of the

improvement cycle. The training also began to give increaseekttention to

provisions fir leadership at the building and district levels. The four

implementation activities that BSC and field test district personnel found

to be crucial to sustaining implementation were: principal seminars,

principal supervisory conferences with teachers on classroom data, superin-

tendent conferences with principals, and differentiated inservice. The

following discussion describes these four elements and clarifies how each

was intended to help sustain the implementation. BSC's experience with

district implementation of these elements is discussed in chapter 5.

Principal Seminars

Principal seminars were conceived as monthly meetings led by the

district leadership to coordinate implementation activities, improve

principals' leadership skills, and keep principals focused on the goal of

instructional improvement. BSC encouraged the districts to incorporate

seminars into their usual district /principal meetings, thus communicating

the expectation that ADL was to be the routine way of operating rather than

a special project. BSC hypothesized that if district leadership regularly

showed that instructional improvement was one of their priorities, princi-

pals would sense its importance and be more likely to establish and main-

tain instructional improvement as a goal for their school. In seminars,

the district office staff could address and help principals solve problems,

whether these were real concerns or only barriers raised to stave off
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implementation. For example, a common implementation concern of principals

was lack of time. They claimed that their present activities consumed all

so

their time and they could not conduct the classroom observations or hold

teacher conferences. District leadership could explore such concerns with

principals and resolve the problems in seminars. Seminars could also be a

source of support to principals whos'in the course of implementation, often

were applying new skills and behaviors.

Principal/Teacher Conferences

The leadership plan suggests that the principal help teachers use the

4

improvement cycle and grow in their role-related functions. The principal

0
can assist teachers by collecting data (e.g., student engaged time) during

classroom observations, by encouraging and monitoring teacher collection

of data on other critical student behaviors (e.g., aca4emic performance,

coverage of content), and by meeting with teachers to review data on all of

the critical variables. In regularly conducted, formal conferences with a

teacher, the principal can provide support by recognizing those student

behaviors that are at levels conducive to good or improved achievement.

Together, the principal and teacher can also plan ways of improving those

student behaviors that are not at satisfactory levels. A principal's

subsequent modeling of the selected strategies, coaching on the strategies,

or provision of related inservice for the teacher are-examples of further

assistance.

BSC hypothesized that teachers would be prompted to collect data if

-a number of formal principal/teacher conferences were scheduled throughout

the school year. However, BSC's reading of the literature suggested that
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principal/teacher conferences were often complete.: :...sasily (with few or no

provisions for specific conference topics or outcomes) and made a negligible

contribution to improvement (Blumberg, 1 4) Therefore, BSC developed a

conference form to provide a basic struct refor principal/teacher confer-
,

ences. The conference fora called for recording data on the critical 0

variables (prior learning, student engaged time, content coverage, and

academic performance) along with improvement goals and plans for achieving

the goals. During training, central office staff and principals practiced

using the form. The componAit suggested that principals have at least

three conferences per year with each teacher, and more frequent conferences

with teachers who have many opportunities for improvement.

BSC and the cooperating district leadership realized that the role

they were proposing for principals might pose problems. The potential

diff:culty is described by Joyce (1982):

In most schools there is a tacit understanding between
administrators and teachers that their respective domains
are not to be encroached on. Informal sanctions are applied
to individuals who violate the norms of privacy in the
classroom, or attempt to generate systematic change within
the institution that affects working conditions. (p.48-49)

Therefore, BSC anticipated that principals would initially resist conduct-

ing classroom observations and formal teacher conferences. BSC included

superintendent/principal conferences as an implementation activity to

override resistance and encourage principals to proceed with the observa-

tions and conferences, and to increase 0: district leadership's awareness

of classroom and school conditions.

Superintendent /Principal Conferences

Just as the leadership plan suggests that the role of the principal is

to support and facilitate the growth of teachers, it suggests that the role
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of district leaders is to support and promote the growth of principals.

The district leadership can encourage and monitor principals by meeting

with them individually to review the outcomes of their conference's with

teachers. BSC developed a form principals can use to list the classroom

data on the critical variables, to identify areas for improvement, and to

record agreed upon school building goals and plans. These conferences

provide the district leidership with an important me :: s of assessing the

principal's skills in planning, training, and supervising teachers, Also,
VIP

the district can use the data on critical classroom conditions and on

teachers' opportunities for growth to identify appropriate inservice for

teachers.

Since the superintendent frequently is the only district office person

with line authority over principals, BSC hypothesized that It was important

that the supertintendent conduct these conferences. Other central office

staff not only lack authority over principals, but also often have a tacit

understanding with bliilding principals gout the sanctity of their respec-

tive domains.

Differentiated Inservice

one' outcome of the conferences and seminars is the identification of

improvement opportunities for teachers and principals. When districts

provide differentiated attention to diagnosed opportunities for improvement,

they demonstrate use of the variables management process for district

improvement or reform. Differentiated inservice is not a pre-designed

element of ADL. However, when such inservice occurs, it shows the district

Is attending to one of ADL's overall goals--increased capacity for renewal.
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BSC developed materials for central office staff and principal training

,that illustrate and suggest how the data collected in conferences and the

issues raised in seminars can lead to the development of inservice. When

many principals or teachers share the same diagnosed opportunity for improve

ment within or across schools, the district or principal is encouraged to

deliver group inservice. When opportunities are unique to an individual,

the district can arrange for the principal's or teacher's participation in

a specific offering at a local' university or intermediate service agency.

Support Materials for Implementation Activities

In the spring of 1981, BSC staff began to develop materials and

processes related to seminars, conferences, and differentiated inservice.

the most part, these materials were incorporated into handbooks--one

for central office staff, one for principals, and one for teachers. The

handbooks include information on (1) the leadership plan; (2) roles specific

to the lel (e.g., central office staff, principal); (3) principal seminars;

(4) superintendent/principal and principal/teacher conferences and their

outcomes; and (5) planning for succeeding years of implementation. These

materials were explained, and used, during training sessions and seminars.

The handbooks, which BSC now recommends be distributed and reviewed either

during the orientation session or the first training session, also include

the training materials on use of the managemnt process for the critical

student behaviors.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ORIENTING, PLANNING, AND TRAINING

The earlier chapters of this report described the capacity BSC was

trying to.bui,d, the major strategies it planned to pursue In building the

capacity, and the materials and processes developed to assist implementa-

tion. This chapter describes the component's experience with installation

of the innovation in districts.

The educational change literature includes a variety of multiple stage

models of the innovation process. For the purpose of this report, BSC has

chosen the following six stages: orientation, planning, training, implemen-

tation, evaluation, and institutionalization. These stages are not neces-

sarily sequential or discrete, but are treated separately in this report in

order to organize the discussion of intents, strategies, and experiences.

This chapter describes BSC experiences with the first three steps: orien-

tation, planning, and training. Chapter 5 describes experiences with the

last three stages.

Orientation

Prospective users need to be aware of the nature and purpose of an

innovation, but awareness is not sufficient to make a decision about

adoption. The prospective users need to know the challenges they will

face--particularly where the innovation is at odds with existing norms or

where it requires new accountabilities. That is, theynneed to orient their

existing system to the innovation to identify points of compatibility and

stress.



BSC's top-down model o7 installation and implementation includes an

orientation of central office persOnnel to provide the superintendent and

others with information needed to help them make an informed decision

regarding participation. The orientation for central office staff includes

information about the amount of inservice time required, and the implemen-

tation roles of central office imaff. principals, and teachers.

Orientation was designed to proceed in a top-down fashion so that

either the necessary approvals and commitments from upper levels fere

obtained or the process came town early halt. If orientation continued

without such commitment, or began with lower levels, there was a

possibility that time and resouces would be poorly invested. BSC intended

that central office staff would orient principals k' and principals, in turn,

would orient teachers.- Orientation sessions for prtncipals and teachers

were designed to provide information and address questions and concerns.

The following discussion of experiences, strategies, and outcomes of

orientation is organized as follows: (1) BSC orientation of the superin-

tendent and central office staff; (2) orientation of principals; and (3)

orientation of teachers. Component experiences with orientation in the

field test districts was limited. Therefore, some experiences outside the

field test districts that contributed significantly to the component's

orientation strategies are included in the discussion.

Orientation of the Superintendent

The strategy of first orienti the superintendent and central office

staff and seeking their commitment to implementation proved necessary and

successful in all three field.test districts (as well as In other,

/
/

districts).
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Traditionally the New Jersey principals spent the last two
weeks of August preparing for the opening of school. In
August 1981, although principals were still negotiating
their contract, they agreed to spend one of these weeks
attending ADL training. Without the superintendent's
committment and insistence on .ADL as a priority, it is
likely the principals would either have made the use of time
in August a negotiation item or would not have attended.

In a New Jersey dissemination district, the central office
team's attendance and participation in training were excel-
lent until the superintendent was appointed to a new
position. At that point, the attendance of other central
office team members' at training became irregular and
implementation was not achieved.

Deo factors seemed to influence superintendents' initial commitment to

participation and ability to provide resources needed for implementation.

The first factor, the degree of,public pressure to improve instruction and

student achievement, is illustrated by contrasting the Pennsylvania and New

Jersey districts. The standardized achievement scores in the two districts

were not radically different. (See Tables 1 and 2 in chapter 5.) However,

in the New Jersey district there was greater public press for increasing

achievement. Throughout New Jersey, students in grades 3 and 6 were given

a state mandated minimum basic skills test; each district's rank on this

test was published in local newspapers and the scores were the basis of the

state's well publicized district classification scheme (approved, approved

with conditions, or disagsproved). In Pennsylvania, participation in the

state testing program was voluntary, with students in grades 5, 8, and 11

tested once every three years. The local press paid comparatively less

amention to test re-sults. Obtaining and-holding-c-oimitftent-In-rhe---

Pennsylvania district was more difficult than in the New Jersey district.

To hold commitment in the Pennsylvania district, BSC staff found it helpful

to emphasize that participation supported other district priorities, such
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as inservice for principals as instructional leaders. BSC also encouraged

the district to set higher achievement goals, especially for schools where

achievement was below the district average.

A second factor, the extent to which the district was loosely coupled

or had a history of loose coupling, influenced the superintendent's ability

to mobilize district participation. District leaders varied in their

capacity to influence changes at the school level.

In 1981 the Delaware district was a small, relatively
tightly coupled district. In this district, BSC's top-down
orientation, beginning with the superintendent, was a
successful strategy.

In contrast, principals in the Pennsylvania district had
experienced a number of years of relative autonomy from the
central office. Districtwide implementation at the elemen-
tary level took two years to achieve. Also, the middle
school principals in the district said they favored the
program, but they were not persuaded by the superintendent's
strong encouragement to participate in a district-led
effort. The middle school principals wanted to decide for
themselves when and how to go about school improvement.

Interestingly, the New Jersey district principals also enjoyed con-

siderable autonomy prior to 1981 (under a series of superintendents with

short terms), but the superintendent's insistence on full-scale implemen-

tation, supported by school board press for improvement, seemed to counter

principal resistance. The superintendent's orchestration of public support

for increased achievement was a probable key to tightening control. He

convinced business and community leaders of the need for their help and

enlisted community support with a BSC-supplied description of the program

(including a Spanish translation by district staff) in the district's

newsle ter for parents. Clearly, superintendents who wish to tighten



district couplings face professional risks. However, there are preparatory

steps, such as orchestrating private sector support, that can reduce the

risks.

Orientation of Principals

BSC's second major intent for orientation was that central office

staff orient principals. However, in both the New Jersey and the

Pennsylvania districts, the central office staff requested and received

from BSC linkers substantial help in. planning and conducting the

orientation of principals. (The Delaware district principals had been

oriented by BSC staff prior to 1981.) EVen during the second year (1982-83),

the superintendent and central of vice personnel_ in 00 Pennsylvania district

requested BSC assistance with the orientation of 12 principals new to the

program. However, in all principal orientations, the superintendents gave

their verbal support to the improvement effort and, on their own or at

BSC's prompting, related the effort to ongoing district initiatives.

In the fall of 1981, the superintendent presented a "mission
statement" to central office staff and principals just prior
co their initial week of training. The "mission statement"
included goals and objectives for the superintendent,
central office staff, principals, and teachers. The state-
ment also reflected school board and state policies. The
mission statement never mentioned Achievement Directed
Leadership by name, but called for teachers, principals; and
central office staff to carry out the instructional. leader-
ship activities that were part of the improvement effort.

One of the Pennsylvania superintendent's goills was to
enhance the instructional leadership role of principals.
During the orientation for principals, the superintendent
recammended-thc.-ptopos#d-ttaining and implementation as an
excellent way of helping principals increase their
leadership role.
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Generally principals reacted to orientation sessions by agreeing to

the soundness and desirability of the effort. They also questioned whether

they would have time to conduct classroom observations and teacher confer-

ences.

Orientation of Teachers

The third major intent for orientation, having principals orient

teachers, was achieved in almost all schools in the. New Jersey and Pennsyl-

vania districts, but not in the Delaware district. BSC provided New Jersey

and Pennsylvania principals with an outline and overhead transparencies for

the teacher orientation but, due to inseryice time constraints, only

minimal training in the use of these materials. Several Pennsylvania

principals requested central office assistance with teacher orientations.

In response to a request from the central office, BSC liniers eventually

provided this assistance. In many cases, district office personnel in both

New Jersey and Pennsylvania, sensitie to the varied needs and commitment

of their principals, assigned a team of two principals, or a prinCipal and

a member of the central office staff, joint responsibility for teacher

orientation.

BSC linker visits to teacher orientations in New Jersey and Pennsylvania

indicated that there was variation in principals' success with the presenta-

tions. The variation related to principals' skill as trainers and their

commitmept to the program.

In one teacher orientation session observed by a BSC linker,

the principal followed the orientation outline verbatim, but

did not give the central office staff person any role in ,khe

presentation. The principal did not respond to teacher

questions and did not call upon teachers who had partici-

pated in the development of the effort to share their
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experiences. The BSC observer felt that the principal's
style contributed to an atmosphere of distrust and confusion
among the teachers.

At a second school, a principal and central office staff
person shared the presentation. Although there was some
initial fumbling associated with the sharing, the principal
remained confident and in constant control. Teachers who
had participated in the development prlject were invited to
relate their experiences and add to the presentation. The
BSC observer described this session as lively and successful.

In the Delaware' district, many teachers were oriented to the program

prior to 1981. During the field test, the BSC linker provided a brief

teacher orientation early in the school year. District leaders askqd the

linker to lead the session since it focused on the component's need to

document implementation'for the field test. Central office staff sat in on

the session but took no part in leading it.

Although teacher reactions to orientation varied with the quality of

the presentation, many teachers also expressed concerns about the role of

classroom observations and student achievement test scores in the teacher

evaluation process. Teachers' concerns were frequently alleviated during

the course of the impldementation when the practices were put into place.

Overall, reaction to the orientations was consistent with the report of

Call, Haisley, Baker, and Percy (1982), with administrators reacting more

favorably than teachers to a model that links inservice with the assessment

of student achievement.

Conclusions

There have been no major changes in BSC's intentions for orientation.

However, BSC has altered two strategies related to the top-down turnkeying

of orientations and has developed more materials to,support orientation

sessions.
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BSC's expriences support the need for initial commitment from the

top. However, in loosely coupled districts, initial commitment may be best

achieved by involving a decision-making team, including principals as well

as the central office staff, in the initial orientation. if the principals

reject the innovation and the superintendent has no intention of mandating

implementation, it is probably prudent for the external linker to accept

that the district will not participate, rather than continue pressing the

superintendent for some implementation.

Some of the orientation-related materials BSC has developed in the

past tyfo years are designed to provide superintendents (or district teams)

with /a means of assessiv3 their district's readiness to begin training and

Avmenyttion and with a more detailed understanding of implementation

equirements. BSC developed a form designed to help districts compare

their current goals and practices with improvement effort, goals and prac-

tices. Central office personnel complete the form during their orientation

and use it to decide whether implementation effort goals are compatible

with their goals, if they are already implementing significant portions of

the improvement effort, or if their district lacks conditions or resources

important to the implementation. Completion of the form not only draws the

district's attention to the compatibility of improvement effort and district

goals, but it also serves to'aid initial planning for those districts who

decide to continue witk implementation. ,BSC has also developed a "Statement

of Understanding" for use in orienting central office staff. The statement

lists implementation requirements (such as inservice time) and clarifies
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RBS and district roles in planning, training, and implementation. If the

district decides to proceed with planning and training, BSC asks that the

statement be signed by the district superintendent. O

A second change in strategy simply involves providing more time during

training sessions for central office staff (and principals) to plan for and

practice the orientation of principals (and teachers).

Some of the development that BSC has recently pursued is intended to

'aid external linkers and central office staff in orienting district

administrators. For example, BSC produced a brief videotape_ about the

improvement program and a brochure describing the program and the outcomes

attained in the field test districts.

An orientation strategy BSC has considered but never tested is to

provideem initial orientation to the superintendent and school board. In

some districts, BSC has found that the superintendents have oriented their

own school boards. Since the school board is the body legally responsible

for the district, explicit school board support for the improvement effort

might be a persuasive factor in gaining the commitment of principals and

teachers.

51anning

BSC intended that initial planning, like orientation, be carried out

top-down, beginning at the superititendent's level. Needed planning includes'

both general logistical concerns (e.g.,'scheduling inservice time for

principals and teachers, reproducing materials) and more technical issues

(e.g., identifying data available for analyzing students' beginning of the
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year strengths and weaknesses, and deciding how the district curriculum and

testing programs be aligned).

The discussion of experiences and strategi0 related to planning is

organized by three major BSC intentions for planning: (1) planning is to

begin at the superintendent's level; (2) planning for such of the implemen-

tation fora school year (e.g., 1981-82) should be accomplished early in

the calendar year (e.g., early 1981); and (3) planning should be ongoing,

using data generated by implementation of the improvement program.

Planning With the Superintendent

In the three districts, the initial, sustained, and active participa-

tion of the superintendent in the planning process seemed crucial for

successful installation an4 implementation. For\xample:

In New Jersey, the superintendent attended almost all of the
central office/principal training sessions.' He initiated
planning of a timeline of critical events (e.g., teacher
inservice, observations, conferences, etc.) and saw that
district administrators adhered to the timeline. Planning

went smoothly and Implementation in tke district was timely,

In the Pennsylvania district, the superintendent's delegation
of responsibilities to an administrative assistant resulted
in serious delays in important decisions (e.g., allocation
of teacher inservice time). ,

These experiences agree with a conclusion of Rosenblum and Louis

(1981): "the successful implementation of a districtwide change program is

most-effectively facilitated by a chief administrator who dominates both

the planning process and the administrative decision making in the school

system" (p.I76).

Sustaining the superintendent's interest'in planning seemed more

successful when implementation was districtwide, or at least districtwide

at the elementary level.
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The Pennsylvania district superintendent's attention to
district planning and delivery of support was much greater
when all 17 elementary schools were involved, than when only
5 schools were involved.

In the New Jersey district where all K-8 schools were
involvedin the fall of 1981, the superintendent was active
in planning and implementation, could easily direct other
district resources to the effort (since it involved all
schools), and could integrate discussions and training into
regular meetings with principals.

In the Delaware district, the superintendent's involvement
in planning was not sustained. Only two of the district's
five school buildings were involved.

Superintendents often wanted to delegate Planning responsibilities

from the outset. Such delegation usually affected implementation nega-

tively. For example, delegation, of responsibility in the Pennsylvania
0

district resulted in training proceeding without resolution of

implementation logistics (e.g., provision for inservice time, specified
41,

policies on teacher observations and conferences).

One Pennsylvania principal interested in implementation
confirmed this observation: after a'planning session with
principals (at which no central office staff person was
present) she took the linker aside and said the other
principals were not likely to participate seriously in
planning and training "unless you get [the superintendent'
to tell. them it is a priority and they need to do it. He
needs to release the [teacher] inservice time to get this
going."

In the Delaware district, the BSC linker often planned with the

director of special programs and other district office staff. In this

instance, the planning seemed effective without the superintendent's direct

participation, a result perhaps of the district's tight coupling and the

superintendent's publical4 expressed interest In the program. However,

some aspects of ADL were not implemented as intended (e.g., superintendent/

principal conferences), and implementation was not districtwide.
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In the New Jersey district, planning was generally easier because:

(1) the superintendent, himself, readily assumed responsibility for

plannia!: (2) he had purposely limited the number of innovations underway;

and (3) he set aside time for regular monthly planning sessions with the

BSC linker. These planning meetings included representatives from the

principals' and teachers' bargaining units.

Planning Early in the Calendar Tear

'BSC intended thas,much planning for the subsequent school year be

accomplished early in the calendar year. Barriers to this second major

4z

intent for planning were: (1) iniufficient district time for planning; (2)

loose coupling in the districts; and (3) the absence of conditions or

practices that the-improvement effort assumed were already in place.

The decision to conduct a field test was not made until April 1981.

Thus, district planning for the 1981-82 school year began relatively late

in the spring and was out of sync with the districts' cycles for budgeting

and for allocating4nservice time. In later years, the linkers learned the

budget and inservice cycles and tried to pace district planning accordingly.

In the first year, the only viable strategies for furthering implementation

were to substitute expedient prograt methods for more elegant or ideal ones

and to limit the implementation.

In the Pennsylvania district, the late start in planning

and the numerous reading`basal texts used in the five

schools made it impossible for central office staff to

complete aitext/test notch for each series before the school

year began: There also was no teacher inservice time to

plan for year-long coverage. However, as an expedient,

teachers and, principals were taught to use descriptions of

item domains to estimate the extent of coverage at several

points during the school year.



,,d mit

In the New Jersey district, there had been no budgetary or
logistical planning for acquiring spring test results
reorganized by,fall class rosters. Thus, in planning for
the year, teachers used the appropriate grade level reports.

Finding tint to plan ahead with central office personnel (including

but not limited to the superintendent) wis,41.!ficAlt.

The Pennsylvania district bad a number of projects underway.
Central office staff were often diverted fn so many direc-
tions that scheduling planning sessions was difficult. The
'superitxtendent acknowledged this situation but felt strongly
that by providing principals with a wide artay of projects,
each was mote apt to find one.that would work for him or
her. This approach-taxed the central office support systeth
and placed a heavy planning burden on principals.

In the New Jersey district, the superintendent reviewed
existing projects and eliminated some to reduce the number
of demands on Central office staff'and principals. By doing
so, central office staff were free to work on a major
curriculum documentation effort during the summer of 1981.
That effort was central to the content component of the

43 improvement effort.

Strategies that linkers adopted to obtain planning time and to make

the best possible use of that time included:

Identifying what decisions were needed and scheduling for
year.

Establift.,...ng a regular, monthly planning session with the
superintendent.

Listing decisions in need of immediate attention (along with
some alternatives based on the linker's knowledge of the
district) prior to planning sessions with the superintendent.
Advanced planning by the linker with other involved central
office staff aided the process.

Learning the district budgeting and planning cycles so that
decisions required for implementation could be included for
consideration and support.

Writing a monthly briefing letter to the superintendent
reviewing recent decisions and accomplishments, as well as
impending decisions. This alerts the superintendent to
planning needs and to issues requiring his attention.
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Another substantial hurdle in the planning process was the relative

independence, or loose coupling, of district personnel responsible for the

curriculum, testing, and allocation of inservice time. Since the improve-

'meta approach involves the alignment of curriculum and testing, the use of

test data to analyze prior learning, and the use of inservice time to

respond to identified opportunities for improvement, coordination among the

three areas is crucial to successful implementation. Inclusion of relevant

staff in the orientation and training sessions did not assure their later

participation or cooperation. In all three test districts, the Superinten-

dent was the only person who had the authority to require communication or

cooperative planning. Educating the superintendent about the necessity of

such cooperation and motivating the superintendent to tighten the couplings

proved to be substantial tasks but were the only BSC strategies that held

much promise of success.

BSC staff also spent considerable time helping central office staff

plan for tasks, some of which BSC assumed districts would have completed

prior to BSC involvement. For example, it was assumed that districts would

have aligned their testing program with their dis*rict curriculum (or basal

text series). Similarly, two of the three districts had no requirements

for mastery testing or criteria for judging mastery. Overall, a substantial

amount of BSC technical assistance was directed toward helping districts

put into practice conditions prerequisite to implementation.

Continue Planning Using Data

BSC's third intention for planning was that district leaders use data

to assess progress and to plan additional training or resources, throughout
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the year. However, districts were not accustomed to using formative

evaluation data for decision making. First, central office staff and

principals tended to be sidetracked by peripheral benefits, and second,

central office staff and principals were accustomed to the expediency of

using informal testimony from selected individuals as a basis of decision

making.

In the third year of implementation in the New Jersey

district, the superintendent was so convinced that the

principals were carrying out their roles as instructional

leaders, and so involved in sharing his district's progress

with audiences outside the district, that his attention to

principals declined. He relied on principals' assurances

that things were progressing well rather than data available

to him. End-of-year interviews indicated that implementa-

tion had declined and test results in the spring of 1984

also showed a slight drop.

The reading/language arts specialist in the Pennsylvania

district used reports of certain teachers to reinforce her

claim that all teachers viewed the effort as one of teaching

to the test. End-of-year interviews with a sample of

teachers from each school indicated that this view, while

evident, was not pervasive.

The strategy that linkers most frequently pursued to encourage the district's

use of data for formative evaluation was to model the behavior, that is,

show by example how data that had b9en collected could be used in planning.

The reaction to such modeling was generally quite positive.

In 1983, the BSC linker met with the New Jersey district

reading/langUage arts and mathematics supervisors to design

an analysis of districtwide teat results that would suggest

areas where the curriculum sequence or the instructional

materials might be weak. Although the supervisors had pre-

viously used test data to rank schools and to identify low

achieving classes, they had not used the data to diagnose

weak program areas. They were enthusiastic about the

process once they were shown how it was done, and they

repeated the analysis in 1984.
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Conclusion

Although BSC's intentions for planning have not changed during the

three --year period, three changes were made in strategies related to

planni 'First, the component increased the amount of information about

planplaning provided to central office staff during orientation sessions.

/' Helping districts through the process of comparing their present practices

with those of the improvement system increased the districts' awareness of

the amount and type of planning that is needed to improve instructional

effectiveness. Second, the component built major planning sessions into

the timeline of implementation events presented during the orientation.

And third, planning guides were written for some of the tasks BSC had

erroneously assumed either had been completed by districts (e.g., aligning

curriculum and testing), or were already part of districts' routines (e.g.,

completing logistical arrangements for teacher training). These planning

guides were incorporated into BSC training materials.

Training

The training originally designed by BSC was intended to provide each

level of the district (central office, principals, teachers) with knowledge

of the critical classroom variables and the variables management process.

In addition, the training for central office staff and for principals was

intended to help them become trainers of principals and teachers, respec-

tively. The training for each level was divided into two major segments,

one on managing instructional time and one on managing instructional

content. The training intended for central office staff and fer principals

was similar; the training for teachers was considerably shorter as fewer
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skills were included. Although each of the two segments included some

attention to the related tasks and responsibilities at each level, this was

not a major emphasis of the training as delivered in the fall of 1981.

As with orientation, it was intended that once BSC had trained central

office staff, they would then train principals who, in turn, would train

teachers. The training for central office staff and principals included

some attention to their training of principals and teachers. However,

given the press of time, this attention was limited.

The discussion of training experiences and strategies begins with some

observations on the difficulty of scheduling training, and is then structured

by the BSC intentions that (1) BSC train central office staff who in turn

train principals, and (2) principals train teachers.

Scheduling Training

Scheduling training proved difficult as the districts were not accus-.

toned to devoting the amount of time requested for initial inservice (25

hours for central office staff, 22 hours for principals, 6-9 hours for

Q.
teachers) to one effort. District calendars included sufficient inservic2

time over the school year, but it was typically devoted to a number of

different projects or topics.

Superintendents were very concious of how they spent their time. They

argued that the present training for central office staff was too lengthy.

While it was essential that they understand the ADL processes, it was not

essential that they become highly skilled in every aspect of the training

(e.g., classroom observation). In the future, BSC may tailor training more

specifically to superintendents. The component is contemplating training
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superintendents in a brief academy and suggesting that such an academy be a,

prerequisite to training other district personnel.

Two strategies BSC used in the field test districts to deal with the

lack of inservice time for all district administrators were to shorten the

time spent on initial training and to spread training sessions out over the

course of the school year. -However, there were problems inherent in both

of these strategies. When inservice for central office staff and principals

was conducted within one week (as was the case in the New Jersey district

and other non-field test districts), participants reported that the week of

training was too intense. BSC usually had to provide additional training

tc principals during the year to clarify ideas and correct misunderstand-

ings; time originally set aside to address principals' implementation

concerns was used for training. The second strategy, spreading training

over the year, meant that imOementation of some aspects of ADL was delayed.

Also, some staff involved in this long-term training reported losing sight,

of the entire process.

Obtaining sufficient inservice time for training teachers was often

even more difficult. In some districts, different levels of the system

seemed to have informal "rights" to teacher inservice time. For example,

in the New Jersey and Pennsylvania districts, the central office staff

determined how some inservice hours would be spent and building principals

were responsible for allocating the remaining inservice hours. An addi-

tional problem in all three field test districts v. s that much of the

1981-82 teacher inservice time had been assigned to other topics prior to

the commitment to implement the improvement effort.



In the Pennsylvania district, all 1981-82 teacher inservice
time had been assigned prior to June 1981. Nevertheless,
given the superintendent's concern, the five principals
found ways to make the time available for teacher inservice.
In that district in the 1983-84 school year, the district
was able to allocate sufficient teacher inservice time for
teacher training in all elemestary schools.

In the New Jersey district, the inservice time specified in

the teachers' contract vas less than that needed for the
improvement effort. However, the superintendent authorized
use of two additional half school days for teacher inservice

Thus, while teacher inservice time was considered a scarce commodity

and had been planned for or assigned in advance, the Pennsylvania and New

Jersey superintendents were able to adjust calendars to address their

priority. At times, the inservice time secured was somewhat less than that

requested, but overall substantial amounts of time were made available.

Training Central Office Staff and Principals

One intention concerning how training was to be conducted was that the

BSC train central office staff who in turn were to train principals.

However, in none of the field test districts did central office staff, on

their own, conduct training for principals. While the relatively short

period of time available for preparation in the field test districts (April

to September) may account for central office staff not training principals,

BSC experience in other districts suggests that tradition and organizational

concerns were also barriers. In the three field test districts, central

office staff had previously provided inservice workshops directly to

teachers, but not to principals. The line of authority in districts also

seems to be a major factor. For example, in the Pennsylvania district,

principals reported directly to the superintendent, and linkers sensed that

other central office staff were reluctant to play any role that might even
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suggest authority over principals. A number of central office staff have

indicated that their training of principals was less effective than training

supplied by external linkers. When they do train principals they are shown

as little regard as the proverbial prophets in their own land.

In the field test year, principals and central office staff in each of

the three districts were trained simultaneously by the BSC linker.

In the Delaware and. New Jersey districts, the superintendent's
and assistant superintendent's attendance at these sessions
enabled this to make decisions about implementation issues
(e.g., use of observation information in the teacher evalua-
tion process) as the issues were raised. They were also,

able, on the spot, to counter barriers to implementation
that principals raised.

In 1982-83 in the Pennsylvania district, the principals from
the five field test schools, central office staff, and BSC
linker shared responsibility for delivering training to the
remaining twelve principals. This strategy provided the

original five principals with increased understanding of the

improvement system. It also gave them an opportunity to
answer their colleagues' charges that the training could not

be implemented. The testimony of the five field test
principals helped overcome the resistance of the new princi-
pals more effectively than the external linker's arguments.
Linkers were amazed to see some of the original five prin-
cipals, who had not been the most enthusiastic participants,
defend the improvement process to their colleagues.

As noted in the documentation report of the field test (Biester et

al:, 1983), central office staff and principals felt relatively confident

in carrying out their implementation tasks after receiving training. As

expected, linkers and central office staff felt that principals first

grasped and put to use the more mechanical aspects of their training. The

more difficult aspects required follow-up review and opportunities for

practice. For example, almost all principals felt confident in their

ability to observe classes for student engagement rate. However, most were

less confident and demonstrated much less skill in the more complex behaviors
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such as conferencing with teachers or observing classes for critical lesson

elements. O

While the principals' need for follow-up and practice can be partially

attributed to the limited amount of time available for initial skill

training, it also reflectedisome principals' lack of skill and experience

with more general skills (e.g., planning, training, and conferencing).

Principals appeared to vary widely in these skills--a fact that central

office staff readily acknowledged. The New Jersey district supported weak

principals by providing individual coaching either from the BSC linker or

from central office, staff. However, the. Pennsylvania district was less

able or willing to provide such coaching, and central office staff rarely

worked with individual principals. The concept of prescribed or differ-

entiated inservice to address the training needs of individual panatela

was not operative in any of the three districts.

Central office staff and principal reactions to tra'ting were quite

positive with respect to the relevance and quality of the training.

However, most trainees reported that training was too intense and that

there were too many materials to be assimilated so quickly.

Training Teachers

Although BSC staff conducted most initial training of principals.,

principals trained teachers, or assisted in the training, although hesi-

tantly. Principals, were not accustomed to training teachers; they custom-

arily brokered out the LA:tiding inservice time to central office staff or

to outside consultants. T3 support principals in training teachers, BSC

provided videotapes that conveyed the technical aspects of training.
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Observations and interviews with principals indicate that BSS-developed

videotapes conveying the program's rationale and the' ore technical aspects

of training were valuable aids in training teachers. BSC linkers also

reviewed with the principals materials prepared specifically to guide thei

training of teachers. In recent implementations, more time has been

allotted during the principals' training to preparation for the teacher

training session. This seems to be a very helpful strategy for improving

the teacher sessions. Linkers and central office staff devised additional

strategies for supporting principals in training teachers.

In order to provide principals with support in training and,
in some cases, to reduce video equipment demands, the
Pennsylvania and New Jersey districts paired principals or
teamed a principal with' a central office person. Principals
in Pennsylvania who were paired in groups of two or three to
give Joint presentations for the teachers reported that this
teaming was helpful to them, effectively, but they felt that
the teachers would have been more satisfied if each building
had conducted its own inservice. Despite any principals'

initial hesitancy to train teachers, a number of principals
indicated that training teachers helped them achieve a new
sense of instructional leadership.

In the Delaware district, the BSC linker, central office
staff, and principals shared the leadership of most teacher
workshops. The principals had been reluctant to lead
training during the period of program development. However,

they vete more comfortable with this role after using the
program for several years.

Several teacher training sessions in each district were observed and

BSC interviews and questionnaires asked for teachers' reaction to the

quality of the inservice. As was true for the principal-led orientation

sessions, the quality of the observed sessions varied widely. Some were

excellent, some were fine, and a few were poor. The quality of the sessions

was obviously dependent upon the principals' knowledge of ADL, their

commitment to the program, and their ability as trainers. Sessions which



linkers judged as poor almost always included major deviations from the

scripted training. For example, at one building the pincipals Showed all

the videotape segments consecutively, rather than interspersing them with

-13"-
hands-on work sessions as intended. In other instances, principals with a

reputation for poor delivery did well, given the scripted training. One

teacher in such a situation noted that the inservice was the best session

her principal had ever conducted.

Teachers' reactions to training varied from school to school within

the districts. Interview data suggest that teachers reacted in the manner

predicted by Gall et al. (1982)--they do not favor a tight linkage between

inservice education and assessment of studenioachievement. Gall et al.

suggest that this attitude reflects teachers' concerns that student

achievement test results could be used lo evaluate their performances or

hold them accountable: This concern was particularly evident during the

fall 1983 training in thePennsylvania district. Not only was there a

great deal of attention in the national press'to teacher evaluation and

merit pay, but the district was also discussing the development of new

principal and teacher performance evaluation procedures and was increasing

the accountability of supervisors.

Conclusions
4

Between 1981 and 1984, several significant changes were made in the

intents for training and in some of the strategies for delivery of training.

First, experience early in the planning with field test districts

indicated that training ought to include greater attention to the roles of

participants (teachers, principals, and central office staff) in
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implementation, and, specifically, ought to provide more attention to the

participatory supervision aspects of implementation. The development

activities BSC undertook to effect these changes were described in chapter 3.

Second, BSC still considers top-down turnkey training to be an impor-

tant and worthwhile intent, but realises that in relatively small districts,

especially those with few central office staff, it can, be difficult to find

time for central office staff both to be trained and then to train princi-

pals. Thus, BSC has become more amenable to training central office staff

and principals simultaneously. In these cases, several planning sessions

and brief training sessions may be held with only the central office staff.

BSC has attempted this strategy with several small non-field test districts

and found it to be workable. However, the extent to which such districts

will be successful in transferring such training to new principals or new

central office staff is unknown.

Other changes made or proposed for training are, in the main, changes

in strategy. These include:

o- Spreading initial training in the two major components, time
and content, over a two-year period. Implementation of the
two components is then likewise spread over a two -year
period. ;BSC experience with this strategy is limited.

Restructuring the training sequence for the content component.
The training in the content component proceeds smoothly only
if the district already has in place .a curriculum, a match
between the curriculum and the testing program, and a
testing program that facilitates diagnosis of class strengths
and weaknesses. BSC experience has indicated that these
elements tend not to be in place. The first step in the
revised training would be a session with central office
staff to explain the rationale of the content management
process and make specific plans for provision of the needed
data, curriculum, maid content matches. Principals' training
will be revised to be similar in scope to the teachers'
trainingmaking use of du; specific curriculum and data
formats the principals will be using with their teachers.
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This strategy may prove to work well in conjunction with
spreading training and implementation over two years. As
the district works to implement the time component, it can
plan-and prepare to implement the content component during
the second year. BSC has recently begun (September 1984)
working with a number of districts with this strategy.

Improving existing training activities and trainin! packages
to (1) reflect the changes in content training describe.:
above; 1(2) reduce the number of district training pieces;
(3) increase the amount of trainee participation in
training; and (4) provide more attention to the process of
turnkey training (e.g., provide more opportunities in the
training for demonstrating and having the,trainees practice
their roles in the training of principals or teachers)p
Many ideas and suggestions for these revisions have been
accrued and a few have been attempted in recent sessions.
Revision of materials is planned for the coming fiseal year.

Delivering training to superintendents,in a beparste academy.
The academy would offer very abbreviated training in technical
skills but stress the central. office decisions and resources
needed for implementation. Both the superintendent and the
external linker would be better prepared to make a itecision
on the appropriateness of implementing ADL in the district
after the superintendent participated in the academy.
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CHAPTER FIVE

IMPLEMENTING, EVALUATING, AND INSTITUTIONALIZING

BSC has alwais assumed that after completing training in the management

of classroom variables district staff would need assistance in transferring

their new understandings into practice. Therefore, BSC (1) provided techni-

-

cal assistance during and following, implementation, and (2) encouraged

districts to take steps to evaluate and institutionalize their implementa-

tion of ADL. This chapter focuses on BSC staff eicperiences with technical

assistance, and the effect of technical assistance on implementation,

evaluation, and institutionalization of ADL.

The chapter has three sections ne fqt each district. Each district

ALsection'discusses:

general characteristics of the district and the history of

its cooperation with RBS

the ways"BSC and district staff supported implementation of

key program elements, and the extent of that implementation

the activities BSC and district staff undertook to forma-

tively evaluate the implementation

O the activities BSC and district staff pursued in attempting
to institutionalize the program.

The three district reports follow the same outline but vary in the

amount of detail included, especially for the two years following the field

test year. This variation stems from the differences among the districts

in the amount of leadership assumed by district personnel and the corres-

ponding role of the BSC linker in those years. In the Pennsylvania district,

the BSC linker was actively involved in training additional;principals and

leading principal seminars. In New Jersey, district leadership assumed a
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prominent role, and thus the 8SC linker provided somewhat less frequent

technical assistance and coaching. In the Delaware district, changes in

district.leaJership resulted in very lim145 ESC contact. In spite of

these differences each report presents some interesting insights into the

process of building local capacity, and together the three reports permit

some interesting comparisons and constrasts.

The Pennsylvania District

The Pennsylvania district contrasts with the New Jersey and Delaware

districts because it is 'larger (with a 1981 student population of about:

12,000) and was not involved in the development of Achievement Directed

Leadership. The district, which serves an industrial city and its

surrounding boroughs, is the fifth largest in the state, and in 1981 .00

included 17 elementary schools (K-6), 4 junior high schools (7-9), and 2

senior high schools. (In the fall of 1982, the four junior highs became

middle schools housing grades 6, 7, and 8.) The district's minority

population, about 12 percent of the total student population, is predomi-

nately Hispanic. Prior to the field test, districtwide reading and math

achievement scores were at the 55th percentile for math and the 50th

percentile for reading. There was little press for improving achievement.

The district s history of "loose coupling" was documented in the 1982

Middle States Association evaluation:

Prior to the current superintendent, there had been a
succession of superintendents who served only briefly. One

of the obvious consequences of this was a diffusion of the
elementary program and services as principals tended to
focus on particular needs of the communities served by their
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respective schools. Good as this may be for some purposes,
the consequent blurring of lines to Ind from the central
office deprived the schoola of the central leadership and
curriculum management services vital to the city-wide
development and monitoring of quality education. (p.2)

One example of the impact of this history was that prior to 1980 each

junior and senior highsmath teacher selected his/her own textbook. Also,

BSC linkers noted that as late as the 1983-84 school year, a variety of

report cards was used in the district's elementary schools.

The district agreed to participate in the 1981-82 field test, primarily

for staff development purposes, with partial implementation of the approach

in five elementary schools. Key central office staff involved in the

implementation were the superintendent, the superintendent's administrative

intern, the director of instruction, and two curriculum specialists, one

for reading and one for math. Four resource teachers were also included in

the training and seminar sessions.

4

In the summer of 1982, plans were developed to expand the implementa-

tion to other sells in the 1982-83 school year. However, the only

implementation activities that actually occurred were the training of the

remaining 12 elementary school principals and 1 middle school principal and

the development of plans for implementation in all 17 elementary schools.

The district leadership exerted virtually no press for immediate district-

wide implementation or for active continuance of the approach in the five

field test schools.

In the fall of 1983, the superintendent gave the district's new

director of instruction responsibility for implementation districtwide at

the elementary level, but did not give him the line authority over princi-

pals A,pals necessary to mandate implementation decisions and procedures. All
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elementary senools were involved in the implementation in 1983-84. However,

schools varied in their degree of implement..tion of program elements.

Technical Assistance to Build Capacity

The following discussion of technical assistance is organized around

key program implementation elementsattention to the critical classroom

variables and the four elements described in chapter 3. Each section

describes the strategies employed to promote and sustain implementation of

the program element along with the extent to which implementation actually

occurred. Table 8-1 in Appendix.8 gives a summary of the interview and

questionnaire data relevant to the extent of implementation of four of the

elements--attention to classroom variables, principal seminars, principal/

teacher conferences, and superintendent/principal conferences.

Attention to classroom variables. ADL gives special attention to four

classroom variables: prior learning, student engaged time, coverage of

criterion content, and academic performance. BSC technical assistance to

the district over the course of the three years was directed primarily

toward providing, or helping the district provide, principals with the

information necessary to monitor content coverage, prior learning, and the

academic performance variables.

Early in the 1981-82 field test year, BSC staff supplied the district

with the text to achievement test match for two math basals and with the

item domain descriptions for the reading portion of the achievement test.

These documents gave principals a means of helping teachers plan their

coverage of math content and a means by which principals and teachers could

monitor that coverage. Not until very late in the school year was BSC able



c.

TI.

.to supply a text/test match for two reading basala. Although BSC develop-
.

ment of the text/test matches was a heavy investment of technical assis-

tance, it is unlikely that principals and teachers would have attended to

content coverage in the 1981-82 implementation without the matches.

In the field test year, the five principals monitored student engaged

time in both math and reading. They also monitored content coverage

primarily in math and to a lesser extent in reading. BSC staff used class

lists supplied by the principals and district test records to compute

each math and reading class's general achievement level. Principals were

asked to share this information with teachers and help them set appropriate

goals. Little attention WM given to specific prior learning strengths and

weaknesses since appropriate test data were not available. BSC interviews

and BSC staff experience indicate that the academic performance variables

(success, mastery, and review) were not consistently attended to, and in

many cases, standards (e.g., what constitutes mastery) varied from teacher

to teacher and from school to school.

In 1982-83 BSC and district staff concentrated on training all 17

elementary school principals. BSC staff instructed all principals ok. how

to perform a text/test match and assisted them in matching the district's

new, widely-used math basal to the achievement test. This content match

provided the information necessary for teacher planning and monitoring of

111,
coverage in math. 's technical assistance successfully enabled the

district to carry out an activity for which BSC had assumed responsibility

the previous year. Without this technical assistance it is unlikely that

the content match would have been completed.
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During the 1982-83 school year, three of the five principals previously

trained reported paying little formal attention to the classroom variables.

However, they did note that when they conducted classroom observations they

had an increased aiwareAess of certain factors, such as student engaged

time. They also reported having informal discussions with teachers about

the critical variables. The fourth principal helped teachers with school

year planning based on the text/test matches but did not systematically

monitor student engaged time. The fifth principal gave systematic attention

to the coverage and time variables and, to the extent allowed by available

data, to student prior learning. In addition, a number of the newly

trained principals put aspects of their training into use during the

1982-83 school year, although implementation was not required. For example:

One principal reported using the engagement rate form in

routine classroom observations.

The district provided principals with copies of the test

item domain descriptions and text/test matches as they were

completed. Most principals shared these wit'h their teachers

and encouraged teachers to use the informs to pace their

instruction.

Although the technical assistance provided by BSC and the district

seemed to focus principals' attention on the critical classroom variables,

relatively little systematic attention was paid to the cluster of critical

variables in 1982-83. This is not very surprising, given the district's

lack of press for implementation.

During the 1983-84 school year, most of the technical assistance

provided by BSC and the district was, although related to the classroom

variables, directed at one of the other four program elements and therefore

is reported later in this section. During this school year, the district

4
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required all 17 principals to conduct three sets of classroom observations

and three principal/teacher conferences. Principals and teachers attended

to student engaged time in math and reading and to coverage in mathemitics.

For the first time,i teachers were expected to complete' year-long plans for

their math classes and for one of their reading groups. However, teachers

were asked to prepare year-long plans in reading without the benefit of

text/test matches. (This lack of matches was due to (1) the large number

of reading basals being used; (2) the reading curriculum specialist's lack

of enthusiasm for the project; and (3) the lack of leadership from the

former director of instruction.) Teachers complained about the amount of

work involved in planning without such matches. in response, the district

dropped its requirements for year-long planning in reading and promised the

local teachers association that in the future text/test matches would be

completed by the district before teachers were required to complete year-

long plans. Nevertheless, principals were asked to monitor teachers'

coverage in reading by using a list of test item domain descriptions,

provided by BSC. End7of-year interviews suggest 'that systematic attention

to coverage in reading occured in some but not all schools. When the

district and BSC had provided the information about the text/test match

(i.e., math), attention was given to coverage. When this information was

no supplied in a readily usable form (i.e., in reading), less attention

' to the variable.

By October 1983, the principals had a fairly good grasp of what was

required to monitor coverage and student engaged time. However, superinten-

dent/principal conferences suggested that principals' and teachers' atten-

tion to maAtery ;could be improved. BSC and district staff together planned
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and led several principal seminars that included discussion of standards

for mastery and the mastery teste available in the district's basal texts.

The director of instruction and the curriculum specialists strongly

suggested that principals encourage their teachers to use these tests and

the associated mastery standards, but their use was not mandated. End-of-

year interviews indicated that the technical assistance provided by BSC and

the district improved the data collection and conferencing of a number of

the principals.

On numerous occasions, BSC staff had discussed with the director of

instruction, the curriculum specialists, and the superintendent the need

for item analysis data to determine student prior learning strengths and

weaknesses. The superintendent asked the director of instruction and the

director of pupil personnel services (responsible for testing) to see that

teachers received item analyses. The BSC field staff believed that these

central office staff gave greater attention to the superintendent's request

for action elan they might have at other times because they both considered

themse:Ares candidates for the then vacant assistant superintendent position.

They had strong personal motivation for demonstrating compliance. BSC

technical assistance in this effort involved reviewing with the super-

intendent, the director of pupil/personnel services, and the director of

instruction the need for the data and the specific plans for its use by

teachers and principals. BSC personnel also met with the central office

staff and the test company representatives to clarify the district's

request for the item analysis data.

Thus, by the summer of 1984, the district or BSC had arranged for or

provided data needed for managing the critical variables, with the excep-
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tion of the text/test match needed to monitor and manage coverage in

reading. Also, the district had finally agreed to limit reading text

adoptions to one of four approved basals. In the late spring of 1984, BSC

field staff shared with the superintendents major findings of the BSC

end-of-year interviews of principals and a sample of teachers. The inter-

views indicated that long -range instructional planning was the least

implemented aspect of the program and that the department of instruction

had spent little time on ADL. The superintendent charged the director of

instruction with completing reading text/test matches over the summer. By

the end of the summer, one of the four district-approved basals had been

matched to the test and the district reading curriculum.

Principal seminars. BSC intended that central office staff conduct

regularly scheduled principal leadership seminars. Seminars were intended

to he problem-solving and planning sessions that would help maintain

instructional improvement as a priority and sustain and improve leadership

practices.

During the field test year, BSC staff led eleven two-hour seminal-; for

the five principals implementing the program. The seminars were also

regularly attended by a district math specialist, the reading/language arts

specialist, and also the four district "resource teachers" (whose job

assignment for the year was the design of the district's middle school

program). The BSC/district liaison (the district's administrative intern

whdse major task was to head the_middle-sehool design group) was always

present te begin seminars but frequently left early to do "other assign-

ments," The director of instruction attended two seminars; the superin-

tendent attended erne seminar.
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BSC's planning and delivery of the seminars were crucial to the

implementation for the yeai. Early seminars were used to complete

principal training. Instead of January.seminars, BSC staff met

4

individually with principals to answer questions and review completed

principal/teacher conference forms. Later seminars included problem

solving for implementation and planning for implementation in 1982-83.

Each seminar agenda was discussed with the district/BSC liaison, and

he faithfully carried out the necessary logistical operations. However,

there were only two instances in which the district evidenced clear leader-

ship.

The superintendent, at BSC's special request, attended a

portion of the second seminar in October. At that time, he

distributed and discussed the implementation timeline

(deadline for rounds of principal/teacher and superin-

tendent/principal conferences).

After receiving' evasive answers from principals concerning

their progress in conducting observations, the district/BSC

liaison developed (with BSC assistance) and sent out over

the superintendent's signature an implementation report form

to be completed by each principal every month and submitted

to the liaison.

In 1982-83, seven seminars were held, one per month except during the

teachers strike (November and December). During the year, the district/BSC

Liaison, an administrative intern, usually attended seminars only long

enough to see the meeting begin. The math and reading curriculum spec!alists

continued to attend seminars regularly; the director oi_instruction did_ not.

attend any seminars. The superintendent's attendance at the February and

March seminars, again the result of BSC field staff appeals, increased

principals' attentiveness; however, the change did not last in his absence.
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BSC staff planned and led the first three seminars with only limited,

logistical inplt from the district liaison. In February, BSC staff belan

planning for seminars with the two curriculum specialists. Agendas were

designed jointly and the specialists assumed responsibility For portions of

the seminars. There were several reasons why this strategy for obtaining

and transferring seminar leadership waa only somewhat successful:

The director of instruction, the curriculum specialists'
supervisor, showed very little interest in the program.

Curriculum specialists had no line authority over principals
and seemingly preferred not to assert any proactive leader-
ship.

The reading specialist had some philosophical reservations
about the ADL model.

In April, the math curriculum specialist was assigned to a
new position and his replacement was not relieved of her
other responsibilities until the end of June.

BSC field staff perceived that the lack of district leadership and the

October 1982 decision not to implement the program with teachers until

September 1983 lessened principals' interest in tote seminars. NeverCleless,

the attention that a number of principals gave to content cove age and

student engaged time seems to have been a direct result of the seminars.

The seminars provided the principals with the conceptual framework for

implementation the following year, and prompted some principals to call for

district support of the improvement effort.

During the 1983-84 school year, there were ten hour-long seminars.

The new director of instruction was initially very enthusiastic about

establishing his leadership, and during the year BSC was able to trantJer

to him the responsibility for leading seminars, but not for planning them.

The director of, instruction attended all but one of the seminars and he or

the curriculum specialists led portions of four of the last five seminars.
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Although BSC's role in the conduct of seminars was reduced, BSC staff

Manning for them was probably critical. Initially, the director of

Instruction lacked the necessary program knowledge. Toward the end of the

school year, his enthusiasm waned somewhat and he seemed more anxious to

please than to lead principals. However, he was always responsive to BSC'

inquiries and suggestions and BSC staff were able to sustain the momentum

of the seminars with his support.

Principal Interest and attention at seminars were heightened by the

immediacy of implementation and by the district leadership's increased

involvement. BSC interviews and discussions with the principals and the

director of instruction indicated that implementation problems and concerns

were addressed not only in seminars attended by BSC but in several other

principals' meetings, and in phone calls between the director of instruction

and principals and between newly trained principals and the five field test

principals. Many principals were concerned that the district leadership

set clear and equitable expectations for them. The district was in the

process of selecting one or more elementary schools to close in response to

declining enrollment, and this seemed to inspire some competitive

implementation efforts.

Interview data suggest that principal seminars did help improve imple-

mentation. For egample, the superintendent/principal conferences indicated

that there wero a number of classes in which the percent of students

mastering content was low, and that the source of the principals' data was

often teacher judgment. Consequently, two seminars were devoted to review-

ing the irportance of mastery and the means of assessing it. Interview

data suggest that these seminars had an impact on principals' data collec-

tion and on their conferencing with teachers.

N
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Throughout the three years, the seminars were the primary opportunity

for contact between BSC personnel'and principals. As such, seminars served

as an informal but regular source of information on the status of

implementation activities and helped BSC staff in formulating strategies to

promote implemeltation.

Principal/teach*r conferences. BSC intended principal/teacher confer-

ences to be formally conducted conferences in which a principal and a

teacher review data on all of the critical student behaviors, identify any

opportunities for improvement, and agree to improvement plans. The compon-

ent suggests that principals conference with all teachers at least three

times a year and perhaps more frequently with teachers with many improvement

needs. During the summer of 1981, BSC developed a form to record and

structure these conferences.

Early in October 1981, the BSC linker met with the superintendent, the

director of instruction, and the district/BSC liaison to suggest an imple-

mentation timeline that called for three principal/teacher conferences.

The timeline was approved by the district leaders and. then shared and

discussed with principals at an October seminar. During October and

November, BSC also reviewed the conference form with the district/BSC

liaison and planned adaptations. For example, since implementation in

1981-82 did not include teacher-developed year-long plans, questions that

referred to such plans had to be revised or omitted. The two December

seminars were devoted to introducing the form and guiding principals

through BSC-designed case study conferences.

Early in the 1981-82 school year, the district assigned a resofil e

teacher or a curriculum specialiit to assist each of the principals with
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observations or conferences, as needed. However, only two of the resource

teachers assisted principals with classroom observations (one or two

observations each), and the reading curriculum specialist assisted only one

principal who as having difficulty with conferencing. This low level of

district assistance can probably be accounted for by the following facts:

the schools were relatively small (6-8 teachers)

the curriculum specialists' supervisor (the director of
instruction) shoved very little interest in the improvement
effort. The specialists responded to principals' requests,
but they were not proactive in addressing principals' needs

O the resource teachers' supervisor (the BSC/district liaison)
wanted the resource teachers to attend to their primary
responsibility--design of the middle school program.

Questionnaire and interview data indicate that almost all teachers had

three conferences with their principal during the 1981-82 school year.

Principals and teachers reported using conference forms, identifying needs,

and discussing improvement strategies. Three of the four principals who

held principalships before September 1981 reported that prior to 1981 they

had not conducted such structured conferences with teachers. Of the twelve

teachers who were interviewed by BSC staff, nine indicated that the confer-

ences were. helpful to them in identifying needed changes and selecting

change strategies.

In the 1982-83 school year, only two of the five trained principals

reported holding formal conferences with teachers. One principal used the

conference form in two conferences with each teacher and in additional

conferences with selected teachers. The second principal conferenced only

once with each teacher and attended to content coverage, prior learning,

A
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and academic performance; but he did not collect data on or discuss student

engaged time.

In the 1982-83 school year, BSC assistance directly related to princi-

pal/teacher conferences was provided during the spring seminars. BSC staff

pointed out the Principals Handbook materials on conferencing and guided

principals through two BSC -- designed, conference case studies. The district

leadership did not provide the five field test principals with an implemen-

tation timeline, or with any specific expectations for implementation.

In 1983-84, the first year in which all 17 principals were expected to

implement the program with teachers, BSC again proposed to the superinten-

dent an implementation timeline. At the same time, BSC shared with the

superintendent interview data indicating that without district expectations

only two of the five principals made a concerted effort to continue imple-

mentation in 1982-83. This information helped to convince the superinten-

dent of the need for sharing clear expectations. The new director of

instruction agreed to the timeline (with minor changes) and decided to use

a variation of the district report form (developed in 1981) to monitor

principals' classroom observations and conferences. The district agreed to

three of the four sets of classroom observations/conferences proposed by

BSC and encouraged principals to conduct additional conferences with

selected teachers. As noted above, principals were very concerned in

1983-84 with issues of equity and compliance. While many principals

supervised only 6-8 teachers, three or four principals supervised as many

as 18 teachers. District guidelines asked principals to include every

teacher in at least one set of observations/conferences, to include the

vast majority of teachers in. three rounds, and to spend at least 25 percent

of each day observing or conferencing with teachers.
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The curriculum specialists and director of instruction supported

principal/teacher conferences by answering principals' questions during

informal meetings and telephone conversations. Central office staff indi-

cated that most of these conversations included requests for improvement

stratLics. Although it was clear to central office staff that principals

varied in their ability to conference with teachers, BSC knows of no pro-

active support on the part of the central office staff to help principals

improve their conferencing skills.

BSC and district support for conferences can be assessed by conference

frequency and the reported success of the conferences.

All 17 principals conducted conferences with teachers.

Eleven of the seventeen principals conferenced with all

regular classroom teachers. Nine of the eleven had three or

more conferences with all of their regular classroom

teachers.

Twenty of the thirty-four teachers interviewed said that

conferences helped them with classroom management and gave

the interviewer specific examples of changes they made in

classroom management. Fourteen of the thirty-four teachers

said that the conferences helped them improve the quality of

their instruction and were able to give the interviewer

specific examples.

Interview data from the curriculum specialists, the principals, and a

sample of teachers suggest that for most principals three structured confer-

ences around specified, measurable variables, represented a vast change /

from previous years.

Overall, it is clear to BSC that the implementation was sustained only

when there were specific district expectations for principal/teacher

conferences and systematic monitoring of them. Interview data suggest that

the structured conference form gave principals a focus for their observa-

tions, conference discussions, and plans for change.
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Superintendent/principal conferences. The ADL leadership plan calls

for the superintendent to hold formal supervisory conferences with princi-

pals to review classroom data and to discuss improvement opportunities.

The plan calls for at least two such conferences during a school year.

The implementation timeline suggested to the superintendent in October

1981 called for two rounds of superintendent/principal conferences, one in

March and one in May. BSC staff described the conferences and reviewed the

existing form with the superintendent. He agreed to conduct the conferences

with the five principals.

The timeline for these conferences was distributed to the principals

during an October seminar at which the superintendent was present. During

an early February seminar, BSC field staff reviewed the purpose of the

superintendent/principal conferences and explained how to complete a

summary of school data for review during the conference. Principals seemed

surprised by the idea of a conference with the superintendent and asked a

few questions. It appeared that several principals had not planned on the

conferences actually occurring, and had not collected all the needed data.

BSC also prepared guidelines for the superintendent and tutored him in the

use of the superintendent/principal conference form.

In March, the superintendent conducted conferences with each of the

principals. During end-of year "interviews, most iirincipels reported that

although the superintendent demonstrated some discomfort with the form, the

conferences stimulated their first substantive discussion with the superin-

tendent about instructional issues.

The conferences fulfilled the intended purposes: information flowed

from the classroom to the district level, the superintendent's interest in
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implementation was demonstrated, and principals were prompted to observe

classrooms and to conference with teachers. However, conferences did not

result in the intended district support to principals or teachers. Also,

the proposed May conferences were never held.

In the 1982-83 school year, no superintendent/principal conferences

were scheduled as school level implementation was not required.

In September 1983, BSC met with the superintendent and the district's

new director of instruction to discuss implementation concerns. This year,

the superintendent raised the need for an implementation timeline. The

superintendent and director of instruction made minor changes in a timeline

the linker suggested. The superintendent accepted the BSC suggestion that

he portray implementation as a district effort by presenting the timeline

at a principals' meeting that BSC would not attend. Unfortunately, the

memo distributed at the meeting included references to RBS along with the

timeline--thereby not placing ownership squarely on the district.

The 1983-84 timeline included two rounds of superintendent/principal

conferences, one in late January and one in late April. Prior to the first

round of conferences, BSC prepared and led a segment of a principal seminar

to help principals prepare for the conference with the superintendent.

Specific instructions were given for completing the data collection section

of the conference form, The BSC. linker, also- reviewed- the .conference form-.

17

(revised since 1981) with the superintendent and e".rector of instruction.

The linker encouraged the superintendent to review with each principal the

past several years' student achievement data and to ask each principal for

his/her school achievement goals for the coming year. Curriculum specialists

in the district have routinely prepared five-year longitudinal reports on

1
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student achievement organized by grades within buildings. The primary use

of the reports has been for school board presentations, but the linker

urged the superintendent to use them at the conferences in order to

focus principals' attention on the intended outcome of the improvement

effort. The superintendent:

charged the director of instruction with the scheduling of
conferences for all 17 principals during the remaining two
weeks of January.

charged the director of instruction with (1) reviewing the
longitudinal math and reading data for each school;(2)
attending the conferences; and (3) assuring that principals
came to the conferences prepared, with the required data and
with some of their own ideas about their school needs and
goals.

The director of instruction carried out those tasks, and later he and

the superintendent conferenced with each of the principals.

All 17 principals reported that these conferences repre-
sented a major change from past practice. (The five field
test principals acknowledged that a similar conference was
held in 1982--but that no such conference was held prior to
1982 or in 1983.)

During end-of-year interviews, about one-third of_the_prin-_

cipals felt that the conference was a mechanical account-
ability check, whereas the other two-thirds felt that the
conference was worthwhile. BSC interview results suggest
that those principals that seized the opportunity of having
the superintendent's ear, and spent time carefully preparing
their "case" felt that the conference WAS valuable.

Four principals indicated that instructional issues they
perceived as not directly related to ADL (e.go, class
size/teacher distributions) were also discussed at the
conferences. In two instances the principals reported
success in obtaining requested instructional resources.

The second set of superintendent/principal
conferences scheduled for

April 1984 was never held. However, the one round of conferences that was

conducted seemed to:
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prompt classroom observations and conferences

convey data from the classroom to the district level

demonstrate the superintendent's interest and commitment

identify one significant opportunity for improvement common

to a number of buildings: the lack of uniform sources and

standards for mastery and the relatively small amount of

attention given to mastery.

Differentiated inservice. If district reform and renewal are to take

place, the opportunities for improvement identified in seminars, principal/

teacher conferences, superintendent/principal conferences, and informal

discussions must be addressed. The leadership plan suggests that the

district office and principals be proactive in providing for needed small

or large group inservice based on diagnosed needs.

In the Pennsylvania district, there has been little differentiated

inservice from the district level. During the field test year, all

differentiated inservice provided to principals was in the form of

technical assistance from the BSC linker. For example, a BSC linker

assisted two principals in presenting to their faculties the rationale f9r

work with the content variables. On another occasion, the linker suggested

that a principal was in need of special assistance with the conference form

and that one of the curriculum supervisors provide the needed coaching.

The direcitor of instruction replied that the principal would have to make

do with. the same level of assistance as eaCh-or-the-other.four-principals.

On one ocassion district staff agreed that principals could benefit from a

review of the district's standardized testing procedures and an analysis of

achievement data. The district test coordinator held this review for all

staff involved in the ADL,implementation. The linker helped the testing



coordinator integrate his presentation with the work done in ADL, using the

opportunity tw inform the coordinator of the goals and objectives of the

improvement effort.

In 1982-83, when the district emphasized training of the 12 remaining

elementary principals, neither BSC nor the district provided differentiated

inservice. The principals elected to have their routine district inservice

be a presentation on a clinical supervision model compatible with ADL. BSC

staff attended the principals' inservice, and pointed out where the two

models were compatible.

In 1983-84, the new director of instruction had a more positive

attitude toward differentiated inservice. He reported helping principals

with aspects of their implementation in numerous phone calls and short

informal meetings. In response to parental concerns about one teacher, the

district had the two curriculum specialists (as well as the school princi-

pal) observe the teacher and provide. individual assistance. They reported

using strategies contained in ADL materials to help the teacher with

-classroom management.

The 1984 end-of-year interviews with principals indicated that during

the superintendent/principal conferences the superintendent had informed

each principal that the curriculum specialists would respond to any requests

for assistance or support. Many principals commented that they never

requested such support as it was not needed. Although central office staff

were aware of some principals' opportunities for improvement, the primary

mode of assistance was one of responding to requests. Similarly, the

director of instruction balked at officially "excusing" the more skilled

principals from any of the seminars. Central office staff seemed to fear

that differentiated treatment would lead to dissention.
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While the district was responsive to widespread opportunities for

total group inservice (e.g., the seminars devoted to mastery and to the

testing system), the district has not provided for tailored inservice for

smaller groups of principals or teachers who share common opportunities.

Since principals vary widely in their prior knowledge and skill, the design

of seminars for the total group has been difficult, and theedistrict has

been hesitant to provide a variety of activities to match the variety of

improvement opportunities. Although able principals can be the source of

ideas and strategies for thc; weaker principals, this role becomes difficult

over time. The BSC linkers continue to advocate differentiated inservice

in spite of central office reluctance.

Technical Assistance for Evaluation

Pincus and Williams (1979) suggest that innovators must keep their eye

on the primary goal or intended benefit of an innovation. While secondary

benefits (e.g., increased morale, recognition) may be reinforcing, there is

a danger that these secondary benefits may distract educators from the

primary goal. From the outset, BSC intended to provide technical assistance

for evaluation to assure that districts focused on the primary benefits--

improved instruction and increased student achievement. While BSC resources

prevented the systematic collection and analysis of data on changes in

instruction (classroom conditions) before and after implementation, data

were gathered on participants' perceptions of changes in their roles- -

especially the extent to which such changes reflected the leadership plan.

Data were also gathered, by both BSC and the districts, on student achieve-

ment.
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Role changes. One goal of ADL is for district staff to carry out

activities defined in the leadership plan. If staff alter their behaviors

to conform more closely to those specified in the plan, the program has had

an impact. The discussion of role changes of educators in this district is

based primarily on interviews BSC conducted with central office staff,

principals, and teachers. (A complete interview schedule is in Appendix

A.) An interesting concomitant benefit of the BSC interviews was that they

prompted central office staff, principals, and teachers to reflect on their

leadership activities. In some cases, this reflection led the interviewee

to establish his or her own goals for improvement. The district carried

out some information gathering activities, although these were less struc-

tured and involved a smaller sample of individuals. In a few cases, BSC

staff assisted the central office staff with their data collection. The

following discussion of perceived role changes is organized by levels- -

superintendent, central office staff, principals, and teachers. It con-

cludes with a review of how BSC helped the district use the collected data

for planning.

In the spring of 1982, the superintendent reported that the program,

specifically the superintendent/principal conferences, had increased his

communication with principals on issues related to instruction. He noted

that he would like to expand the conferencing procedure to all principals.

The superintendent also reported that involvement with ADL had increased

the amount of inservice the district provided on instructional leadership.

The two curriculum supervisors felt that the superintendent's role had

changed as a result of the program. One stated that the superintendent had

become a much stronger instructional leader, whereas the other supervisor
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felt that the superintendent demanded greater accountability from prin-

cipals. Most ofA principals indicated that the superintendent's role

changed a great deal or somewhat. The change most noted, was the superin-

tendent's conferencing with principals about instruction.

The 1983-84 director of instruction, though new to the district, felt

his role had changed somewhat in that he would have acted differently if he
a

had not been involved in the program. Specifically, be would have given

less attention to instructional pacing and coverage, daily success, and

year --long instructional planning,; One curriculum supervisor stated that

her role had changed somewhat, and noted planning for content coverage as a

major change. The other curriculum supervisor stated that she had changed

very little. She simply focused in a different way on her usual activities.

Although teachers varied widely in their opinions of central office staff

role changes, many felt unable to make judgments as they had little commun-

ication with central office staff.

Most principals felt their own role as instructional leader had

changed either somewhat or a great deal as a result of their involvement

with the program. Several principals reported more direct contact with

-..eachers and students, more awareness of the critical classroom variables,

and more regular observation of teachers along more specific dimensions.

The 1983-84 director of instruction perceived that principals had changed a

great deal, especially in their new emphasis on specific classroom variables,

and increased regard for long-range instructional planning. During a 1983

planning meeting, the director of testing reported that the five principals

involved in the field test had increased their use of test data for instruc-

tional planning. One of the curriculum specialists also noted that



principals had become Moat involved in instruction, had improved their

classroom observations, and were now using test results to identify strengths

and weaknesses. However, the other curriculum specialist was unsure

whether the principals' roles had changed. In both the 1982 and 1984

interviews, most of the teachers reported that the principals' roles had

changed somewhat. The change moat commonly noted was principals' classroom

observations of student engaged time.

The district also assessed principals' performance of some instruc-

tional leadership activities.

In the summer of 1983, the director of instruction and
acting assistant superintendent interviewed each of the
principals involved in the 1981-82 field teat about their
use of ADL in 1981-82 and 1982-83. Information gathered was
used to make decisions about the 1983-84 implementation.

In October 1983, the director of instruction visited a
number of the schools to assess the pFincipals' training of
teachers. The information was used to help principals plan
for a second scheduled day of teacher training and to make
additional decisions about the 1983-84 implementation.

Later in October, central office staff and BSC linkers
visited principals, and in some cases a few teachers, to
obtain reactions to training in both managing instructional
content and managing instructional design. District and BSC
staff used the information to plan some of the principal
seminars and formulate decisions about district
implementation requirements.

Most teachers agreed that their own role as instructional leader

changed somewhat as .a result of the program. The changes most frequently

cited were: increased awareness and management of student engaged time,

increased attention to content coverage, and completion of year-long

instructional plans. The director of instruction, curriculum supervisors,

and principals all agreed with teachers' assessments. They also emphasized

teachers' increased awareness of the critical classroom variables, and

.teachers' improved year-long instructional planning and classroom management.
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Each sprin,f, the BSC linker carefully prepared a summary of the inter-

view results and developed some tentative implications for the district's

future planning. The report was shared with the superintendent and director

of instruction, and ensuing discussions focused on how the district could

use the information to improve its instructional leadership. In some cases

the superintendent volunteered some action prior to any BSC suggestion.

For example, the 1983 interview data and the district's in discussions

with the field test year principals, prompted the superintendent to assign

the director of instruction responsibility for the ADL implementation. In

other instances, BSC suggested some district action. At times these

suggestions were readily accepted and acted on (e.g., establishing a

timeline for key implementation events); at other times the suggestions

were accepted but action was delayed (e.g., preparation of ;school year

planning guides for all adopted reading texts). A principal seminar at the

end of each school year included an informal presentation of interview data

that were then used by the principals in developing goals and implementation

suggestions for the following year.

During the three years, the linkers shared with district personnel how

information gained from conferences, discussions, or observations could be

used to influence planning or seminar agendas. For example, during a

number of the 1983-84 seminars, it became obvious to the BSC linkerF that

principals were not using the "Instructional Events Checklist" during

classroom observations. BSC linkers and district office staff then planned

a number of seminars to re-explain and provide practice with the form.

Student achievement. The primary goal of ADL is improvement of

student achievement. Throughout the implementation, the BSC linkers
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attempted to keep the participants focused on the extent to which this

benefit was being attained. Despite the lack of public or overt district

press for improved achievement, the superintendent always considered

student achievement to be a crucial outcome and consistently directed

central office staff to prepare presentations on student achievement for

the school board.

Each year, BSC collected grade level achievement test data for each

elementary school. Although BSC staff analyzed data,to relate achievement

at the building level to the degree of implementation at the building

level, only district level data are presented in this report. Scores from

1980-84 are presented in Table 1 as Normal Curve Equivalents (NCEs), along

with gains from 1980-81, 1981-82, 1982-83, and 1983-84. (See Appendix C

for a discussion of the significance of achievement gains.)

In the two years before the district first undertook implementation of

ADL, students at most grade levels were scoring around the national average

(50 NCEs) in reading and math. Some grades registered moderate gains from

1980^to 1981. In reading, the gains were, for the most part, balanced by

decreases. The average change in reading was +0.7 NCEs; the average change

in math was +1.8 NCEs. Changes ranged from -1.6 to +2.6 NCEs in reading,

and from 0.0 to +4.3 NCEs in math.

The district decided to implement certain elements of ADL in five

elementary schools in the 1981-82 school year. After one year of implemen-

tation, test results showed the continuation of the positive gains in math

achievement, but again, the losses in reading seemed to balance out the

gains. The average gain in reading was +0.3 NCEs, and in math, +2.3 NCEs.
ol

Changes ranged from -1.6 to +2.6 NCEs in reading and from 0.0 to +4.0 NCEs
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Table I

Student Achievement Results: 1980-1984

Pennsylvania School District

READING

Scores
a

7

Gains /Lo =ses

Grade
1980 1981 1982

b
1983

c
1984 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84

1 48.7 51.1 51.6 55.9 58.7 +2.4 +0.5 +4.3 +2.8

2 47.9 50.5 51.6 55.3 58.3 +2.6 +1.1 +3.7 +3.0

3 51.6 50.0 52.6 54.9 59.3 -1.6 +2.6 +2.3 +4.4

4 51.1 50.5 49.5 54.2 58.0 -0.6 -1.0 +4.7 +3.8

5 54.2 54.8 53.2 59.9 61.1 +0.6 -1.6 +6.7 +1.2

Mean 50.7 51.4 51.7 56.0 59.1 +0.7 +0.3 +4.3 +3.1

MATHEMATICS

Scores
a Gains/Losses

Grade
1980 1981 9821) 1983

c
1984 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84

1 52.6 55.3 59.3 64.9 62.3 +2.7 +4.0 +5.6 -2.6

2 52.1 56.4 58.7 62.3 6 .8 +4.3 +2,3 +3.6 +1.5

3 52.6 53.2 57.0 58.1 2.6 +0.6 +3.8 +1.1 +4.5

4 50.5 50.5 52.1 55.9 59.8 0 +1.6 +3.8 +3.9

5 55.9 57.5 57.5 59.9 68.7 +1.6 0 +2.4 +8.8

.

Mean 52.7 54.6 56.9 6 .2 64.4 +1.8 +2.3 +3.3 +3.2

aScores represent Science Research Associate (SRA) test results as NCEs.

b
ADL was first implemente in the district in the 1981-82 school year, but in

only five of the seventeen elementary schools.

c
ADL implemented in all 17 elementary schools.
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in math. It should be remembered that only 5 of the 17 elementary schools

implemented elements of the program. This level of effort seemed to exert

little impact on achievement for the district as a whole. However, an

analysis of achievement results of the 5 schools in 1981-82 (Biester et

al.,.1983) shows that the average gain in reading for the 5 schools (+1

NCEs). was higher than the average for all 17' elementary schools. Similarly,

the average gain in math for the 5 schools (+6 NCEs) was greater. than that

of the 17. For the five schools, school gains in reading ranged from

-2 to +5 NCEs, and in math from 0 to +12 NCEs. The greater gains in math

are consistent with the greater level of program implementation (especially

content management) in math. And, BSC's analysis also showed that the

magnitude of the increases varied with the degree of implementation at the

school level.

Over the course of 1982-83, BSC staff trained all 17 elementary school

principals in ADL and planned with them for the next year's implementation.

Interviews conducted in 1983 indicated that many of these principals put

aspects of the program (especially attention to coverage) into practice in

1982-83. In the spring of 1983, all grades scored substantially above the

national average in reading and math. The gains in reading achievement

increased substantially, with an average change of +4.3 NCEs. The general

upward trend in math achievement gains intensified at most grade levels,

with an average change of +3.3 NCEs. No grades registered losses. Changes

in reading achievement ranged from +2.3 to +6.7 NCEs; changes in math

achievement ranged from +1,1 to +s.6 NCEs. The actual cause of these

improvements In achievement is unknown. However, it can be hypothesized

that the principals' training in ADL had a positiv' impact on instruconal

leadership (see previous section) and this resulted in achievement gains.
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In 1983-84, ADL was implemented in all 17 elementary schools. Teachers

were trained e4rly in the year, and principals worked with them through

several rounds of observations and conferences. Student achievement from

the spring of 1984 showed a continuation of the positive trends. Achieve-

ment in math increased at about the same rate as in the previous year. The

average change was +3.2 NCEs, with grade level changes ranging from -2.6 to

+8.8 NCEs. Achievement in reading also increased but at a lower rate of

-ase than the previous year. The average change was +3.1 NCEs, with

, evel changes ranging from +1.2 to +4.4 NCEs.

In brief, student achievement in die Pennsylvania district was around

the national average and increasing slightly, before implementation of ADL.

Partial implementation of the program in approximistely one-third of the

district's elementary schools seemed to have a positive influence on

achievement fa those schools. Achievement gains in the five schools were

greater in math than in reading, which was consistent with the greater

emphesis on content management in math.' Student in the district began to

improve noticeably in the 1982-83 school year.

Each summer BSC linkers shared the IOPtulcs of their analysis of

student achievement data and its relationship to implementation with the

superintendent. Although it was clear that the superintendent had solicited

principal and central office opinion about the program, his decisions

regarding implementation seemed to be strongly influenced by student

achievement outcomes. The superintendent always kept the sclovi board

informed about implementation .end achievement. He request:A copies of

BSC's report on the Pennsylvania district field test and on subsequent

years' analyses of achievement test results fur the board.
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The last principal seminar of each school year typically included time

for principals to compare their last year's student achievement scores, the

present year's scores, and the goals they had set for the present year.

Principals were presented data in a form which allowed them to compare

grade level data (i.e., this year's first grade vs. last yeak's first

grade) and also the growth of student cohorts (i.e., this year's second

grade vs. last year's first grid ). The relationship between implementation

and achievement was also discussed. Most principals seemed to value these

discussions. A few raised the question--how long can we be expected to

continue improving?

Technical Assistance and Institutionalization

Most theories which describe the stages of an innovative process

(Berman & McLaughlin, 1975; Hage & Aiken, 1970; Rosenblum & Louis, 1981;

Yin & Quick, 1978; Zaltman, Duncan, & Holbek, 1973) agree on a final stage

which follows implementation. This stage is characterized by continuation,

routinization, or institutionalization of the innovation. Both BSC and the

districts adopted specific strategies to build ADL practices into district

routines.

The early signs of institutionalization in the Pennsylvania district

are mixed. Many of the positive signs are the result of the initiative of

several individuals, and thus may disappear if the individual advocates

were to leave the district.

In addition to tie design features of ADL that were intended to

enhance institutionalization (e.g., relatively low cost, development of

local capacity, no provision for funding to the district), linkers pursued
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other strategies to sustain implementMtion and foster institutionalization.

One strategy was to keep the superintendent up-to-date on the status of

implementation:

In 1981-82 and 1982-83, the linker sent monthly letters to

the superintendent to inform him of implementation concerns
and afogress: This strategy was not employed in the 198344

schal year as the linker felt that the new director of
instruction would assume this responsibility. However, the

director of instruction was distracted by other assignments

and his communication with the superintendent did not

include any long-range planning. Nothing seems to substi-

tute for direct communication with the superintendent.

A second strategy was to increase district staff's commitment to and

understanding of instructional leadership:

The superintendent and director of instruction were fre-

quently counseled and provided literature on practices that

lead to effective instruction"(e.g., use of curriculum

mastery tests). This strategy was sometimes successful,

but the changes in behavior were gradual.

Another strategy was to encourage processes Important to institutionaliza-

tion (e.g., the incorporation of new procedures into policy and routine):

The linker continually sought to tie the leadership plan to

other district initiatives and interests. For example, each

year the school toard adopted a set of goals. The linker

always pointed out to the superintendent which goals could

be supported by the leadership plan. This strategy seemed

helpful; it usually evoked the superintendent's vocal

support of ADL and the subsequent participation of central

office staff

Whenever possible, the linker informed other central office

personnel of the goals of ADL and the leadership plan. This

seemed particularly important in the Pennsylvania district

as communication between divisions (e.g., testing and

curriculum) was minimal.

The linker gradually turned over responsibility for the

logistical and substantive planning to central office staff

The linker encouraged the district to clarify, in writing,

expectations for principals (e.g., provide a timeline for

critical events).
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The linker counseled the district to avoid any duplication
of effort. For example, the linker persuaded the district
to substitute a set of achievement data useful to teachers
in planning for a get the district received that was not
useful to teachers.

The linker demonstrated to the superintendent how formative
evaluation could be carried out using achievement test
results and interview data from central office staff,
principal, and teachers. The linker also suggested how this
Information could be used in future planning.

The district also pursued some of its own strategies for facilitating

or spreading various elements of the improvement effort. For example:

In 1983, the district reduced the number of approved reading
basals from fifteen to four, thus making alignment and
monitoring more feasible.

The district extended training to staff only peripherally
Involved in the implementation. For example, in 1981, the
superintendent included the four resource teachers assigned
to plan the district's new middle school program in the
principals' training sessions and seminars. He felt that
thetraining would be helpful to them in their design work.

Other strategies had the effect of placing responsibility or authority for

implementation within the district's permanent organizational structure.

For example:

In the fall of 1983, the superintendent placed responsi-
bility for the ADL effort with the director of instruction.

In 1981-82 and 1983-84, the district developed and required
principals to submit monthly reports on the number of
observations and conferences conducted.

Some strategies both spread the approach and placed it into the

organization's authority structure. One example is the superintendent's

successful push to have the resource teacher position in the middle schools

reclassified from a non-supervisory position to a supervisory position.

This provided the additional supervisory personnel needed for the relatively

large middle school (approximately 65 teachers), and also assured that the

leadership carried the necessary authority.
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Among the more discouraging signs concerning institutionalizati6n is

the bow level of implementation of superintendent/principal conferences and

differentiated inservice. Another sign which does not bode well for

institutionalization is the wavering of the district leadership's attention'

to implementation. Finally, the lack of proactive action and commitment on

the part of a few district leaders is also discouraging.

There are promising signs of institutionalization. One is the spread

of ADL elements to subject areas other than reading and math and to grade

levels other than the elementary (K-5) level:

One elementary principal reported conducting principal/
teacher conferences that address the four critical student
variables in the areas of science and social studies, as
well as in math and reading/language arts.

One middle school principal (formerly the 1981-82 district/
BSC liaison) reported successfully helping some of his
weaker teachers plan for the year by having them attend to
content coverage, prior learning, and the days needed to
cover topics.

The current district math and science curriculum specialist
required science textbook companies to submit content
matches between th r texts and the dis,rict's achievement

40test. She also ve ied the accuracy of these matches prior
to having a committee select a series for districtwide use.

The same specialist helped teachers piloting the selected
science text plan by allocating days in the school year to
text topics. She is now developing additional information
to be included in guides for all teachers' year-long
planning.

This curriculum specialist also required senior high math
and science chairpersons to document the alignment of their
departmental final exams with the course objectives.

Additional promising signs are the inclusion of elements of the leadership

plan in district policy documents and the incorporation of aspects of the

plan in routine district operations:
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In response to a suggestion. from the Middle States Associa-
tion, the district is pre aring a monitoring system for the
reading program. The syllem specifies the responsibilities
of central office staff, principals, reading specialists,
and teachers and has been integrated with the planning and
monitoring requirements of the ADL leadership plan. BSC'

staff were invited to review the plan apd ensure its compati-
bility with ongoing work in ADL.

The district present4d principals with written expectations
for conferences and observations in the 1983-84 school year.

During a 1983-84 inservice workshop, math teachers at one of
the four middle schools were required to develop a "curriculum
map." (Curriculum maps are a local name for year-long
planning guides that attend to coverage and prior learning.)

During the 1983-84 school year, the Math/science curriculum
specialist assisted all 7th grade math teachers in differ-
entiating between essential and enrichment textbook objec-
tives. Teachers were also given a recommended pacing guide
for instruction in the essential 'skills. This guide was
developed to assure attention to coverage of tested skills.

The New Jersey District

The New Jersey
4
district is a small urban district. In 1981, the

district served 4,600 students (of whom 89 percent were Black or Hispanic)

and included eight elementary schools (K-6 and in some cases K-7), one

middle school (grades 7 and 8), and one high school (grades 9-12). The

district cooperated with RBS in developing ADL for two and a half years

prior to the 1981-82 field test. This work involved the principals and a

few teachers in three of the district's eight elementary schools, and

focused on the development of training materials for the management of

classroom variables. An elementary supervisor and two elementary resource

teachers provided support from the cediral office.

In the spring of 1981, after having seven superintendents in the

previous ten years, the district appointed a new superintendent. Low
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student achievement on the standardized achievement test and state minimal

competency test had resulted in media and school board press for improvement.

The new superintendent reviewed all district projects, and found the three

principals who had implemented portions of ADL to be very enthusiastic

about the program's impact. In an effort to reverse the pattern of low

achievement, the-new superintendent agreed to district participation in

the 1981-82 field test of ADL as the focus of a districtwide improvement

plan. Implementation included all eight etementary schools and the single

middle school. Key central office staff involved in the implementation

included the superintendent, the assistant superintendent, and curriculum

supervisors from the Department of Instruction (DOI).

The following year (1982-83), the structure of most schools changed

(i.e., one elementary school closed, the middle school became a K-8 elemen-

tary school, Ahd the remaining elementary schools added either a seventh or

eighth grade); however, administration support of ADL continued. Because

of the active support of district leadership it was possible for the linker

to shift attention to the high school. Overall, the district actively

maintained the program and remained In close contact with BSC.

In 1983-84, district leaders assumed that ADL practices were firmly

embedded in district routines and therefore would continue. They eased the

supervision of principals and focused on other areas such as ADL implemen-

tation at the high school, and on bringing in other programs districtwide.

Principals seemed to interpret this shift of emphasis as freedom to

continue or discontinue ADL practices as they saw fit. The overall level

cf implementation.decreased, although there was variation from school to

school.
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Technical Assistance to Build Capacity

The following discussion focuses on technical assistance provided by

BSC and district staff relative to the classroom variables and the four

supporting program elements described in chapter 3. Each section describes

the strategies employed to foster and sustain implementation, and the

extent to which these strategies were successful. Interview and question-

naire data related to implementation of four of these five areas are

summarized in Table B-2 of Appendix B. Although in many cases strategies

involved more than one program element, this framework facilitates a

logical discussion. Also, in most cases the discussions of BSC technical

assistance are shorter for 1982-83 and 1983-84 than for the field test

year. During these years, the BSC linker was proactive on fewer issues as

a result of the district leadership assuming increased responsibility for

the program. The focus of the linker's assistance continued to be on the

role of the superintendent, while much less time was spent observing

principal and teacher performance during these years.

Attention to classroom variables. As discussed in chapter 2, ADL

gives special attention to four classroom variables which research has

shown are highly related to student achievement. They are: (1) prior

learning; (2) student engaged time; (3) coverage of criterion content; and

(4) academic performance. The New Jersey district attended to all four

classroom variables during the three-year period, and related technical

assistance was provided by both BSC and district staff. The BSC linker

provided direct support to central office staff, including the superinten-

dent, the assistant superintendent, and members of the district office's

Department of Instruction (DOT) through informal and formal meetings,

training sessions, and seminars.
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During the field test year, BSC technical assistance was proactive,

and focused on major implementation decisions. For example, in this dis-

trict, planning for implementation of content management procedures occurred

after content training for administrators was completed. This was due to

the absence of necessary prerequisite materials.and-the lack of planning

time. DOT staff were given primary responsibility for developing and

monitoring the implementation of the articulated curriculum for grades K

through 12, and were supervised by the assistant superintendent. To carry

out this mission, the BSC, DOI staff, and the assistant superintendent

developed a format for instructional planning, called a Quarterly Topic

Plan. The form was analogous to BSC's Unit Topic Plan just as the district's

curriculum mapping guide was an adaptation of BSC's School Year Planning

Guide. It required teachers to record prior learning strengths and weak-

nesses, dates of instruction, and student success rate, as well as the

sequence of topics to be introduced on a quarterly, rather than yearly,

basis. The linker, in seminars with DOI, clarified the need for teacher

accountability in planning, explained procedures for collecting and

monitoring content variable data, and responded to district plans and

concerns.

The BSC linker later assisted the DOI in planning and developing a

two-day teacher training session on content management. The training was

to introduce the guides, to demonstrate teachers' ese of the guides in

planning and instruction, and to explain the principal's role in monitoring

teacher use of the planning guides. Interview data indicated that planned

principal and teacher activities related to the planning guides were

performed by all district staff, i.e., all principals monitored teacher



instructional plans and teachers attended to the three content variables.

However, teachers reported that they were more successful in attending to

prior learning and coverage than to academic performance. This was reason-

able, as BSC had not developed formal procedures for assessing success or

mastery at that time, and the superintendent's press was for content

coverage. Interview data also indicated that all principals conducted

classroom observations and all teachers attended to student engaged time.

Moithly meetings of the BSC linker, the assistant superintendent, and

DOI staff during the field test year dealt with ways the DOI could help

principals improve their monitoring of teactOr planning and instruction.

During these meetings, the BSC linker assisted in planning workshops for

principals. Topics for the workshops were suggested by DOT experiences in

schools. For example, the linker and assistant superintendent developed a

workshop tn response to DOI reports of principal and teacher confusion

about recording and monitoring student daily success. The linker also

developed simulations and role plays to be used with principals and teachers,

and presentations on particular aspects of research. One example of a

research-based presentation was on the Joyce and Showers (1980) model of

inservice training. Overall, observations of the BSC linker and feedback

from the district indicated that BSC assistance supplied to the DOI and DOT

assistance supplied, in turn, to principals and teachers were key elements

in facilitating this first year implementation. The significant impact of

the planning guide on instructional planning and monitoring, confirmed by

interview data, suggests that BSC technical assistance in this area was

effective.
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During the field test year, the linker had ongoing communication with

the superintendent, some of which specifici'lly related to the classroom

variables (also see the following section, principal seminars). In one

instance, the linker assisted the superintendent in responding to teacher

resistance to using the planning guides. Teachers objected to the addi-

tional time needed to prepare instructional plans using the new format.

The linker planned two responses with the superintendent. First, teachers

In one building were given permission to share the burden of plannIng by

preparing multiple copies of the forms for distributionto teachers at a

grade level. On reflection, the district agreed that the duplication of

teacher effort was unnecessary, and assumed responsibility for pre - printing

the forms. Second, to increase awareness and communication the superinten-

dent decided 66 meet regularly with teacher representatives to clarify the

new processes and respond to concerns.

The linker's strategy in terms of lines of communication with the

district was to deal mainly with central office staff. Direct interaction

with principals occurred mainly during principal seminars, BSC interviews,

and school visits for BSC data collection. During the 1Znker's visit to

schoOls, concerns were usually raised by principals. The linker would then

discuss the issue with the superintendent, who would follow-up with a

response, which in some cases was a topic for a seminar. ",r example,

during one school visit it became clear that the concept of overlap was not

understood. The principal informed the linker that teachers would not be

teaching a test-related content area in mathematics (e.g., fractions) until

after the testing date. After finding that other principals also had some

difficulty with the concept of overlap, the linker made a presentation on

the topic at the next seminar.



The major district strategy for providing technical assistance to

principals was to pair each principal with a DOI staff member, thereby

moving curriculum supervisors closer to daily activities in schools and

giving principals a readily accessible resource. Curriculum supervisors

trained new teachers and conducted workshops, observed and conferenced with

teachers, and assisted principals with instructional planning and monitoring.

Approximately two-thirds of the teachers Interviewed and all principals

reported receiving DOI assistance. Only one principal and a few teachers

reported that this assistance was not helpful. This district strategy of

pairing principals with DOI staff appears to have been very successful.

During the Jecond and third years, the linker spent less time providing

technical assistance related to the classroom variables. Pursuant to BSC's

strategy of transferring leadership to the district, the linker became less

proactive, but continued to be responsive to specific concerns and problems.

Many of these concerns were relayed to the linker through the assistant

superintendent and the DOI. Examples of such concerns were: what score

report format best provides prior learning data; and how to standardize the

definition of student success. The linker also continued to clarify, for

the superintendent and assistant superintendent, issues and the consequences

of policy changes, e.g., the number of classroom observations, and the

necessity of classroom time logs. On occasion, the linker assisted the

superintendent by providing him copies of significant research articles and /

reports. The DOI continued to assist principals and teachers with specific'

Issues.

The,14nker's assistance was usually successful unless suggestions were

contrary to district routine. In one case the linker suggested thatthe
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district have their California Achievement Test (CAT) data reorganized by

incOming classes. The district decided that this policy change would not

be worth the effort, considering the high student turnover. Instead, the

district asked teachers to use the results of a diagnostic/prescriptive

test to assess students' prior learning. After two years, it became clear

that these test results could not be processed in time for first quarter

planning. The district then .greed to reorganize the CAT data.

DeSining success and mastery continued to be district problems.

Interview data from 1983-84 showed disagreement among principals and
a

teachers on definitions, the use of planned standards, and awareness of

district success and mastery goals. As a result of BSC's feedback to the

superintendent on interview data, he is currently aware of the need to

restate district policy concerning standards for student mastery, coverage,

and planning.

Interview data from 1982-83 and 1983-84 show that the classroom

variables Itinued to receive attention in the New Jersey district. In

both years, principals reported observing all teachers using the engagement

rate form for an average of three rounds of observations. All teachers

indicated they attended to time management. However, the number of obser-

vations they reported is suspiciously higt, suggesting that teachers

confused "scans" with rounds of observations, and ADL with non-ADL observa-

tions. All teachers interviewed also reported attending to the content

vjriables during 1982-83 and 1983-84, and all principals agreed. Teachers

uSed the new planning format, which had coverage built in, for planning

d4ily and weekly lessons within a marking period. However, two principals

stated that teachers used the "lesson plan" format rather than the new
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pla ing format. Prior learning was analyzed from the results of the CAT

and ommercial diagnostic/prescriptive test administered at the beginning

of ea h school year. Some teachers also used the individual student skills

arr in determining prior learning.

Overall, BSC technical assistance strategies facilitated and reinforced

the district's attention to the four classroom variables, particularly

during the field test iyear. As expected,'the number of requests for linker

assistance during the second and third years decreased. In addition,

district strategies of assigning content management activities to the DOI

and pairing principals with DOI staff appeared to be highly successful.

Principal seminars. ADL calls for central office staff to conduct

regularly scheduled leadership seminars for principals. Principal seminars

were it.tended as problem-solving and planning sessions that would help

maintain improvement of instruction as a priority and improve ana sustain

leadership practices.

Following the district's agreement to a full-scale implementation in

the field test year, BSC developed a proposal listing implementation

activities and a suggested timeline. Seminars were to be 90-minute

sessions, occurring once or twice a month as part of the district's regular

principal meetings.

The BSC linker planned and led all seminars during the field test

year. The linker selected seminar topics, which generally provided skill

training for impending implementation events, and met with the superinten-

dent prior to each session to review the agenda and obtain any recodunenda-

tions and approval. All principals, the superintendent, -the assistant

supetintendent, and the assistant to the superintendent attended the
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seminars. Curriculum supervisors attended the first two seminars but, in

response to principal objections, were not invited to other sessions.

Seminar topics inclufT-d: preparing principals to conduct content and

time training; participate..., supervision (conferences and observations);

coverage; and a review of c4 ssroom coding.

Seminars were also an occasion for principals to express implemen-

tation concerns. The superintendent often responded to those concerns at

subsequent seminars. In the interim, the superintendent discussed the

issues with other central office staff or his administrative council and

the BSC linker. For example, the principals requested during a seminar

that the distrir not mandate use of the time logs. The forms were viewed

as redundant with teachers' weekly lesson plans, and teachers were suspected

of inflating allocated times in order to increase student engaged time.

The superintendent decided to enforce the scheduled time minimums but

re-evaluate the need4or the time logs. He communicated this decision to

principals during a subsequent seminar.

During interviews, all principals reported attending these tequirea

seminars. The superintendent indicated that principal seminars reflected a

change in district policy. That is, the view of the principal as instruc-

tional leader replaced the view of the principal as building mainager. The

assistant superintendent indicated, during informal conversations with the

linker, that having the linker lead the seminars not only provided needed

technical assistance to principals, but also gave the central office staff

opportunities to observe principals, to better understand and discuss

principals' points of view, and to increase their own understanding of

instructional issues.
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The proposal for the 1982-83 school year did not include a specific

timeline for implementation events (including seminars) or BSC's role in

the seminars. BSC was to assist the central office in developing principal

leadership upon district request. It was hoped that this strategy would

foster district itndependence. The first year of implementation had been

successful and the district planned to continue the implementation at the

elementary level and allow the linker to focus on expanding the program to

the district's high school.

BSC received three requests for presentations during the 1982-83

school year, two for principal seminars and one for a DOI seminar. The BSC

linker conducted a half-day session during administrative training in the

summer of 1982. The session was a review of the ADL model and procedures,

and focused on principal leadership functions and procedures for collecting

and analyzing data. Later in the school year, the assistant superintendent

iivited the BS6's director to speak to the DOI on the classroom variables,

and to give special attention tc coverage and the relationship between time

and coverage. As a result of an enthusiastic reception from the DOI, the

superintendent suggested that a similar presentation be given during a

principal seminar. The BSC director complied with this request.

It is unclear to what extent principal seminars continued throughout

the year without BSC leadership. During an interview, the superintendent

Indicated that principals participated in a six-day inservice during the

summer of 1982, and in monthly principal seminars. Session leaders included

himself, the assistant superintendent, and consultants; topics were both

specific to ADL, such as content overlap, end included other programs such,

as one emphasizing teaching styles and strategies. The superintendent
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indicated that topics were suggested by state mandates, principal feedback,

principals' yearly evaluations, and superintendent/principal conferences.

Principals indicated that they attended monthly seminars but BSC did not

ask what transpired during seminars.

The 1983-84 proposal was similar to the previous year's proposal in

that it included only a general timeline for implementation activities.

Again, BSC's technical assistance for elementary school principals (includ-

ing planning and developing seminars) was to be provided upon district

request. The BSC linker was invited to make three presentations during the

school year. As part of a seminar held early in tnA year, the superinten-

dent asked the linker to focus on the relationship between the new district

effort, the teaching styles and strategies program, and the supervisory

aspects of ADL. Unfortunately, the linker did not have sufficient notice

to obtain information concerning the new program. Principals and, district

administrators could not provide the needed information either before or

during the seminar. Consequently, the linker simply reviewed ADL partici-

patory supervision.

Late in the fall, the assistant superintendent was concerned that

principals' implementation levele had dropped and requested a principal

seminar on participatory supervision. In the seminar, the linker discussed

classroom observations and learning events using a newly developed time

management videotape. During this session, it became clear that some

principals had forgotten some basic skills or concepts, such as the defini-

tions of engaged and unengaged behaviors. Wide variation in participatory

supervisinn procedures was also apparent. As a result, the assistant

superintendent and the linker planned to conduct a joint seminar on
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supervision during a specially called principals meeting. The BSC linker

conducted this seminar without assistance, as the assistant superintendent

was ill. During the session, the linker and principals worked through a

case study exercise with sample data.

Again, BSC was not aware of the extent to which principal seminars

continued in 1983-84 without BSC leadership. During an interview, the

superintendent reported that principals were provided with a six-day summer

session and monthly seminars conducted by central office staff or the

linker. He indicated the topics were suggested by the district's end-of-
.?

year needs assessment and by principal and DOI requests. A little over

half of the principals indicated that four or five ADL elements (i.e.,

coverage, prior learning, academic performance, time management, partici-

patory supervision) were major parts of principal meetings while the

remaining principals felt only two or three of these issues were covered.

The frequency or depth of the discussions is unclear.

Principal seminars during the field test year would probably have not

occurred or remained focused on ADL without BSC assistance. The seminars

were successful for several reasons: they augmented initial, training by

providing additional time to clarify and discuss issues; they provided an

opportunity to develop and revise procedures and to identify anti address

common problems across schools; and, as part of the existing principal

meetings attended by the superintendent, they indicated the district's

strong support of the program. The superintendent and assistant superin-

tendent planned and led most seminars, without linker assistance, during

the 1982-83 and

these sessions,

1983-84 school years. Although it's difficult to assess

it is clear that principals were aware of a continued but
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decreased district emphasis on ADL-related issues: leadership, instruc-

tion, achievement.

Principal/teacher conferences. As discussed in chapter 3, regularly

scheduled principal/teacher conferences provide an opportunity for principal

and teacher to review data on the classroom variables and develop plans for

action related to identified improvement needs. BSC suggested that these

conferfnces be held following each round of observations, usually three

times a year.

Early in the field test year,' the superintendent and assistant super-

intendent became concerned that principals would not follow through with

the initial training they had received. They asked BSC for a procedure to

hold principals accountable for implementing their training in their

respective schools. In response to district leadership's initial request,

BSC invited the superintendent and assistant superintendent to RBS to

propose a principal/teacher conference form, and to review the ADL leader-

ship plan. This initial conference form was a four-page document of

questions on the status of each of the focus variables.

During the field test year, BSC technical assistance regarding

principal / teacher conferences focused on the use of the conference form to

collect data and select improvement strategies. As mentioned in the

previous section (principal seminars), the linker discussed the form during

principal seminars, and worked with principals using simulated conference

form data. The linker discovered that most principals lacked the inter-

personal skills required for effective conferencing. The district printed

the conference forms and distributed thus to principals to use in November/

December following the first round of classroom observations.



Teachers responded negatively to the amount of time required to

collect and record conference form data (which claimed part of their

preparation time), and feared the data were being used in their professional

evaluations. These concerns were conveyed to the local and state level

teacher associations. In response, the superintendent requested that the

linker spend more time in seminars dealing with the principal's role in

conferences and the intended outcomes. The superintendent ale/ suggested

that the linker (whili collecting the forms) and the DOI obtain principal

and teacher feedback to help pinpoint areas of difficulty. The linker and

DOI found that: principals were having difficulty bringing conferences to

successful closure, i.e., targeting classroom improvement strategies; there

was confusion as to how the conferences differed from the evaluation system

used to determine teacher tenure and salary increments; and there was wide

variation in prihcipals' ability to communicate and interpret data with

teachers. The superintendent responded to these reports during a principal

seminar by strongly emphasizing the importance of conferences as part of

the principal's leadership role and as a formative evaluation of

instructional improvement and classroom leadership. More specific issues

and procedures were addressed by the linker in subsequent seminars.

Most teachers interviewed during the field test year reported that

prin ipals observed their classes approximately four times and followed-up

1with n average of four conferences. The large range in the number of
E

confIences (see Table 8-2, Appendix B) reported (0-10) suggests that some

teachers may have confused ADL and non-ADL conferences, or formal and

Informal conterences. Most principals indicated they conducted three

conferences in accordance with district guidelines. A large majority of
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principals and teachers indicated that they welcomed the opportunity to

talk together, on a one-to-one basis, about specific aspects of classroom

instruction.

The following year, 1982-83, although the number of required confer-

ences did not change (three), principals were confused as to which version

of the conference form was official, i.e., the original four-page form, or

an unofficial shortened version which the linker developed and shared with

the district during a training session. Although the shorter form was not
t,

adequate for the intended outcomes of conferences, the district approved

both forms. The superintendent wanted to comply with principals' request

for a shorter form--a minor concession in return for adherence to the

larger goal. Linker assistance with conferences was provided to principals

during administrative training in the summer of 1982, and later in the year

during a principal seminar. BSC did not collect conference form data

during the 1982-83 school year. Following the program model, the superin-

tendent was to monitor principals' conferencing during superintendent/prin-

cipal conferences.

During interviews, all principals indicated that they conducted a

minimum of three conferences with all teachers during the 1982 -83 school

year. The mean number of conferences reported by teachers was four.

Again, the range in the reported number of confci,rences suggests that some

teachers confused ADL and non-ADL conferences, or that some teachers needed

and were provided with additional support. All teacheis said they reviewed
0

classroom data and discussed improvement opportunities during conferences.

Likewise, all principals used one of the versions of the principal/teacher

conference form. Thus, although conferences continued as required, the

quality of conferences is unknown.



11

A-
At the beginning of the 1983-84 school year, BSC officially shortened

the conference form from four to two pages. The linker presented this

revised form to the superintendent who duplicated the form and distributed

it 'to principals during "a principal seminar. , Again, the linker provided

technical assistance related to conferences during three principal seminars.

During the 1983-84 school year, all principals reported having three

conferences with all teachers. Although most teachers reported having only

two conferences, the teacher interviews were administered in March 1984 and

additional conferences may have been held that year. During interviews,

all principals, and teachers from all but one school reported using the

conference form and discussing all classroom variables. The one exception

was a principal who ured the engagement rate form and focused eih time

management. Many principals and teachers also reported haviniimformal

meetings and discussions concerning the program, classroom data, or instruc-

tional improvement issues. As a result of conferences, a little more than

half of the teachers interviewed felt that they were helped with instructing

students, exactly half of the teachers felt that they were helpe4with

managing the classroom, and a little less than half of the teachers inter-

viewed felt that they were helped with their planning.

A major'vehicle for participatory superirision by principals is the

principal/teacher conference. It seems clear that conferences,would not

have occurred without BSC's extensive technical assistance during the first

year of implementation. District requirements and support were also key
a

elements in implementing and sustaining conferences. Throughout the

three-year period, DOI assisted principals with conferencing, both directly

(i.e., attending or leading conferences) and indirectly (i.e., assisting
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withlita collection or with implementing outcome strategies). District

actions reflected central office leadership's belief in principal/teacher

conferences as a valuable means for monitoring principal implementation.

Superintendentjprincipal conferences. The ADL leadership plan calls

for the superintendent to conduct formal conferences with each principal to

review the outcomes of conferences with teachers, and to discuss improvement-

opportunities. Through individual principal conferences, the superintendent

gains perspective on implementation both within and across schools. BSC

suggests that the superintendent meet with each principal at least two

times during the school year.

BSC's proposal for implementation in the New Jersey district for the

1981-82 school year specified that the superintendent would conduct two
A

rounds of superintendent/principal conferences. Although the superintendent

had conducted conferences with principals in the previous year, the focus

of the conference was new. To assist the superintendent in conducting ADL

conferences, BSC staff met with the superintendent in October to review the

purpose of the conferences and intioduce the supe-f.gtendent/principal

conference formA At that time, the form consisted of two pages of general

questions summarizing building activities related to implementation. The

superintendent agreed to use the form.

Additional technical assistance specifically related to the superin-

tenuent's conferencing was minimal. However, the linker adopted other more

general strategies which helped the superintendent focus'on effective

principal's behavior. For example, the linker recommended journal articles

on supervision and school effectiveness research and suggested ways the

superintendent might help principals deal with their own or their teachers'
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difficulties. The superintendent presented the conference form to principals

during a principal seminar, and briefly described the conference procedure

and a suggested timeline (i.e., mid-year and end-of-year.)

"12 During this first year of implementation, the superintendent took two
4

important steps to incorporate superintendent/principal conferences into

district routine and to assume district ownership of the conferences. The

first step was to combine the program's end-of-year conference with the

state mandated principal evaluation. The principals' union, unlike the

teachers' union, did not object to this procedure. Second, the superinten-

dent added a self-evaluation checklist to ADL's Principals Handbook. The

checklist was to be completed by each principal prior to the end-of-year

conference. Although the checklist*did not directly relate to the classroom

variables, 't was an attempt by the superintendent to assume ownership of

RSC- developed materials.

As planned, two conferences were conducted with each of the nine

elementary school principals. Principals reported discussing all four

classroom variables, although interviews did not ask for an assessment of

conferences. The superintendent reported that the conferences were bene-

ficial both in helping him focus hia ova ideas on instruction and in

assuring that prinoipals were constantly aware of the instructional issues

addressed by the improvement program. Informally, the superintendent

indicated to the linker that conferences also provided cpportunity to

follow up on principal and teacher problems, such as earlier teacher

complaints about their participation in conferences. Although be did use

the conference form, the superintendent indicated to the linker on several

occasions that the questions on the form were too general to facilitate
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discussion of the classroom variables. For example, in some cases princi-

pals, in an effort to be positive, described their buildings as "problem

free," thus cutting off any opportunity for discussion.

The following year, 1982-83, the main technical assistance provided by

the'linker was the revision of the conference form. The new form,presented

to the superintendentinlovember 1982, asked about specific levels of each

classroom variable to be summarized across teachers. In order to secure

principal and teacher approval for the revised conference form, the super-
,

intendent modified the form so that it represented grade levels, rather

than individual_classrooms. The form was distributed to principals by the

superintendent during a principal seminar. The superintendent also gave

principals a checklist of materials needed for the conference.

During an interview, the superintendent reported conducting at least

two conferences with all principals In 1982-83, and in two cases, two

follow-up conferences were needed and conducted. He reported using the

conference form to discuss the four classroom variables for reading and

mathematics, along with principal's conferences with teachers. He reviewed

individual conference forms and improvement plans. The majority of prin-

cipals reported having two conferences, one principal reported four, and

one reported having one conference. All principals completed the school

summary section of the conference form although three principals reported

dealing mainly with student engaged time. Only two principals indicated

conferences were helpful; one principal felt they helped with training and

supervising teachers and the other principal indicated planning with and

supervising teachers as areas of benefit.
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During the 1983-84 school year, the district continued to require two

superintendent/principal conferences and use the district's modification of

BSC's conference form. Although the end-of-year conference continued to be

tied to the principals' evaluation, this year the earlier conference was

tied to the state's spring monitoring of basic skills achievement and other

indicators of district effectiveness. During principal interviews in May

1984, st principals reported having had only one conference with the

superintendent, although another was planned. One principal reported

having two, and two principals'reported having three conferences. One

principal did not use the conference form. However, all principals discussed
.()

the four classroom variables during the conference. Although only three

principals felt that conferences provided specific help with their leader-

ship functions, most principals indicated that the conferences demonstrated

the superintendent's commitment to the program and his concern and support

for principal performance.

Throughout the three-year period, the superintendent conducted princi-

pal conferences in accordance with BSC's proposal. BSC's technical assist-

ance in developing the conference form provided the needed structure for

the conferences. Although conferences providi.d an opportunity for the

superintendent to monitor principals' efforts. in helping teachers to

improve instruction, they seemed to also serve a more important function;

that is, the demonstration of superintendent interest and commitment. This

commitment was also reflected in the superintendent's actions to incorporate

conferences into,district routines and to adapt materials to better meet

district needs. However, it is possible that the modification of the

conference form which the superintendent perceived as necessary for
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principal and teacher approval (i.e., data summary by grade level) masked

declines in levels of achievement and classroom process variables in

individual classrooms.

Differentiated inservice. One of ADL's overall goals is to increase

the district's capacity for improvement and reform. Differentiated

inservice is a means to achieve that goal. The leadership plan suggests

that the central office provide small or large group inservice based on

needs identiiied in conferences, seminars, and informal discussions.

The superintendent in the New Jersey district supported principal

inservice as a peens to promote and support instructional improvement.

Prior to the fiEld 'est year, the central office had seheduled:principal

inservice sessions which were developed and presented by non-district

consultants. During the field test year, these sessions were principal

seminars and focused on ADL activities.

In addition to inservice provided by the linker to all principals

during principal seminars, DOI staff were assigned to each school to

sumnt principals by helping with school level problem solving, and to

insure that implementation was proceeding as planned. Although the extent

of DOI involvement varied across schools, most principals and central

office staff interviewed at the end of tip field test year agreed that

central office staff spent more time that year supporting basic skills

instruction and were more effective in their efforts than in previous

years. On occasion the linker 4so provided individual technical assis-

tance to principals at the superintendent's request or with his approval,

For example, one ptincipal asked the linker to review instructional plans

which teachers had developed for classes which contained two grade levels.
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In other instances, principals asked the linker to examine completed

conference forms. The potential difficulty with the strategy of having the

linker provide individual principal assistance iithat it may foster

dependence rather than building capacity.

In the field test years the district also used inservice to respond to

the needs of the district's lower achieving schools. In mid-year, the

district asked a local educational agency to conduct a series of teacher

workshops on instructional techniques for presenting reading and math

content. The agency propose,: to work with only a few schools in the

district. Although the idea of differentiation was new to the district.

the assistant superintendent agreed tp the agency's proposal and selected

the four lower-achieving schools for participation. The BSC linker assisted

in planning and conducting the workshops. The workshop topics were selected

by principals on the basis of their teacher conferences and classroom

observations. Principals were also responsible for assigning teachers to

specific workshops. Each workshop extended over five sessions from January

to May. The linker led two classroom management sessions for selected

teachers. Althoughothe district found the workshops to be generally

beneficial, the logistics of a differentiated inservice were difficult to
0

manage (e.g., releasing selected teachers, locating meeting rooms).

Jr 1982-83, the district continued to have separate monthly seminars

for principals and DOI. Topics approved by the superintendent related to

state mandates and district concerns along with areas of special interest

to principals. The assistant superintendent made a separate agenda for DOI

meetings. The DOI/principal pairings continued. DOI provided individual

assistance to principals and inservice sessions to teachers in their
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content areas. Most principals indicated during interviews that the DOI,

in addition to assisting principals with teacher training and participatory

supervision, either trained, or would train, new teachers-in the-district's

instructional procedures.

For the 1982-83 and 1983-84 school years, a few principals reported

receiving DOI assistance in areas of need identified during superintendent/

district conferences. However, most principals felt that the conferences

were conducted more for reinforcing the program and principals' accounts-

bility than for identifying and responding to principal needs. During the
0

1982-83 principal conferences, the superintendent reported that no needs

which related to principal leadership functions were identified. The fol-

lowing year he reported that principals' needs for help with planning and

monitoring were identified during conferences. The superintendent indicated

that he either assisted these principals individually, or referred them to

the assistant superintendent, to other principals, or to training tapes.

During 1983-84, district policy and procedures regarding service

remained unchanged. Inservice continued in the form of sr e group sessions

at various levels, along with individual DOI assiitan to principals. and

teachers. However, there were indications that t district saw different -

fisted inservice as a viable strategy. One exa e was a DOI inservice

series on instructional techniques in matheMratics for all seventh and

//
eighth grade teachers. The decision to/conduct the inservice was based on

an analysis of the previous yeaelitest results and the district's concern

with ninth grade student performance on the state mandated achievement

test. The DOI developed training and practice materials for teachers. DOI

again conducted workshops for tleachers new to the district.

lii
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As a result of 1982-83 and 1983-84 principal/teacher conferences, many

teachers reported receiving assistance with planning, classroom management,

and instruction. Although in the majority of cases this assistance was

provided on an individual basis (probably during principal/teacher

conferences and classroom observations), teachers reported being provided

with inservice and materials as an outcome of conferences.

During the three-year period, the district seems to have been respon-

sive to individual and group needs. However, f At district was and still is

reluctant to support differentiation as a gr.ding principle for inservice.

The district strategy was to provide for total group inservice, differen-

tiated by level and group need, and to pair individual principals and DOI

to meet more specific school needs. There was some differentiated inservice

during the three-year period but this raised planning problems (e.g.,

IF/logistics), and the district Was reluctant to mingle out staff with selected'

,needs. Although DOI assistance at the school level is hikhly dependent on

the principal/DOI relationship, and on individual competence and interest,

the district feels that these practices have been successful and should

continue.

Technical Assistance for Evaluation

One of BSC's overall strategies was to provide technical assistance

for evaluation as a zneans of maintaining districts' focus on the goals of

improved instruction and increased student achievement. During interviews,

BSC assessed participants' perception of changes in their and others' roles

as instructional leaders. Although limitations on BSC resources prevented

the systematic collection and analysis of data on the classroom process
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variables (i.e., critical student behaviors), student achievement data were

analyzed by both e district and BSC during the three-year period. This

section begins with a discussion of district staff's perceived changes in

role, organized by level (superintendent, central office staff, principals,

teachers). It is followed by an analysis of student achievement data

during the period 1980-1984. Both sections include reviews of BSC and

district strategies used to facilitate and carry out formative evaluation.

Role changes. A major goal of ADL is to .have district staff adopt the

role-related functions prescribed in the leadership plan. BSC'a intent is

for district staff to change their behavior in accordance with those

functions specified in the plan. The information on role changes for

educators in this distriCt is based primarily on interviews administered to

the superintendent, 11 principals, and 18 elementary school teachers. The

data were collected during the 1983-84 school year (see Appendix A for the

interview schedule) and deal with the period 1981-84. Data collected

during the field test year are also presented where appropriate.

In interviews the superintendent stated that his role as instructional

leader had changed somewhat as a result of the instructional improvement

program. He thought the program had formalized the supervision process and

focused his own leadership behaviors. In contrast, the majority of the

principals noted in their interviews that the superintendent's role did not

seem to change. In most of these cases, principals felt they had no

standard for comparison because the program was Implemented districtwide

soon after the superintendent was appointed.

On end of the field teat year questionnaires; moat- principals_and_ms4Y

teachers indicated that central office staff, in general, spent more time

1_ 3
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in 1981-82 planning and supporting basic skills instruction. Several

principals stated in end-of year interviews that central office curriculum

supervisors (DOT) helped them by observing classrooms, holding teacher

conferences, and assisting with teacher training. Principal and teacher

interaews conducted in 1983 and 1984 confirmed that the DOT continued this

assistance during these two years.

By 1984, most principals thought their own leadership role had changed

a great deal. The superintendent and many of the teachers interviewed

agreed with this assessment. The changes most commonly mentioned by

principals were more frequent classroom observations and teacher confer-

ences, and improved monitoring of teacher coverage of instructional material.

Most teachers interviewed felt that their. own role as instructional

leaders had changed a great deal or somewhat. The superintendent stated

that the teachers' role had changed a great deal as a result of the program,

whereas principals felt that the teachers' role had changed somewhat.

Although some of the teachers interviewed thought the changes were negative

(e.g., more paperwork, less freedom, less creativity), a larger proportion

mentioned positive changes, such as improved methods of instructional

planning and classroom management.

The BSC linker assisted in the district's evaluation process by

providing the district with BSC's analyses of district data and developing

formal proposals based on these analyses. As mentioned earlier, each year

the linker developed a formal proposal outlining district implementation

activities and BSC technical assistance activities for the school year.

The proposals were based on test results, interview data, conversations

with the superintendent and assistant superintendent about district goals,
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and principal feedback during seminars. As a model, the first proposal

contained very specific deadlines /timelines which the district approved and

foflowed. Later proposals were less specific as the linker felt the

district would asaume this planning responsibility based on previous

experience. However, district leadership tended to focus on positive

%

outcomes rather than on areas in need of improvement, i.e., the disteigt

did not use implementation data on leadership roles and classroom process N

variables in plisnning for the 1982-83 and 1983-84 school years. Principals

were expected to follow the 1981-82 timeline. But, without directed

guidance in the form of new or revised memos or timelines, principals had

difficulty remembering the cycle of activities.

During the field teat year, data on classroom process,yariables were

collected and analyzed by BSC, and provided to the district in a summary

report. However, these data were not formally used by the district or

prepared during the following two years. Informally, the superintendent

gathered information about classroom processes through meetings with

principals, the BSC linker, and DOl staff, and used this information in

program planning. For example, based on these discussions, the superin-

tendent felt that ADL was successful in providing a basic foundation for

improving a low achieving district: However, as a result of an additional

perceived need to help teachers raise expectations and enhance student

potential, another district effort which emphasized teaching styles and

strategies was adopted. The superintendent was concerned that adherence o

the curriculum without a concomitant change in teaching techniques wood,

iu the long run, have depressed students' potential for achievement. /
/
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At the end of each school year, the BSC linker also prepared a summary

of the year's interview results and developed some suggestions for the

district's future planning. The summaries were shared with thesuperinten-

dent and assistant superintendent. In some cases, the linker's suggestions

were followed; in other cases, the superintendent decided action was not

warranted or considered several alternatives. The data summery 3C

prepared at the end of the 1983-84 school year was presented to principals,

in a more general form, during a leadership seminar. This clarified for

principals the need to increase ADL monitoring and implementation to

improve instructional leadership and achievement. During leadership

seminars and informal meetings, the BSC linker also encouraged district

staff to use information from conferences, discussions, and observations

for planning. For example, the linker suggested that the superintendent

use this process to develop seminar topics and additional coaching for

principals.

As previously mentioned, the district's major strategy for formative

evaluation of instructional leadership and classroom process variables wsr

the informal collection and evaluation of information. Principals also

conducted informal evaluations for planning purposes. At the end of each

school year, principals were required to develop a school year plan for the

following year, based on a review of available data. The plans were

submitted to the superintendent for approval. However, it is the linker's

impression that the plans were general and did not refer to specific

classroom data collected through use of the improvement cycle.

Student achievement. The New Jersey district administers the California

Achievement Test (CAT) to all studentsin the spring of each year. Scores
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for grades 1-8 for 1980-84 are presented in Table 2 as NCEs. The table

also presents gains from 1980-81, 1981-82, 1982-83, and 1983-84. (See

Appendix C for a discussion of "the significance of achievement gains.) The

1

scores in the horizontal rows represent different groups of students in

each successive year.

Before the 1981-82 field test, low student achievement was a cause for

district concern. Only one grade out of eight scored above the national

average (50 NCEs) in reading; six grades out of eight scored above the

national average (50 NCEs) in math. Average gains from 1980-1981 were\only

+1.4 for reading and +1.5 for math. The newly appointed superintendent

felt that ADL had significant potential for improving basic skills

instruction and achievement, and decided to implement the approach in

grades K-8 districtwide during the 1981-82 school year. As Table 2

illustrates, students performed markedly better in the spring of 1982. Two

grades in reading (grades 1 and 2) and seven grades in math (grades 1-7)

scored above the national average of 50 NCEs. All eight grades

demonstrated gains in both reading and math. Changes in reading averaged

+4.0 NCE points and ranged from +1.3 to +7.9 NCEs. Changes in math

averaged +5.1 NCEs and ranged from +2.3 to +12.9 NCEs.

Blester et al. (1983) present Pia analysis of these test data by

school. This analysis suggests a relationship between level of ADL imple-

mentation and Student achievement in reading and math. ,Achievement gains

were most positive for those schools with the highest levels of imple-

mentation. The analysis also revealed a link between length of involvement

and gains in achievement: two of the three schools that implemented

program elements prior to the field test implemented the program more fully

in 1981-82 and showed the greatest gain in student achievement.
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Table 2

Student Achievement Scoresa; 1980-84
New Jersey School District

READING

Grade

r

Scores
a

.

Gains/Losses

1980 1981 1982
b'

1983 1984 80-81 81-82
)

82-83 83-84
4:1

.

1 50.2 54.6 55.9 56.6 54.9 +4.4 +1.3 +0.7 -1.7
2 46.3 47.5 51.5 51.5 55.5 +1.2 +4.0 0 +4.0
3 47.1 44,4 48.5 52.0 50.7 -2.7 +4.1 +3.5 -1.3
4 43.2 44.2 48.7 48.4 49.4 +1.0 +4.5 +0.3 +1.0
5 45.2 45.7 48.7 50.1 50.4 +0.5'. +3.0 +1.4 +0.3
6 41.8 42.8 45.9 49.2 50.3 +1.0 +3.1 +3.3 +1.1
7 36.0 39.4 47.3 48.2 49.9 +3.4 +7.9 +0.9 +1.7
8 36.0 38.3 41.9 49.5 50.4 +2.3 +3.6 +7.6 +0.9

- . .

Mean 43.2 44:6 48.6 50.7 51.4 +1.4, +4.0 +2.1 +0.7

MATHEMATICS

Grade Scores8 Gains/Losses

1980 1981 1982
b

1983 1984 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84

1 54.9 56.8 60.3 60.6 59.2 +1.9 +3.5 +0.3 -1.4
2 50.7 52.4 57.5 56.8 59.1 +1.7 +5.1 -0.7 +2.3
3 56.4 52.6 56.5 59.1 58.3 -3.8 +3.9 +2.6 -0.8
4 52.4 51.3 57.8 57.7 56.0 -1.1 +6,5 -0.1 -1.7
5 53.7 55.4 58.4 60.6 62.3 +1.7 +3.0 +2.2 +1.7
6 50.4 55.4 57.7 61.2 61.0 +5.0 +2.3 +3.5 -0.2
7 41.8 43.5 56.4 59.5 60.3 +1.7 +12.9 +3.1 +0.8
8 38.1 42.7 46.3 54.5 57.2 +4.6 +3.6 +8.2 +2.7

,

Mean 49,0 51.3 56.4 58.8 59.2 +1.5 +5.1 +2.4 +0.4

a
Scores represent the results of California Achievement Tests (CAT) as
Normal Curve Equivalents (NCEs).

b
ADL was first implemented on a districtwide basis in 1981-82.
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The upward trend in achievement gains continued over 1982-83, although

the magnitude of the gains decreased. Four grades in reading and all eight

in math scored above the national average. Seven of eight grades in

reading and six of eight grades in math registered increases. The average

change in reading was +2.1 NCEs, with changes ranging from 0 to +7.6 NCEs.

Changes in math averaged +2.4 NCEs, and ranged from -0.7 to +8.2-NCEs.

In 1983-84, the positive trend was still apparent but again to a

lesser degree. Six grades in reading and all eight grades in math scored

above the national average of 50 NCEs. Six grades in reading and four

grades in math demonstrated gains. The average change it4 reading decreased

to +0.7 NCEs, with changes ranging from -1.7 to +4.0 NCEs. The average

change in math was +0.4 NCEs, with a.range from -1.7 to +2.7 NCEs. The

superintendent attributed the decrease to an overall lessening in the

degree of implementation sparked by his own relaxation of supervision

procedureg and his initiation of new district efforts, such as the teaching

styles and strategies program. In addition, the large amount of time the

superintendent devoted to sharing the district's success with outside

educators (in conferences, symposia, etc.) detracted from the available

time and perceived need to stabilize and institutionalize the new practices.

However, in spite of the decrease in the magnitude of achievement gains

over the last two years, the substantial initial increases were maintained.

In the New Jersey district, central office staff examined achievement

data at the end of each school year to determine how grades within a school

were distributed about the mean. The reports, which included a ranking of

schools, were presented to the school board, and each principal was provided

with a summary for his or her building. In addition, during the 1982-83
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and 1983-84 school years, DOI staff analyzed achievement scores by objective.

A summery of the resulting strengths mud weaknesses was provided to each

principal for incorporation into school year improvement plans.

To supplement these district summaries, each year BSC analyzed the

amount of gains/loss for each grade within a school, and provided other

data upon occasion (e.g., comparisons of several years' data at the school

or grade level, the relationship between school level implementation and

achievement). The superintendent used some of this information in program

planning. For,example, as a result of the dramatic increases in student

achievement during the field test year, the superintendent reduced the

number of required classroom observations and the number of principal

seminars led by BSC. Then, when achievement scores suggested a declining

trend during the 1983-84 school year, plans were developed to increase

observations, BSC involvement, and the superintendent's monitoring.

Technical Assistance and Institutionalization

, The long-term goal of institutionalizing improvement practices that

are based on research findings on effective classrooms and leadership can

be facilitated by assisting and encouraging districts to build ADL into

district routines. In the New Jersey district both BSC and district

strategies have fostered institutionalization. Some of these strategies

have been referred to in earlier sections of the report.

The linker pursued several strategies to sustain implementation and

foster institutionalization in the New Jersey district. One overall

strategy, in accordance with the program model and top-down strategy, was

for the linker to be highly proactive during the field test year, and in
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subsequent years act as an ongoing resource for the central office in

providing technical assistance as requested. It was hoped that the district

would become more independent as the need for external support gradually'

decreased. Ove" the three-year period, the amount of support, in terms of

formal and informal meetings with administrators and requests for technical
A

assistance, did decrease. Following the field test year, the linker

communicated more through telephone conversations and letters in order to

help improve the quality, or ;'fine- tune" practices begun in 1981 -82. At

times, linker assistance in problem solving was requested. For example,

during the 1983-84 school year, the linker was asked to participate in

planning and seminars related to principals' leadership functions, e.g.,

participatory supervision.

Another linker strategy, which the research suggests is important to

institutionalization,,was to encourage the integration of ADL forms into

district activities. The linker modified the forms based on BSC experiences

and input from district staff. The principal/teacher conference form was

revised at the end of each of the three years, and the quarterly topic

plan, engagement rate form, and superintendent/principal conference form

were each revised once. Feedback from the district indicated that, in all

cases, the forms were used and the revisions were beneficial. Although the

quarterly, ,topic plan did become a districtwide format for instructional

planning, the linker was not successful in having the superintendent

replace or integrate district evaluation forms with ADL conference forms.

The linker was less successful with two other strategies. The first

strategy was to have the district adopt the differentiated inservice model.

Although there was some differentiated inservice during the,three-year
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period, the supaintendent Was reluctant to fully support the practice.

The second strategy was to promote formative evaluation. Unfortunately,

the superintendent did not follow the linker's model for developing yearly

proposals, i.e., using implementation data on leadership roles and classroom

process variables in planning for the next year's implementation. Although

he did review data, he preferred to trust informal reports from principals.

The New Jersey district adopted many strategies or supports which

promoted institutionalisation. One overall support, which according to

Miles (1983) is the basis for the successful institutionalization of an

innovation, was the high level of administrative commitment to program

practices, particularly from the superintendent. The superintendent viewed

ADL as a way to accomplish his goals of improving principals' instructional

leadership (i.e., getting principals to observe in classrooms) and improving

instruction and achievement, rather than as an RBS program. This resulted

in four types of district strategies.

The first strategy was the inclusion of ADL in initial policy. decisions.

The decision to implement coincided with the major district policy and

procedure decisions of the newly appointed superintendent. The superinten-

dent and ADL had common goals. Also, the superintendent saw his role as

being active, highly visible, and directly supportive of principals. As a

result, BSC's input in these early decisions was welcomed, particularly in

areas such as instructional planning and monitoring, and participatory

supervision. More important, the district assumed ownership of these early

ADL-related policies and procedures. Indeed, several staff.interviewed

were not aware that some district procedures had originated from (ADL.
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Second, this administrative commitment was reflected in district

documents. For example, at the beginning of each school year, the superin-
,

tendent developed a written mission statement and an action plan which were 4

distributed to all district staff. Many obieptives in the plan related rs

ADL issues, such as instructional planning and classroom management. The

superintendent, in pursuing his view of principals as instructional leaders,

scheduled a two-week staff development program for principals each summer

during which the action plan objectives for the schOol year were dealt with

in more detail. This was also an opportunity to support principal inservice

with organizational change.

In addititin to mandating ADL practices, ADL was built into existing.

district requirements. For example, during the superintendent's supervisory

conferences with principals a number of other issues, including state and

local mandates for which priniipals are held' accountable, were reviewed.

In another case, the supirihtendent,redefined the planning requirement in

teachers' contracci to include the new hastructional planning format. inna,

teachers documented the extra paperwork involved, the district responded by

pre-printing the elementary level plans as much as possible. Many teachers

indicated that the plans were the most helpful part of the district program.

The superintendent also agreed to make prior learning data' available

to teachers so that the data could be used in instructional planning. At

first he felt that the cost of reorganizing the California Achieveient Test

data by incoming classes was unwarranted in such a highly mobile district.

As an alternative, the superintendent rescheduled the date for administering

a diagnostic prescriptive test to early in the school year so that test.

results would be available in time to be used in instructional planning.
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However, these test data were not provided in time to be useful for first

quarter planning. Therefore, during the third year of implementation, the

district provided teachers with reorganized California Achievement Test

data.

Another strategy which the district adopted to foster institutional-

ization was to integrate new district programs with ADL. The superintendent

assumed that after one year of implementation, ADL was a solid foundation

upon which other programs could be built. One innovation which was a pted

was a model for varying teaching styles to match various student learning

styles. However, this strategy was not successful for several reasons:

the two programs were based on different ,implementation models (top-down

vs. bottom-up), there was no opportunity for communication or coordination

between the program linkers and more importantly, many principals inter-

pred the new effort as replacing rather than supplementing ADL as the

focus of principal seminars and superintendent communications shifted.

Although the superintendent's goal was to continually upgrade the district,

Alewas overconfident in his assumption about the speed and conditions under

which institutionalization of an innovation occurs.

Fifth, the district developed new policies which supported ADL,-either

directly or indirectly. One very successful strategy was pairing a DOI

staff member with each principal t.o assist in planning and implementing ADL

at the school and classroom levels. .Both DOi staff and principals were

required to submit monthly #eports on their activities to the superintendent.

This DOI. responsibility begaprduring the field test year, and throughout

the three-year period the pairings continued, although the actual arrange-

ments of shareewosk'load varied across schools. During 1983-84 interviews,
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most principals indicated that DOI staff assi= d with time-on-task observa-

tions. In some cases DOI assistance also included nferences, workshops,

school-level planning, and, individual teacher assistance. Ales of

other new district policies which indirectly related to ADL were: the .

annual ranking of schools based on achievement scores; presenting these

data to the school board; and adopting a grading and promotion policy for

students in grades K-8 Which supported prior learning, coverage, and

academic performance. Aithough'the latter policy was beneficial in sten-

'derdizing grade policy across the district, it conflicted with the accepted

procedure of automatically promoting "problem" children.

One promising sign of institutionalization in this district is the

spread of ADL elements to new classes and grade levels. In 1982-83,

special education supervisors began to conduct observations of student

engaged time. Also, based on the program's success at the elementary

level, the district decided to extend curriculum alignment and leadership

practices to the high school. Planning for high school implementation

began in the summer of 1982, and has proceeded in accordance pith district

and BSC expectations.

Institutionalization in the New Jersey district has been promoted by

several factors, the most importan,~ being that the superintendent was

committed to thr program and mandated districtwide implementation. The

superintendent provided and arranged for support and assistance with

implementation; there was stability in program leadership and staff: and

attempts were made to build program policies and procedures into district

documents and rdutines. The significance of district commitment and

interest is exemplified in the overall decrease in the level of ADL
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implementation (and student achievement) during the 1983-84 school year,

when the superintendent was less active and visible in his support of ADL.

This change in the superintendent's behavior resulted from his assumption

that ADL would automatically continue. Ironically, during this school

year, a large portion of the superintendent's time was spent sharing the

district's success with outside educators. It can be assumed that the

administration's more visible expression of commitment to ADL in 1984-85

will again result in a high level of institutionalization.

In the New Jersey district, ADL practices are embedded in the district's

organization, procedures, and routines. However, variation across years

suggest that beyond the paper documentation and altered routines, institu-

tionalization requires, for some unspecified A nt of time, active district

mQks\anleadership, external support at critical junctures, d continued monitoring.

The Delaware District

The Delaware district is a small rural district serving a population

of predominately low socio-economic status. As of 1981-82 there were

approximately 2,100 students in one kindergarten school, two 'elementary

schools (grades K-5), one middle school (grades 6-8), and one high school

(grades 9-12). Minority group students made up about 20 percent of the.

population. In the fall of 1978, before the district began to work with

RBS, students were scoring around the national average, but well below the

state average, on the standardized achievement test administered statewide.

In fact, the district was among the lowest scoring districts in the state.

This fact was publicized in state department reports and created some

public press for the improvement of achievement.
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During the 1978-79 school year, the district began to cooperate with

the BSC as a development district. Subsequent program implementation

occurred over three and one-half years. This cooperative development

involved principals and teachers from all schools, but participation was

greatest at a Basics Plus elementary school. During 1979-82, the district's

central office provided continued support for the program. Top administra-

tors who played major roles in implementing and maintaining ADL were the

superintendent, the deputy superintendent, and the director of special

programs. Although the director of special programs was given significant

responsibility for overseeing day-to-day implementation, the position did

not have line authority over principals. The departure of the district's

superintendent and the Basics Plus elementary school-principal in June 1983

was accompanied by a reduced emphaSis on both the improvement approach and

BSC involvement. In January 1984, the director of special programs also

left the district.

Data from the Delaware district are included in this report for the

contrast they provide with data from the-Pennsylvania and New Jersey

districts where there were more active district efforts to maintain Achieve-

ment Directed Leadership and a much greater level of ongoing support from

BSC.

Technical Assistance to Build Capacity

The following discussion is organized around the program's central

element, attention to classroom variables, and the four program elements

described in chapter 3. Each section describes the strategies BSC employed

to promote and sustain implementation of the element and the extent to

which the element was implemented. The amount of information included in
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these sections is limited by the nature of BSC's involvement in the district.

Table B-3 in Appendix B summarizes interview and questionnaire data relevant

to the extent to which the district attended to classroom variables and

implemented the three elements: principal seminars, principal/teacher

conferences, and superintendent/principal conferences.

Attention to classroom variables. ADL gives special attention to four

classroom variables which research has shown are highly related to student

achievement: prior learning, student engaged time, coverage,of criterion

content, and academic performance. Much of the formal training related to

these variables was provided during the period of cooperative program

development (1978-81). Furthermore, by 1981 the district had already

completed many prerequisite tasks necessary for content management. For

example, the district developed reading/language arts and math curricula

and selected standard texts during the first year of program development.

This work was undergirded by the BSC logic and rationale for content

management; a major criterion in the curriculum development and text

selection process was assurance that there would be a high percent of

content overlap with the standardized achievement test.

For the field test year, BSC linkers provided a good deal of technical

assistance related to the critical classroom variables. Much of Ais

assistance involved meeting with the director of special programs and other

district office staff to review the status of implementation and plan for

further implementation (e.g., schedule implementation events, arrange for

appropriate test, data). BSC staff.also led and assisted with training for

administrators and teachers. In connection with these workshops, the BSC

lihker often developed materials later used in implementation. For example,
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for the content management workshops in reading /language arts and math, the

linker developed forms which indicated the overlap in content between she

year-end test and the district's list of minimum compe encies or the tables

of contents in the district's textbooks.
I

1

The district also provided technical assistance rielated to the class-

room variables, often in connection with the teacher 4orkshops described

above." For example, the Title 1 director analyzed '04 spring 1981 stan-

aardized achievement teat results to determine levelslof student prior

learning. Teachers used this information in the content workshops to

determine student strengths and weaknesses which they\recorded oir the

overlap forms.

Interview data indicate that, during the field te4 year, two rounds

of engaged time observations were conducted by the Basio Plus elementary

school principal. The assistant principal at the other e1ementary school

conducted one round of observations for all teachers, and A second round

upon teacher request and for special education teachers. Central office

staff and principals indicated that attention was being given to all three

content variablesprior learning, coverage, and academic performance..

Teachers confirmed this in year-end questionnaires. Overall, BSC's'

technical assistance appeared to sustain the district's'implementation of

ADCs time and content components during the field test year.

Prior to the 1982-83 school year,BSC and the superintendent agreed

that-fuiure work would be on a more limited basis. Specifically, the BSC

linker would respond to district requests for assistance, rather than

assume a proactive role. During, the year, the BSC linker helped district

staff plan and lead a teacher workshop on content management. Interview
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data indicate that teachers considered not only prior learning but also

content overlap in planning instruction. In terms of student engaged time,

the degree of implementation decreased. Only the principal of the Basics

Plus elementary school conducted classroom observations during the 1982-83

school year. The assistant principal of the other elementary school, who

had previously conducted' observations, left the position In June 1982.

The following year, 1983-84, BSC technical assistance was not requested.

As mentioned earlier, the superintendent and the Basics Plus principal left

the district in June 1983. Prior to leaving the district in February of

that year, the director of special programs, along with the assistant

principal at the middle school, conducted a teacher workshop focusing on

student prior learning. Teachers and principals reported attending to

prior learning, which suggests the workshop was successful. During the

1983-84 school year, principals did not conduct classroom observations.

However, teachers in one school indicated that they were aware of time-on-

task and that they periodically scanned their own classrooms. The Basics

Plus principal who left the district in June 1983 continues to conduct

time-on-task observations in her new position as principal of an elementary

school in,a large urban district,

Pri,ncipal seminars. ADL calls for central office staff to conduct

regular principal seminars. Seminars are intended- as problem-solving and

planning forums. Their purpose is to maintain instructional improvement as

a high district priority and sustain and improve leadership practices.

Central office staff, primarily the director of special programs and

4
the deputy superintendent, requested technical assistance with planning and

leading principal seminars approximately five times during the field test
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year. Most central office staff and all principals and assistant principals

attended the seminars. Topics included: an overview of ADL and implementa-

tion plans; conferencing procedures; a review of standardized achievement

test results; a comparison and mastery learning; and a preliminary

review of field teat results. Although initial sessions were,led by BSC

linkers, later sessions were co-led and led by central office staff. BSC

felt that the sessions were excellent learning experiences and were well

received. The effect on ADL implementation appeared to be positive.

During the 1982-83 school year, the superintendent included inservice

training for principals as part of regularly scheduled principal meetings.

These sessions, led by district office staff and/or consultants, were

designed to keep principals up-to-date on current theoretical developments.

As BSC was not involved in these'sessions, their similarity to ADL leader-

ship seminars is unknown. Due to a large amount of personnel turnover in

the district, principal
seminars/meetings were not held during the 1983-84

school year.

Principal/teacher conferences. These formal conferences provide an

opportunity, following each round of observations, for the principal and

teacher to discuss data on all of the critical student behaviors, identify

any opportunities for improvement, and agree to improvement plans. BSC

suggests that principals conference with each teacher at least three times

a year. A conference form was developed for teachers and principals to

record conference data and strategies for improvement.

During the field test year, BSC assistance related to principal/teacher

conferences was provided through a principal seminar and also through

individual meetings with principals and assistant principals. The Basics
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Plus principal folloWid the first round of observations with conferences

(using a portion of the ADL conference form). The second round was followed

by pairs of teachers discussing strategies (no conference form was used),

and the final round of observations was followed by the district's mandated

evaluation conference (using the ADL engagement rate form and the district's

evaluation form). The assistant principal at the other elementary school

also conducted conferences following observations but used the engagement

rate form rather than the conference form. Student engaged time was the

only classroom variable discussed. Overall, BSC technical assistance in

this area was not successful. This was due, in part, to the superinten-

%
dent's reluctance to support the use of the conference form. He was

concerned about possible confusion between the ADL conference form and the

district's evaluation form. At one point, the superintendent considered

developing separate conference schedules (and procedures), but never

followed through with the idea.

The following year, 1982-83, the Basics Plus principal used the

engagement rate form once alone, and then again with the district's

evaluation form during teachers' annual evaluations. Principal/teacher

conferences were not conducted at the other elementary school that year, or

at either elementary school the next year, 1983-84.

Superintendent/principal conferences. The ADL leadership plan

specifies that the superintendent hold several formal supervisory confer-

ences with principals to review school and classroom data and to discuss

improvement opportunities.

During the field test year, the BSC linker met individuplly with

central office staff and the principals to discuss the conferences. The

4r
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director of special programs reported conducting two conferences with the

Basics Plus elementary school principal and the, assistant principal of the

other school. The director of special programs held, the second round of

conferences reluctantly because she felt the first round had been of little

value. However, the Basics Plus principal indicated.that the conferences

were helpful. No additional superintendent/principal conferences were

conducted during the 1982-83 or 1983-84 school years.

It is not surprising .that BSC's technical assistance did not facili-

tate the implementation of superintendent/principal conferences. District

support was-limited, and principals did not use the structured principal/

tescilbr conference forms to identify improvements needed in classroom

variables and instructional leadership functions.

Differentiated inservice. Seminars, principal/teacher conferences,

superintendent/principal conferences, and informal observations are means

for district leadership to collect and synthesize information about the

performance of principals and teachers, and to identify individual needs

related to instructional improvement. The leadership plan suggests that

the district office be proactive in providing for small or large group

inservice based on diagnosed needs. No such inservice was provided to

principals or teachers from 141 to 1984.

Technical Assistance for Evaluation

From the outset, BSC staff intended to provide technical assistance to

assure that districts focused on the principal benefits of the innovation- -

improved instruction and increased student achievement. Therefore, technical

assistance emphasized the long-term impact^of implementation events and
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procedures. While limitations on BSC resources have prevented the systematic

collection and analysis of data on impact, data were gathered from partici-

pants about their perceptions of changes in rolesespecially chaUges which

reflected the leadership plan. Both BSC and districts also gathered data

on student achievement. In general, BSC shared the data with the field

test districts for planning purposes. However, formative evaluation of ADL

was of little concern to the Delaware district since" implementation dropped

off after the field test.

Role changes. One ADL objective is to have district staff carry out

activities defined by the leadership plan. If staff change their behavior

to conform more closely to the functions specified in the plan, then the

program has had an impact. The following discussion of role changes is

based primarily on interviews which BSC staff conducted in the spring of

1982, 1983, and 1984. (A complete list of interviews is found in Appendix

A.)

Since the superintendent brought ADL to the district, principals felt

that he had always been an instructional leader. Therefore, when asked if

the superintendent's role had changed, they indicated it had changed very

little or they were undecided. The deputy superintendent felt that her

role changed somewhat; the director of special programs felt that her role

changed a_great deal but that this change was not maintained. Interestingly,

teachers felt that the district's role changed somewhat or a great deal,

and noted inservice devoted to instructional planning as the major district

change.

The principal of the Basics Plus elementary school felt that her role

changed a great deal, particularly with regard to observations, the
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conference model, and attending to classroom variables. This principal

co-authored an article about the development effort, "Improving Instruction

Through Research-Based Staff Development" (Educational Technology, 1980).

In the article she testified to her own role change and that of her staff:

The program affected the teacher's role with students, other

teachers, and, the principal. In addition, the project enabled

the principal to look for many more specific student and

teacher behaviors in the classrooms, such as the teacher

establishing anticipatory set, objective, and purpose, and

the students' performing "engaged" behaviors. It facili-

tated the use of descriptive vocabulary concerning these

behaviors. The principal referred to specific data, rather

than opinions. (p. 42)

The director of special programs reported that this principal's mole

changed somewhat. Two of the teachers interviewed indicated that the

principal's role had changed a great deal or somewhat. They also felt that
9

their own roles had changed a great deal. Both mentioned the management of

time as the greatest area of change. The third teacher was undecided about

the principal's and her own role change. She began her teaching career

during the year the district began cooperating with RBS in developing the

program. Therefore, she felt she had no standard of comparison:

The principal of the other elementary school felt that her role

changed somewhat even though she never conducted ADL classroom observations

or conferences (the avistant principal acicoMplished these tasks during the

field test). The director of special programs agreed with the principal's

assessment. However, the three teachers interviewed at that school were

undecided about the principal's role change, Zr felt that it hanged very.

little or somewhat. Calling attention to the "ADL variable " was the only

change mentioned. These teachers assessed the it own role change as somewhat

(two teachers) or very little (one, teacher). The areas of change mentioned
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were classroom management and attention to prior learning strengths rid

weaknesses. The principal reported very little role change for teachers in

her building. District staff indicated that teachers in both schools only

changed somewhat. APD

Student achievement. ADL's primary objective is improvement of
4

4
student achievement. The Delaware school district began to cooperate with

RBS in program development for the express purpose of raising low achieve-

ment. BSC, for its part, did not anticipate dramatic gains in achievement

in the first few years due to the incompleteness,of many program elements.

Nevertheless, BSC collected student achievement data tor the district as a

whole, by grade, each year.

ADL was first implemented in the school district in the 1978-79 school

year. In the fall of 1978, student achievement at most grade levels was

slightly higher than the national norm but lower than the state norm.

However, in the spring of 1979, after one year of implementation, all

grades registered imprevive increases. (See Appendix C for a discussion

of the significance of achievement gains.) The average gain on the total

battery of tests was +13 NCEs. Gains ranged from +0 to +22 NCEs. These

gains are an encouraging sign'of AD1s potential for raising student
p

achievement, but they should be viewed cautiously. It is generally unwise

to compare test results from tests administered at different points in the

same school year--in this case fall 1978 to spring 1979. The comparison is

discussed here because the state department did not mandate testing at all

grades in the spring of 1978. Overall, student achievement dropped slightly

from the spring of 1979 to the spring of 1980. The average change in

achievement was -3 NCEs. Changes ranged from -10 to +3 NCEs.
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Telt results for grades one through six across five years (1980-84)

are summarised in Table 3 in terms of normii curve equivalents (SCEs). The

table also shows the change in NCEs registered from one year to the next.

The scores in the horizontal rows represent different groups of students in

each successive year.

Table 3

Student Achievement Results: 1980-1984
Delaware School District

.

Grade
Scoress

,

Gains/Losses

1980 1 1981 .1982 1983 1984 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84

1 61 65 65 64 - +4 0 +1
2 67 65 65 67 66 -2 0 +2 -1

3 58 63 63 64 62 +5 0 +1 -2
4 63 64 65 65 66 +1 +1 0 +1

5 60 62 69 69 62 +2 +7 0 -7
6 60 -64 62 - +4 -2

Mean 62 64 65 66 64 +2 r '*1 +1 -2

,

a
Scores represent results of California Achievement Tests (total battery).
in Normal Curve EquivalentsCEs) for 1980-1983, and Comprehensive
Test of Basic Skills (total battery) fo4 1984. Means are based on
scores for grades 1-5 for 1980-83, and grades 2-6 for 1984.

From 1980 to 1983 (see Table 3), achievement rose slowly but steadily.

In the spring of 1984, however, achievement seemed to drat; slightly. This

drop coincided with the departure of the superintendent and the principal

of the Basics Plus elementary school. Both were strong supporters of the

program. It should be noted that, although all test scores are reported as
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NCEs, the state substituted the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS)

for the California Achievement Test (CAT) in 1984.

Technical Assistance and Institutionalization

BSC linkers pursued several strategies to sustain implementation and

foster institutionalization. The first major strategy BSC used to foster

institutionalization in the Delaware district was to relate ADL training

during principal seminars to other district activities and concerns. For

example, during one principal seminar the BSC linker related ADL to mastery

learning. At the time, implementation of mastery learning was one of the

superintendent's highest priorities for the district. However, this

strategy was not successful as the superintendent did not continue to

include issues directly related to ADL in principal meetings as the level

of implementation decreased.

BSC's second strategy was to encourage the incorporation of engagement

rate observati,,Is into principals' annual teacher evaluations. Although

one principal adopted this practice to some extent (i.e., engagement rates

were discussed In the evaluation conference but were not entered on evalua-

tion forms), the idea was opposed by other principals, assistant principals,

and a select group of teachers. This strategy was also not successful as

the superintendent relented to the pressure. The principal who adopted the

practice continued to include engagement rate data in annual evaluations

until her departure in 1983.

In conclusion, ADL practices were not mandated in the Delaware district,

and the one administrator who provided assistance with implementation, the

director of special programs, did not have line authority over principals.
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Thus, the key factors needed for institutionalization, according to Miles

(1983), administrative support, demonstrated commitment and pressure, were

absent. In addition, the lack of stability among; program leadership and

staff negatively affected any opportunity for institutionalization.

Nevertheless, there are encouraging signs of institutionalization.

Teachers in the Basics Plus school have continued to scan their own classes

for engagement rateswithout the assistance of the new principal. In

addition, the district has been successful in integrating into district

routines the practice of examining prior learning data in planning instruc-

tion. Before the start of each of the three school years, the district

requested reorganized classroom data from the state department. DPI worked

with administrators in the district on attending to prior learning. A

cross-fertilization of ideas between the district and the DPI seemed to

occur: DPI later delivered throughout the state training related to prior

learning.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

The previous chapters of this report described BSC experiences with

strategies designed to foster implementation and institutionalization of

ADL in three districts. The first section of this chapter presents some

conclusions concerning the five major research-based strategies which BSC

pursued. The second section contains some general observations on the

barriers to and facilitators of implementation and institutionalization.

As noted in chapter 1, these conclusions and observations are not presumed

to-be definitive. Rather they are important reflections on the component's

experiences which BSC believes are worthy of the consideration of others

who are working to enhance the effectiveness of schools and classrooms.

Conclusions Concerning Major Strategies

The five major strategies BSC pursued in its capacity building efforts

were described in chapter 2:

limit the number of highly specified implementation processes
and materials which are essential to a faithful implementa-
tion of ADL

orient, plan, and train following a top-down sequence

use innovation-specific implementation events to help
districts develop the general planning and organizational
skills needed for implementation of the innovation

provide on-site technical assistance following training

consider the probable loag-term impact of early design and
implementation activities.

BSC's conclusions about each of these strategies are discussed below.
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Limit Specificity

The intent of this strategy was to provide opportunities for implemen-

tors to create their own distinctive means of carrying out many of the ADL

activities and thus develop ownership in the improvement effort. Rela7

tively early in its development work, BSC began to question the value of

this strategy for the following reasons: (1) in many cases districts

had little time for these supporting activities; (2) practitioners were

more interested in rights of review and approval than in contributing to

the design of experimental methods and materials; and (3Y when practi-

tioners did participate, this participation did not always lead to a sense

of ownership (Graeber & Helms, 1983).

In planning for the field test, the superintendents agreed with BSC's

assessment that in the absence of BSC specified processes or materials,

needed training or implementation events were not likely to occur. Thus,

as noted in chapter 3, BSC devoted much time in the summer of 1981 to the

design and development of ADL elements that had previously been reserved

for local users.

In order to facilitate district use of the variables management

process, three implementation activities were specified. BSC provided a

rationale, reasonable methods, and training for: principal seminars,

principal/teacher conferences, and superintendent/principal conferences.

As indicated in chapter 5, experience in the three districts proved that

BSC's development efforts were beneficial and that the activities supported

the districts' use of the improvement cycle. For example, principals

viewed their conferences with the superintendent and the seminars as

supporting and benefiting instructional improvement. Similarly, most
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teachers reported that their structured conferences with rincipals

contributed to instructional improvement. And, linkers, central office

staff, and principals reported that the principal / teacher conferences

fostered teacher use of the variables management process in planning and

executing classroom instruction and management.

To facilitate the use of the variables managemen

developed training material for another implementatio

provision of differentiated inservice at the building

Although differentiated inservice was, not a pre-desi

BSC expected that issues raised in seminars and confe

the development of differentiated inservice if the di

to its own renewal and reform. The concept of differ

new to all three districts, and relatively little dif

was provided. The pervasive notions of equity and cho

process, BSC

activity, the

and district levels.

ed program element,

ences would lead to

trict was attending

ntiated inservice was

rintiated inservice

ice with respect to

inservice (i.e., all principals or teachers are treated alike, or any

differentiation is the result of a choice made by the intended beneficiary)

seemed very difficult to change. The expected logistical difficulties and

contractual arrangements that specified who determined the content of

inservice were formidable barriers to differentiating inservice according

to individual need. Differentiated inservice is an intended outcome of ADL

implementation that was difficult to achieve.

In retrospect, BSC's experience suggests that development of methods

and materials which specified a way, albeit not the only way, of carrying

out leadership activities directed toward use and support of the variables

management system was beneficial. But what of the ownership local develop-

ment was to build? The component's experience suggests that, at least for
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an innvAtion as comprehensive as ADL, there are many opportunities for

adaptations despite relatively complete predesign of materials. BSC

observed that the sense of ownership (as well as understanding) was built

as people invested time in the implementation and when the implementation

was successful. BSC experiences in the three districts also showed that

when the superintendent clearly required that certain activities be under-

taken and provided needed support and monitoring, central office staff,

principals, and teachers utilized predesigned materials and procedures to

achieve changes in classroom processes and in student achievement.

Install Tom -Down

BSC adopted a top-down installation model (superintendent, principals,

teachers) for two main reasons. First, the component sought to garner the

support of the district leadership by recognizing their leadership position.

Second, BSC saw this top-down strategy as an economical means for dissemi-

nating ADL within a district, through top-down turnkey training.

BSC is still convinced, perhaps more convinced than ever, of the value

of top-down installation in gaining the support of district leaders. As

Huberman (1983) notes:

....administrators, both at the central office and building
levels, have to go to center stage and stay there if
school improvement efforts are to succeed. More nondirec-
tive strategies can work ...but are poorer bets; they
amount essentially to playing dice with the fate of an
innovation. (p. 27)

A top-down approach places administrators at center stage.

Given the structure of school districts (e.g., frequently principals

are responsible only to the superintendent; lack of coordination between

staff with curriculum, testing, and inservice responsibilities) it seems



unlikely that district staff other than the superintendent could command

the resources, support, or authority required to implement ADL or any

comprehensive innovation. Without the superintendent's active participa-

tion, implementation is likely to fail.

The second proposed benefit of the top-down model was to develop the

district's own capacity to train principals and teachers. BSC still

believes that this notion is sound. In addition to the economic advantages,

the strategy also helped establish local personnel as instructional

leaders. There were practical problems with the turnkey training strategy,

but BSC maintains that the strategy's benefits warrant the effort to solve

the problems.

In many cases, central office staff and principals seemed reluctant to

turnkey their training because of the high level of knowledge and skill

that appeared to be required. In response, BSC provided them with training

scripts and videotapes of the technical aspects of training. It also

seemed helpful to model the training for the central office staff and

principals and to give them time to plan and practice the training in small

:groups. .Districts used other strategies as well, such as having two

principals, or a principal and a member of the central office staff, share

their training responsibilities.

A second difficulty with the turnkey train ng strategy occurred in

districts with few central office staff. No time was available for these

staff to be trained and then to turnkey their training to principals, given

the numerous responsibilities of the central office staff in a small

district. In these instances, central office staff and principals were

trained in the same sessions. It was possible to schedule a few critical

planning/decision-making sessions with central office staff only.
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Finally, superintendents were reluctant to spend the time required for

their own training, although°they readily agreed that many of the required

decisions demanded their understanding and attention. BSC suggests that

training can be tailored more specifically to superintendents and that

attendance at an academy exclusively for superintendents might be a practi-

cal and logical prerequisite to district adoption of the program.

BSC's experience confirmed the value of the top-down installation

process, in spite of the model's difficulties such as its dependence on

strong administrative leadership, and its vulnerability to central office

politics and existing policies (e.g., policies concerning principal

autonomy). However, it must be recognized that ADL is designed to facili-

tate communication from the bottom.up so that each level of the system can

provide informed support for the levels under its supervision. Tip-down

installation without provision for feedback and support from other levels

would contradict the central philosophy of ADL and would surely fail in

practice. ADL provides for this feedback and support through structured

conferences and seminars.

Begin Installation at the District's Current Level of Organizational
Development

BSC decided that in districts with weak organizational skills (e.g.,

planning), as is frequently the case in low achieving districts, BSC would

strive for improvement of these generic skills as the district worked to

install and implement "91,. To not work with such districts was inconsis-

tent with the component's mission. The other alternative, of first working

with a district on improving its organizational skills, would have unduly

iengthened the instructional improvement process and might have distracted
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staff from the procedural or technical changes needed for the imprpvement

of instruction (e.g., alignment of curriculum and testing).

Although the three field test districts appeared capable of carrying

out many logistical activities (e.g., bussing pupils, providing supplies)

with some facility, their planning and delivery systems for inservice and

instruction presented opportunities for improvement. At the central office

level, the most frequent opportunities for improvement were in planning

projects and coordinating them across departments or divisions. The

planning capability of district personnel was enhanced, but it took time to

establish the discipline of planning and following through. Many installa-

tion and implementation events in the districts were delayed because,

planning was not completed on time.

Many principals needed to improve their planning and delivery of

teacher training and their conduct of conferences. When it was necessary

for linkers to assist with process skills, installation and implementation

proceeded more slowly. For example, linkers found it necessary to provide

special training to principals on conferencing, including time for practice

with feedback. Although,this training delayed-implementation, the extra

assistance proved to be valuable in the development of needed skills.

Despite their need to develop organizational skills, the three dis-

tricts succeeded in installing and maintaining ADL, and student achievement

improved. As Pincus and Williams (1979) suggest, external linkers need to

be aware of a district's general level of organizational development.

BSC experience suggests that organizational skills can be fostered con-

current with specific instructional improvements. However, BSC agrees with

Rosenblum and Lou t:: (1981) and Pincus and Williams (1979) that some
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stability in district leadership and a /minimum of organisational skills are

required before a district can effectively innovate--especially if the

innovation is complex. BBC's experience confirmed the comment that while

"skeptics claim that only schools that are readf to change can succeed from

the strategies schools that are not Advantaged can benefit in major ways

from very modest amounts of assistance." ("Two large-scale," 1982, p.2).

Provide Technical Assistance

BSC's reading of the literature suggested that district success with

implementation would require on-site technical assistance after the

completion of initial training in the classroom variables. BSC conceived

that this technical assistance to the district should include one or more

of the five components of effective teacher inservice suggested by Joyce

and Showers (1980), as needed: presentation, modeling, practice, feedback,

and coaching.

In reviewing its initial training of central office staff and princi-

pals, BSC concluded, as did Joyce and Showers (1980), that "It appears

wisest to include several and perhaps all of the training components"

(p.384). There were instances when one or more of these components were

omitted from initial training (e.g., not providing principals with time to

practice their training of teachers) because of a lack of time or because

BSC presumed a level of skill that in fact did not exist. In these cases,

the omission was reflected in the trainees' less than satisfactory applica-

tion of that training.

I
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As reported in chapter 5, BSC's technical assistance durinS implemen-

tation was helpful to the districts and compensated for some of the short-

comings of the initial training. It is interesting to note that the

technical assistance provided to districts during implementation did indeed

fall into categories that are essentially the same as the Joyce and Showers

components of effective training. On site, the linker:

presented new perspectives on the initial training, elabo-
rating on the rationale or recalling parts of the training
and relating it to the district's current applications

demonstrated an activity, if needed

provided more practice

gave feedback

observed the district's transfer and provided further
on-site assistance as needed.

Usually only one or two of these steps were used to fine tune a given

process. However, the linkers used.each of the steps at some rant during

the three years.

BSC perceives that the amount of technical assistance provided in two

districts (approximately one day per week during the field test year and

one day every other week during the following two years) was than is

"typical" during implementation of an innovation. The question of how much

technical assistance to provide was always a BSC concern. How do linkers

provide needed assistance without fostering dependency? Or, when do

linkers' attempts to assist proactively work against building local

capacity? Some of the guidelines BSC linkers developed are:

Require that district personnel be present to contribute to
planning sessions. Do not plan, in their absence. Whenever
possible, show how planning can be guided by training
materials available to the district.
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Model a task when the district has specific plans to carry
out the task in the &tar future. If the district will not
be carrying out the task on its own, insist that the -

learners take at least some small role in the task.''

Have the district- present installation and implementation
plans and timelines to principals and teachers, thus con-
veying distrfet, rather than external agency, ownership.

Continually assess the need for external assistance. If

there is a true lack of know-how, provide assistance. If

external participation is valuable because it creates a
priority for the innovation in a setting with many demands,
provide the technical assistance but also strive to increase
the district's commitment to the implementation. If 'district
personnel are unwilling to implement, perhaps because
"administrators are unwilling to take on the conflicts
involved" (Huberman, 1983, p. 26), consider discontinuing
technical assistance unless there is a change in the
behavior of the district leadership.

Consider Long-Term Impact

BSC's fifth major strategy was the attempt,to incorporate lessons on

educational change into the design, installation, and implementation of the

innovation. The component was particularly interested in the probable

long-term impact of the program's design and implementation tasks on

implementation and institutionalization. The lessons followed during

program design were reported in Graeber and Helms (1983). Lessons that

were followed with respect to installation and implementation are summar-

ized below. When the lessons were followed, they fostered institutionaliza-

tion; however, barriers impeded implementation of some of the lesson".

BSC followed the educational change literature's suggestion that

districts use local funds or resources to support the innovation. Although

BSC's training and technical assistance were supplied without charge,

distriets had to fund inservice time for principals and teachers, the

duplication of materials (after the field test year), and other activities
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) separate, prindipals objected to conducting two sets of observations but

felt'obligated to do so. Given the infrequency of state mandated observe-
,

tions (one or 'two a year), the total number of observations required per

year was only a legitimate concern id schools with large numbers of

r teachers. Having dual observation systems raised two other issues. First,

if the systemsere kept separate, should principals ignore the improvement

observations when completing the state mandated evaluations? Second, if

the improvement effort observations were directed at the critical vari-

ables, shouldn't the formal evaluations address the same factors? Although

related to content management (e.g., reorganizing test data). Districts

accepted this strategy, and BSC found that a district's willingness to use

its resources Was a measure of Commitment.

,BSC linkers attempted to have districts avoid duplication of effort

between the innovation and existing processes. Duplication\of effort was

always.an issue for the teacher observation and conferencing process. Each

of the three states had its own forms and/or requirements for classroom

observations and teacher- evaluations. Although the specificity of the

procedures and forms varied, none involved systematic data collection on

the critical classroom variables that is part of ADL's observation/

conferencing process. The three distrIis opted to keep the teacher

41111

evaluation system separate from t
11r

rOviment effort for the first

several years. This raised some concerns; When the systems were kept

all three districts suggested that the observation systems be merged after

a yaer or two, this was not accomplished in any of the three districts.

The issue was complicated by the districts' contractual arrangements with

teachers, as well as by state evaluation requirements.
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Somewhat more progress was achieved with another lesson on educational

change, which was to encourage districts to incorporate ADL activities into

district policies and procedures. The willingness of the district leader-

ship to actively champion the changes in policies and procedures was

critical. At times, this involved negotiating changes in staff contracts

(e.g., to legitimize use of teacher "prep periods" for principal/teacher

conferences). However, even when districts made alterations in their

policies and procedures, the continued active support of the superintendent

, was essential for institutionalization to occur.

Observations

BSC's experience has identified a number of conditions in districts

which facilitate or hinder implementation and institutionalization. This

section includes some observations on the most salient of these conditions:

commitment, coupling, districtwide implementation, and administrative

leadership.

Commitment

There is agreement in the educational change literature that teacher

and administrator commitment to an innovation is P9WlYgly correlnted to

outcomes of the impleMentation. Questions of how and when the commitment

is developed remain unanswered.

BSC originally adopted the strategy of limiting. prescriptiveness of

the innovation and encouraging local development to build user commitment.

That strategy seemed unreliable. Further, BSC, like Huberman (1983),

frequently found that change is not always in the self interest of district



personnel. Often during change, "one person's 'strategy' for school
0

improvement collides with another person's 'strategy' for avoiding loss of

status or freedom or benefits" (Huberman, 1983, p. 23). Huberman notes

that, as a result, the change process is taken up with political bargaining

that draws energy away from implementation. This occurred in the Pennsyl-

vania and New Jersey districts. In the Pennsylvania district, the struggle

continued throughout the three years, and the innovation suffered. In New

Jersey, the styerintendent was adamant in calling for implementation, which

initially may have caused low levels of principal and teacher commitment.

However, implementation took place, and in comparison to the Pennsylvania

district the prospects for institutionalization of ADL seem brighter.

BSC experience suggest.; that attempting to win commitment for an

innovation prior to implementation may be unrealistic, and that commitment

from central office staff, principals, and teachers develops with mastery

of the innovation and with success with its use. A commitment from the

superintendent to sincerely back the innovation may be a more reasonaLlp

expectation for external linkers.

Coupling

A much debated issue in recent literature is wh-ethiOf-iibt-th:e loose

coupling so frequently observed in school districts is beneficial to

implementation. BSC experience confirms the Wilson and Corbett (1983)

observation that "if certain practices are effective and deemed worthy of

widespread use, then tighter linkages are apparently the structural condi-

tions that can best promote their implementation" (p. 102).

This view seems consistent with Huherman's (1983) observations that,

for an innovation to succeed, administrators need to exert "strong and
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continuous" pressure on teachers to Aopt the new practices. It is BSC's

observation that this pressure must be exerted not .only on teachers but

also on principals and central office staff.,

-BINT4experience further suggests that districts who wish to tighten

couplings can do so, although much time and effort are needed to counteract

staff resista.,ce. Loose coupling does not have to be accepted as a given

condition.

Districtwide Implementation

Another factor related to commitment to ands cess of an innovation

is the extent of the initial implementation within district. Many of the

superintendent's decisions and the central offic staff's tasks are essen-

tially the same regardless of the number of sch ols involved in the imple-

mentation. It is difficult for BSC to determine the relationship between

districtwide implementation and commitment. Does greater initial commit-

ment lead to districtwide implementation? Or does the decision to imple-

ment districtwide result in greater commitment from the leadership? In

either cage,45SC observed greater administrative commitment and leader-

ship when implementation was, districtwide. This observation is consistent

with Miles' (1983) observation that as the percent of users approaches 100

percent of the potential users, the likelihood of institutionalization

increases.

"Pilot site" efforts in a district were difficult to sustain and

spread because (1) they required relatively large investments of central

office time for the benefit of a few; (2) they frequently raised divisive

speculation about why some buildings volunteered or were selected and
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others were not; and (3) implementation problems sometimes became rallying

pOints from which to attack the feasibility of the innovation rather than

opportunities to improve the pilot program or alter the context to achieve

an effective implementation.

Leadership. and Institutionalization

It seems clear to BSC that the cluster of factors discussed by Miles

(1983), administrative commitment, pressure, and support, is essential to

institutionalization. In the Delaware district, where key administrators

left the district the year after the field test, very little of the innova-

tion was sustained. In the Pennsylvania district, where administrative

pressure, support, and assistance, if not commitment, were weak, progress

toward institutionalization was slow and tentative. And, although pros-

pects in the-New jersey' district -are 'brighter; --the-superint-endent-hissell

suggested that the decline in level of implementation in the 1983-84 school

year reflected his lowered support and pressure. This suggest, that

" institutionalization" is highly dependent on the continued support of

district leaders. BSC questions whether institutionalization is ever

routine in the sense that little energy is required to sustain the implemen-

tation.

District support for an innovation is probably never wore tenuous than

during turnover in leadership. While it is true that a district's chances

of maintaining an tion after loss of a key leader may he enhanced if

the innovation has been built into district policy and procedures, it is

also true that such policy and practice can and may well be changed by new

leadership bent on making its own mark. Given the tendency districts have
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to meander from innovation to innovation (Runkel, Wyant, Bell, & Runkel,

1980) and the tendency of new brooms to sweep clean, the chances of sus-

taining an implementation in spite of changes in key leadership seem slim.
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Appendix A

Data Sources on Program Implementation
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Summary of Data Sources on Program Implementation, 1981-84
Pennsylvania School District

District Level
Data
Source

Date
Administered Interviewees

Period
Covered

Pennsylvania District Installation Interview Winter, 1981-82 Superintendent and 1981-82
6 District Staff

Interview Spring, 1982 7 District Staff 1981-82
Interview Summer, 1982 Superintendent 1981-82
Interview Spring, 1984 3 District Staff 1982-83 &

1983-84

School Installation Interview Winter, 1981-82 5 Principals 1981-82
Participatory Supervision Winter, 1981-82 5 Principals 1981-82
Interview

Interview Spring, 1982 5 Principals 1981-82
Questionnaire Spring, 1982 5 Principals 1981-82
Interview Summer, 1983. 5 Principals 1982-83
Interview Spring, 1984 12 Principals 1983-84
Interview Spring, 1984 5 Principals 1982-83 &

1983-84

Classroom Interview Spring, 1982 12 Teachers 1981-82
Questionnaire Spring, 1982 46 Teachers 1981-82
Interview Spring, 1984 34 Teachers 1982-83 8

1983-8L
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Summary of Data Sources on Program Implementation, 1981-84
New Jersey School District

District
i

Level

-.

Data
Source

Date
Adwinistered

,

Interviewees
Period (

Covered

New Jersey District Installation Interview Fall, 1981 Superintendent and 1981-82
10 District Staff

Interview Spring, 1982 Superintendent 1981-82
Interview Spring, 1982 10 District Staff 1981-82
Interview Winter, 1983-84 Superintendent 1982-83
Interview Summer, 1984 Superintendent 1983-84

School Installation Interview Fall, 1981
,

9 Principals 1981-82
Participatory Supervision Winter, 1981-82 9 Principals 1981-82
Interview
Interview Spring, 1982 9 Principals 1981-82
Questionnaire Spring,1982 9 Principals 1981-82
Interview Fall, 1983 8 Principals 1982-83
Interview Spring, 1984 8 Principals 1983-84

Classroom Interview Spring, 1982 20 Teachers 4 1981-8?
Questionnaire Spring, 1982 116 Teachers 1981-82
Interview Winter, 1983-84 18 Teachers 1982-83 &

1983-84
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Summary of Data Sources-on Program Implementation, 1981-84
Delaware School District

District Level
Data

Source
Date

Administered Interviewees
Period
Covered

Delaware District Installation Interview Summer, 1981 Superintendent and 1981-82
3 District Staff

Interview Winter, 1981-82 1 District Staff 1981-82
Interview Spring, 1982 1 District Staff 1981-82
Interview Summer, 1982 Superintendent 1981-82
Interview Spring, 1984 Superintendent 1982-83 &

1983-84
Interview Spring, 1984 1 District Staff 1982-83 &

(former) 1983-84

School Installation Interview Summer, 1981 2 Principals 1981-82
Participatory Supervision Fall, 1981 & 2 Principals 1981-82
Interview Winter, 1981-82

Interview Spring, 1982 2 Principals 1981-82.
1 Asst. Principal

Questionnaire Spring, 1982 - 1 Principal 1981-82
Interview Spring, 1984 2 Principals 1982-83 &

(1 former) 1983-84
,

Classroom Interview Fall, 1981 4 Teachers 1981-82
Interview Spring, 1982 5 Teachers 1981-82
Questionnaire Spring, 1982 28 Teachers 1981-82
Interview Spring, 1984 6 Teachers 1982-83 &

1983-84
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SUMMARIES OF PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

The 'ollowing three tables summarize data on implementation of ADL in

three consecutive school years (1981-84) in three school districts. The

tables are organized by four of the five critical program elements discussed

in chapter 5 (i.e., critical classroom variables; principal seminars; princi-

pal/teacher conferences; and district/principal conferences). Differentiated

inservice is not included due to the lack of comparable data.

Each table presents data from four sources: :.he BSC, the district

(e.g., superintendents, resource teachers, cutriculum specialists), school

(principals), and classroom (teachers) levels. Attempts were made to ques-

tion educators at each level about the same topics, i.e., triangulate, in

order to establish the-reliability of the data. In general, the tables

reveal a good deal of agreement between levels. Data sources include: BSC

observations and contact reports; superintendent interviews; principal and

teacher interviews and questionnaires; and principal/teacher conference

forms.
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Table 8-1

Summary of Program Implementation, 1981-84
Pennsylvania School District

Program Element

Year and Level of Response

1981-82 1982-83 1983-84c
DSC

Alle

Diet.

_0'7)4

All

Schl.

(5'5)

All

Clara.
($-46)

All

BSC

T(1 Sch.)
C(2 Schs.)

Dist.
b

011)

NA
f

Schl. Clam.
(I1-5) (0'10)

T(1 Sch.) T(I Sch).
C(2 Schs.) C(2 Scha.)

SSC

All

Dist.

(5"3)

All

Schl.

0'17)

All

Claris.

(11 -34)

All

Collection of Class -
rocs Data

Variables attended
to (T. C, PI., AP)d

for which subject
areas

M
R/LA

N
R/LA

N
R/LA

m

R/LA
M
1/LA -

M
R/LA

'1

R/LA
M
R/LA

M
R/LA

M
R/LA

N
R/LA

Number of class-
rooms involved

(5 Sch.)
All

(5 Sth.)
All

(5 Sch.)
All

(5 Sch.)
All

(2 Sch.)
All -

(2 Sch.)

All
(2 Sch.)
All All All All All

Participating
Supervisors Prin. Prin. Prin. Prin. Prin. - Prin. Prin. Prin. Prin. Prin. Prin.
Mean number of
observations 3 3 3 75

2
(1 Sch.) -

2

(1 Sch.)
4

(1 Sch.) 4 4 4 51;

Range of observa-
tions 3 3 3 2-155 2 - 2-8 2-8 4 3-7 3-7 2-7

The superintendent, resource teachers, and curriculum specialists.
Curricula specialist.

c1983 -84 principal and teacher interviews were from 17 elementary schools. District data from Director of Instruction and two curriculumAspecialiets.
"T Tine; C Content; PL . Prior Learning; AP . Academic Performance.
1Concentrated mostly on Time; content (primarily coverage in math) implemented later in year; minimal attention to academic performance.RA Not asked of interviewee.
5Interviewees any have confused ADL observations with non -ADL observations.

Note: Data sources include $SC observations and contact reports; superintendent interviews; principal and teacSer interviews and questionnaires;principal /teacher conference forms.
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Table 8-1 (cont.)

Pennsylvania School District

Program Element
Year and Level of Response

1981-82 1982-83
1983-84BSC .

BSC

Dist. Sehl.
(N-7) N...5

BSC BSC

Clara.
(N"46)

NA

BSC

l

BSC

Dist.
.1

BSC

Schi. Clem
B..5 Nal°

BSC NA

BSC

BSC;

Dir. of
Inst.

Dist. Schi.
(*u3) 17

BSC; BSC;
Dir. of Mir, of
Inst. Inst.

4

Clara.
($-34)

NA

.

Principal Leadership
Seminars

Seminar leader(s)

Seminar frequency 2/mo. 2/mo. 2/mo. NA 1 /ago. 1/mo. 1/mo. NA 1/mo. 1/mo. limp. NA

PrincipaltTeacher

(5 Sch.)
All

(5 Sch.) (5 Sch.)
All All

(S Sch.)
All

(2 Scb.)
All NA

(2 Sch.) (2 Sch.)
All All All All All All

Conferences

*sober of parti-
cipsting teachers

Participating
Supervisors 5 5 S 5 2 NA 2 2 17 17 17 17

Mean number of
cants, per teacher 3 3 3 3 2 - 2 2 4 3 3

Range in number
of conferences 3

,

3 1-3 1-8 1-2 - 1-4 1-4 4 3 2-6 2-6

Variables discussed All All All All

1

T(1 Scb.)
C(2 Sch.)

- T(I Sch.) T(1 Scb.)
C(2 Sch.) C(2 Sch.)

All All. All All
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Table 11-1 (cont.)

Pennsylvania Scbatl District

Program Element

Tear and Level
1981-IV-

BSC Dist.
(001)

1982 3
Sail.
(Nal)

Clsrei.Di--.--NSCir,---CTarm--4.
(1a,10)

1-
0.) 0.17) (N "34)

C Dist.

Q1'7)
Sail.
(Di --5)

Clsrm.
(fl46)

District /Principal

5 5

;

5 NA None NA None NA 17 17 17 NA

Conferences

arNumber of parti-
pacing principals

Participating cen-
tral office staff 1, 1 1 NA - - - 2 2 2 NA

Mean number of
cants. per prinipal 1 1 1 NA - - - - 1 1 1 NA

a

Range in number
of conferences

- - - MA - - - - - - - NA

Variables discussed All AU All NA - - - - All All A11 NA-----i
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Table 8-2

Summary of Program Implementation, 1981-84
Nov Jeremy School District

Program *lament

.------------...---..-----.--gi1-1----eftn.-----"la.L4------a-.....LM..--XMV-..-A..--.------Qell.--......Ceg2------tra...
Collectlem of

Teter amill Level of Sempomas1961-82
1062-61 , 1

11413thl.
SSC Dist. Sal. Cisco.

All All All 2Ac

SSC Dist. Sal. Clem

T,C.PL All All All

SIC Mat. Clare.

T,C,PL All All All

Classroom Data

O Variables attended
to (T. C, rt. Al)

Vor which subject
WWII

.....---

I/LA 11,11 R/LA 11A
X M

8.44 IA NA VLA
K SC i . M

2/LA 2,2 1/1A *ILA
X M X

lumber of class-
rooms involved

-..--------

All All All NA
(1.k-8) (5.14) 4.1-0

All All All NA
(114-$) (S-1-8) (11.1-8)

All All 1

All MA
(=.1-6) (1144) (SAM

Participating
Supervisors

NA Prins; Prins; NA
DOI some DOI

Prima; NA Prins;
DOI Asst.

Prins;
DOI

NA Prima; MA Prins;
DOI Asst.

Prime;
DOI

e Moms member of rowels
of obelervatiOns 6

d
3 4 3 3 3 6

d
Ad3 3 3

Sams* of observations dDA 6 2-3 3-4 KA IIA 3-4 4-16
4

....

6
dOA 3-4 2-1a

ATbo superintendent.
AbT Time; C Content; IL Prior Learning; AP Academic Performance.cliA Nat asked of interview**.

d
Interviewees may have confused individual observations with rounds of observations.

1

Note: Data sources trkludt BSC observations; superintendent
interviews; princtima mod teacher interviews and questionnaires; principal/teacher

colliersace forum.
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Table B-2 (cont.)

Neu Jersey School District

Program Element

Year and Love of Re
1981-82 19 2 198344ESC Dist. Schl.

N-I
Clara.
$-116

ASC Dist.
1

chl.
118

Claim.
18

>tSSC Dist.
Nall

Schi.

04
Claret.

114.19Principal Leadership

ABC;
Sept;
Asst.
Sept.

Sept;
Aast.
Sept;
Asst.
to

Sept;
BSC

NA NA Sept;
Min.
Sept;

Sept;
Asst.
Sept;
Alit.
to
Sept;
BSC,

NA NA Sept;
Asst.
Sept;
SSC

Sept;
Asst.

Sept;
Asst.
to
Sept;
SSC

NA NA

Seed:wry

Seminar leader(s)

Seminar frequency 1/1s, NA 1/mo NA 1/mo 1/mo 1/mo NA 1/110 1/mo limo NA

Principal/Teacher

All

(S.1(-8)

All

(8A-8)
All

(6.1 -8)

NA All
(g.1 -8)

All
(g.1 -8)

.

All
(g.1 -8)

NA All

(11.1-81

All
(8.1 -8)

Ail
(g.1 -8)

NA

Conferences

Number of partici-
pating teachers

Participating
supervisors

Prins;
DOI

Prins. Prins;
sole
DOI

NA Prins;
DOI

Prins. Prins. Prins;
Asst.
Prins;
DOI

Prins;
DOI

Prins. RA Prins;
Asst.
Prins;
DOI

Mean number of coats.
per teacher 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 2

Range in number
of conferences

2-4 3 2-3 0-10 2-4 NA 3-6 2-8 1-3 3 3 1-3

Variables discussed TX All All All T,C All All All T All All All

e
DOI Department of Instruction Staff (curriculum specialists).

Ay,
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Table 8-2 (coat.)

New Jersey School District

Program Element

Year and Level of Response
1981-82 1982-83 1983-84ESC Dist.

(N-1)
Schi.
(1-9)

Clam.
(1'116)

SSG Diet. Schi.

(I-1) (1-0)

Clem.
(11'481

ESC Diet.
(1w1)

Sal.
(1'8)

Clara.

(1'18)

District/Principal

9 9 9 NA 8 8 8 NA 8 8 8 NA

Conferences

&Numb,* of partici-
pating principals

Participating con-
tral office staff Supt. Supt. Supt. NA Supt. Supt. Supt. NA

s
Supt. Supt. Supt. NA

i Mean (.2 of confs.
per 1 2 2 NA NA 2 2 2 NA 2 2 NA

Range in number
of conferences

2-3 2 NA NA 2 2-4 1-4 NA 1-3 2 1-3 RA

Variables
Discussed T,C,P1,

-

All All NA T,C,AP '11 All NA -,C All All NA

f
As of date of interviews one more conference was planned.
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Table 8-3

Summary of Prolfram Implementation, 1981-84
Delaware School District

'so

Program Element

Year and Level of Response

1982-83 19s3-84°1981-92

P^- Dist.

All

Scbl.

(113)

All

Clara.
(1W6)

T,PL,
T,PL

Dist.
(Vol)

T,PL

Schi.
(0-1)

T,PL

Clam.
(WI)

T,PL PL

Dist. Schi.
(112) 0'1)

none FL

Clam.
(1-3)

PL

Collection of Mass-

All

room Data

Variables attelded
to (T,C,PL,AP)

Far which subject
areas

N/LA
N

NA
e

NA NA A/LA
A

NA NA NA N/IA
A

NA NA

Number of class-
rooms involved

All All NA NA 1 Sch. 1 Sch. NA NA NA NA

Participating
Supervisors

2 Prins.
1 Asst.
Prin.

2 Prins.
1 Asst.
Prin.

1 Prin.
i Asst.
Prin.

1 Prin.
1 Asst.
Prin.

1 Prin. 1 Prin. 1 Prin. 1 Prin. Dir.
of
Spec.

1 Prin. nom'

Mean number of
rounds of
observations 2 NA NA NA 2 NA. 1 1

Range of observa-
tions 1-4 NA NA 1-2 NA 0-2 0-2

The superintendent and the director of special programs.

c
Tan principals and one assistant principal.
A1983-84 principal and teacher intertidal' ware from one elementary school; the principal of the other elementary school left the district 6/83.
-T Time; C Content; PL Prior Learning; AP Academic Performance.e
NA Not asked of interviewee.

Note: Data sources include BSC observations and Contact Reports; superintendent interviews; principal and teacher interviews and vestionvairav;
principal /teacher conference 'a ms.



Table B-3 (cont.)

Delaware School District

Program Element

Year and Level of Response
1981-82 1982-83 1983-84BSC Dist. Schl. Clam.

0.31iiijthagLCLAi.114.1N-.2NRNell1421.02113

BSC; BSC; BSC; NA
Supt; Supt.; Supt.;
Dist. Dist. Dist.
Staff; Staff; Staff;
Con- Con- Con-
sul- sal- sul-
tants tants tants

BSC Dist. Scbl. Clam.

Supt; Supt; NA 11A

Dist. Dist.
Staff; Staff;
Con- Con-
sul- sul-
tants tants

BSC Dist. Schi. Clsrm.

- - - NA

Principal Leadership
Seminars

Seminar leader(s)

Seminar frequency 4/yr NA NA NA 1-2/mc, 1-2/mo NA NA none none none MA

Principal/Teacher

All All NA NA 1 sch.
f

1 sch.
f

none NA none none none NA

Conferences

Number of partici-
pating teachers

Participating
supetvisors

1 Prin. JIM 1 Prin. I Prin.
1 Asst. 1 Asst. 1 Asst.
Prin. Prin. Prin.

1 Prin. 1 Prin. none none none none none none

Mean number of
confs. per teacher

3 (Tchrs.
2 NA NA paired) 1 NA - - - - - -

Range in number
of conferences

NA NA NA NA 0-2 NA - - - - - -

Variables discussed A11-1
Sch

T - 1
Sch NA NA T T NA - - - - -

(Conference using engagement rate form, not principal/teacher conference form.
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Table B-3 (cont.)

Delaware School District

Year and Level of Response
1981-82 198243

'mac Dist.
4....2

1983 -84 b
Sch1.411

11=1

Claret.

111..3

Program Element BSC Dist. Schl.
1-2 3

Clem.
1-5

BSC Dist. Schl.
11...2 11.4

Clara.
11,..3District Principal

1 Prin.
1 Asst.
Prin. 2 1 NA none none

,

none NA none none none NA

Conferences

Number of partici-
lasting principals

Participating cen-
tral office staff

Dir.
of Sp.
Pgms,

Dir,
of Sp.
Pgms.

Dir.
of Sp.

PS118- NA - - NA - - - _
liii

Mean lumber of costs.
per principal 1.5 NA NA

I

NA - - - NA - - - RA

I' Range in number
of conferences

1-2 NA NA NA - - - NA - - - RA

Variables Discuased All All All NA - - - NA - - - NA
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Appendix C

Significance of Achievement Gains

r
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SIGNIFICANCE OF ACHIEVEMENT GAINS

According to the Norm-referenced Title 1 Evaluation Model (model A),

the treatment group is assumed to increase in achievement at the same rate

as the norm group. Thus, an NCE change of zero indicates the group

progressed at the same rate as a representative sample of students at that

grade level. NCE changes greater than and less than zero can be attributed

to the intervention.

How much change is necessary to be deemed educationally significant?

This issue is fraught with ambiguity--no easy rule of thumb has been agreed

upon. Some researchers suggest that a change of one -third of a standard

deviation is significant. In this case, seven NCEs would be appropriate

(the standard deviation for NCEs is 21.06). Other researchers in4icate

that any change (i.e., one NCE) is good (Tallmadge & Wood, 1976; Tallmadge,

1976). BSC chose here simply to present the data and point out apparent

trends, rather than base interpretations on an unconfirmed standard.
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